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There are institutions that exist solely to aid in the total development of their
inhabitants. An/ individual who is a thread in the fabric of such a place is lucky
indeed. Not only do the fortunate ones contribute to the whole, but they take
portions of it as well. In a number of years, a mere blink in the spectrum of life,
they emerge as entirely new people. It's inevitable, really; there are lessons to
learn; knowledge to drink; people to meet. The sum of that experience leaves an
indelible mark and is unmistakable, for it is the sign of movement towards futures
that we mold to parallel our aspirations.
Santa Clara University aids that movement in so many different ways. The
resources provided to the students are proof enough. Integrated education
stimulates more than a student's academic growth. Instead, it opens doors to
worlds unknown and sheds light under stones unturned. Interrelated curriculum,
educational programs, and knowledgeable faculty complement one another,
making vital connections in all aspects of learning.
"There is no line between academics and the self at Santa Clara. It's fully
integrated. Each professor tries to relate our curriculum to people, places, and
things. They make education real," said sophomore Christina Lee.
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moving forward'
2. Whether walkingto buildings, or driving away
from campus, students are always on their toes
ready for action. Life on a small campus meant
never looking back, andalwayslookingforward.
3. Come rain or shine, the Alumni Fountain
captures a sense of the perpetual energy seen on
campus. The fountain provided students with a
universal reminder of the need to stop and watch
the world around them.
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moving forward
For a small, private, Jesuit
university, Santa Clara is one
of the most progressive in-
stitutions of learning in re-
gards to academics. But, as
most students will attest,
academics are only the very
tip of the iceberg that com-
prises the whole person.
Personal growth is another
realm entirely. The educa-
tion students receive here is
a formula for success - intel-
lectually, socially, and per-
sonally.
Learning at Santa Clara
follows students outside of
the classroom. For not only
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NEW FACES AND A NEW . IMPROVED CAMPUS
1 .Ready to call it a day, this construction worker
trudges along with his ladder in tow at the site of
the new parking garage. Many signs of construc-
tion were evident throughout the year as the
University grew closerto making its plans for the
future a reality.
2. Smiles are created as this orientation group
tries to break free from their human knot. Orien-
tation groups provided students with an opportu-
nity to interact and learn from their new friends
and peers at the start of their college journey.
3. Staying late after class is a pleasure for these
students as they chat outside the new Music and
Dance building. The opening of this new build-
ing gave music and dance students a new and
improved atmosphere in which to learn and
perform.






STUDENTS LIVE WHILE A CAMPUS GROWS
1
.
Walking back from a morning class, students
approaching Benson encounter many faces, old
and new. Whether walking to the library or to a
lab, a stroll around campus gave students
chances to socialize with friends and classmates.
2. Heads up, the sun is shining and the boys are
playing ultimate frisbee in the Mission Gardens.
Whenever the weather permitted, students
would put away their books and enjoy the beau-
tiful surroundings of Santa Clara University.
3. While the new parking structure is still under
construction, students look to Leavey for guaran-
teed parking. Construction plans around campus
provided growth and gave students improved
facilities for the fall quarter.
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moving forward
by Leslie Beattie and Bill Schultz
o vf£- oiA. i>
thing that lies in their path on the road of life - the ups and downs, the good and
bad, success and failure. The presence ofsocial consciousness, kindred spirit, and
spiritual awareness make them more than men and women for others. They
separate individual personalities at the most crucial point in life's development.
"I've learned quite a lot about myself at Santa Clara, especially in my transition
from sophomore to junior year," said junior Jocelyn Sideco. "Everything I've
done has helped me to form my own identity. I've become more comfortable
with myself as a person." j| f|
For Lee, Sideco and thousands of other students, the Santa Clara experience
has ingrained in them a sense of encouragement and support which prods
personal development along. They are on a journey - never to reach a certain
end and always being refined.
We are the fortunate ones. Unlike most, we students have been given the
chance to escape the bonds of caste and environment to pursue our dreams,
spark lifelong friendships and move towards the life we desire, the kind of
individual we would like to become. The foundation lain at an institution like
itaClara University is onejthat lasts a lifetime; itisawell thatwe can drawfrom
continually. As we progress as human beings, we turn our heads toward the past
and survey the frontiers of many a yesteryear; the accomplishments of those
is ena! h turning us back around and moving us forward






















2. Enjoying one of
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feet as he does a
"keg stand." While
partying wasn't the
only thing to do off-
campus, students
found creative ways
to pass the time.
It is often said that the days we spend at Santa Clara
University will be amongst the finest in our lives. Yet we pass
the days complaining of little sleep, big papers and professors
whose names are alliterated with poor grades. What we don't
speak of until much later are madcap 3 a.m. trips to Denny's
while "writing" those papers and the friendship that is
borne on those adventures. Surely the balance of our
experiences, however trivial those experiences appeared
while in transit, is far more concrete than the good marks
we so endeavored to achieve,
liege is l(the point of col ege earning how to start over.
life in the
itwwm
We arrive here without the crutch of our old identities.
Whatever we were before we reached college is in the past.
We have the divine privilege of starting over, of building
and improving ourselves. The old self is still there, yes, but
for the first time, we are confronted with the enormous
potential to improve that self. What we wind up with is an
individual who is closer to the person inside of us.
FtVuiL eJX.dL dclM- .... be, dak.e_ WrlL il .... "TcrHpVVowMO a 4teJ4r; dW. , tjol\ wJill \>eMK il ie-VeiK-lo.
OrtA-d urrlL. loo LioiL a OpiVil io be, ed^^u^be-Ve-d. vtfrlL q.oU,V old 4i.crtrt.0eiU.6e-
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
student life
Despite all of the testoster-
one in McLaughlin, which
has two men's floors and
one women's floor, it is one of the
more peaceful dorms. It is a good
place for students needing a change
from the tempo of Swig or Campisi,
Sophomore Phil Satterfield said,
"McLaughlin is a cool, laid-back
place unlike Swig, that isn't too
rowdy, but fun to live in."
Sanfilippo, one of the more ma-
ture halls on the east side of
campus, holds hundreds of
sophomores. Sophomore Michelle
Pritchard said, "I didn't know if
Sanfilippo would be as quiet as its
reputation made it out to be." But,
she adds, "It has turned out to be
much better than I feared it would."
mclaughlin
Casa Italiana. the smallestdorm on campus, remains a
mystery to non-Casa stu-
dents. Residents live in single rooms
and eat authentic Italian meals pre-
pared three times a week. Bob
Genchi, Casa Italiana's third-floor
Resident Assistant, says, "Casa
Italiana brings together a diverse
mix of men and women sharing food,
living, and educational space; in this
way it exemplifies the Jesuit tradi-
tion."
Graham may look like an
apartment complex out of
Melrose Place, but really it
is just a hall with a unique twist - the
Fresham Residential Community.
Freshman Jeanne Lynch, an FRC resi-
dent said, "At first I didn't think that
Graham would be too exciting, but
people are coming out of their shells
and getting to know each other."
1JCL
residence hafts
Dunne, the second largest
dorm on campus houses
the most sophomores. This
Lafayette/Market Street hugger has
the reputation of "party central."
But, sophomore Dunne resident
Kasey Lanier said, "I thought living
in Dunne would be an experience
more like Swig. But in fact it reminds
me of my experience in Campisi last
year."
C ampisi could be consid-ered a dorm for theaverage freshman. Fresh-
man Campisi resident Paul Yates
said, "Campisi is the middle place to
be. It's not party time 24-7 like Swig
and it's not dead like Graham. A lot
of people want to hang out here
because the doors are always
open."
Visible for miles. Swig is the
blinking beacon in a foggy
night steering lost students
back to campus. With eleven-sto-
ries. Swig dominates campus with its
size. A male Swig 7 resident said,
"Before moving in. Swig was a tall
rectangular building with eleven sto-
ries and a basement, but after living
in Swig for three weeks it's now a
tall rectangular building wuh a base-
ment that I call my home."
unity ealamedjL
The Walsh residence hall
adopted the name Unity in
order to foster community
and an acceptance of diversity. This
year, Unity went a step further by
merging with neighboring
McLaughlin to share in its programs
and goals. Freshman Carmen Ander-
son said, "In the few weeks I have
lived in Unity, I have found the image
Unity offers is true; they include and
accept the new students."
The Alameda is a unique residence hall. Known as the
converted Travel Lodge mo-
tel, each large-sized room has its
own bathroom. During the Room Se-
lection process last spring, the
Alameda was one of the most
covetted places because of its great
parking and location off-campus. In a
sense, the "Alameda [residents] have
the benefit of living off-campus, but
still being on-campus," said envious










The Robert F. Benson Memorial
Center—center of campus life.
Sure, Benson houses the Market
Square feeding frenzy and the administrative offices, but
Benson is also in the depths of a transition. The transition means
a more service-oriented center geared for the people who rely
on it most, the students. The improved Benson is becoming the
heartbeat behind services that students need and enjoy. Stu-
dents may rent camping equipment, pick up a copy of The Santa
Clara, or do some bulk-food shopping. Some time in the near
future Broncos might even be getting tasty smoothies from an
on-campus Jamba Juice . Service is now so specialized Benson
staffers have ever-so-conveniently identified which televisions
are for sports and which are for soaps, safely avoiding any
World Series versus "Days" riots.
Still, no matter how many invaluable services are slated to
"juice up" Benson, students keep coming back for that one,
most important collegiate necessity: stuffing our faces. Finding
something that tastes good without the help of ranch dressing
has become all too much like Indiana Jones' quest for the holy
grail: you think you've found it, but then a few moments later
you find it is dissolving you from the inside out.
All tired Market Square jokes aside, Colleen Lagomarsino,
Catering Sales Manager sees Aramark as a very service oriented
company, citing company policies that require managers to
interact with the students during regular meal times. "Last year
the big thing we heard [students wanted] was more vegetarian
options. There have been vegetarian choices at each venue"
before, but they weren't as obvious. . . now we have Pan Geos."
Now we may sit back and enjoy the fruits of a Bronco-friendly
Benson. In this new atmosphere far from home, students may
find a bit of mom in Aramark's chocolate chip cookies, or a letter
of an old friend in a usually empty P.O. Box. We have made
Benson the epitome of campus life: a busy center for the busiest
of folks, and a safe, reliable place to run to whenever a bean




Harvey chat over a





















Square offers a vari-






Benson, is home to
the fast food chains
Taco Bell and Pizza
Hut. Students go to
Brass Rail to grab a










tons for the APB
sponsored weekly
movie night. (Left)
AM a r k e tSquare
cashier jokes
with students before taking
their money. This year
Aramark's inflated prices
caused tension between








obili Hall towers over Mission
Gardens as the morning sun
plays with the trees as they cast
shadows upon the lush greens. Hidden
behind the Mission church, Nobili was
where many of the Jesuit community
resided and was seldom visited by stu-
dents. (Left)
he endless heavens beyond the
Mission bell tower evoke medi
tation of other worlds. These
worlds were beyond the intellectual un-
derstanding found inside the nearby




anta Clara University, estab-
lished in 1851, is the oldest in
stitution of higher learning in
California, Santa Clara has been the
home of historical landmarks such as the
Mission Church, Adobe Wall and the




Sophomore Lara Williams enjoys the
quintessential workout: a treadmill and
good tunes. The cardio equipment at
Leavey .always had a long line of patrons pa-
tiently waiting to use the machines. (Below)
\k -J>
Jr
unior Dan Speros and senior Jeff
Brasket use the bike machine to build
their muscles. Healthy Californian
udents participated in all sorts of activities
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At 4 p.m., students come home
from their classes and campus
errands to prepare for the next
for their next activity — exercise. Cleats, basketballs,
walkmans and swim goggles accompany students to
Leavey Activities Center or Bellomy Field. Inside Leavey,
the hot spot of the afternoon, treadmills hum,
stairmasters climb and weights pump. Collegiate sports
teams practice drills while the weight room is packed with
muscle-bound men and women. Leavey's air bubble is a
continuous track for runners. The driving rhythm of
aerobics class can be heard throughout the gym. Outside,
rugby players tackle and swimmers lap as rollerbladers
and skateboarders test the landscape of campus.
For many health-conscious Santa Clara students eager
to have fun and spend time with their friends, excercising
is a daily ritual. Sophomore Stephanie Thorn works out
five times a week because "it's good for my body and
A s long as the California sun keepsshining, sudents can be found play-ing basketball on the Alviso courts
between Swig and Benson Center. Basket-
ball offered an alternative for students wish-
ing to get their exercise and hang out with
friends at the same time. (Left)
Fitness-minded Broncos combine rec-
reation with athleticism.
Junior Walter Pierce not only got his
excercise by riding a skateboard, he also
used it as transportation around campus.
(Below)
ieves stress." Sophomore Jarrett Green, a frequent
jketball player, agrees that "working out is healthy and
i. Why not do it?" Some, like sophomore Alan
rreca see an hour at Leavey as "bonding time" with his
ddies. One of those buddies, sophomore Allen Wang
)ffs, "Yeah, it's fun to laugh about how small other
Dple are and how big you are." Barreca laughs adding
it he works out just "to maintain [his] girlish figure."
Fitness might seem like fun and games, but for some
ecomes an obsession. One anonymous student admit-
I that "I feel bad when I don't work out, not necessarily
/sically, but mentally." Thorn adds, "Weight is a big
je, and there are a lot of anorexic people out there. I
nk this [obsession with excercise] is a California thing.
"Is feel the need to fit into the image of a 'California
•I.'"
Whether or not women are striving to match that
defined image, there is real pressure for men and
'men alike to hop on the treadmill and run towards
:ter health.
For those few days a year when the
sun just won't shine, avid joggers get
their bodies moving. A few laps
around Leavey Activities Center's indoor
track was all it took. (Left)
the student body
17
Junior Sam Suleman tickles his
patient while he takes his
blood pressure and listens to
his heartbeat. Team EMS was
called for injuries as minor as
sprained ankles to those as serious
as alcohol poisoning. (Right)
Junior Sam Suleman fills out
charts as he helps a patient.
Although extremely impor-
tant, paperwork was an un-
pleasant aspect of an EMS
member's job. (Below)
Suleman and Donnelly help a Swig
resident with her sprained ankle.
Towards the end of the year, the
EMS team became regular visitors to the
residence halls. (Right)
Medical bags full of supplies like
stethoscopes and rubber
gloves are the lifeblood of
EMS. For the technicians, they served as




enior Matt Donnelly and the
rest of the EMS team
wheel a student out of
Campisl on a stretcher. Due to the
installation of EMS as a campus-
wide service, the Santa Clara para-
medics were called less often.
(Left)
feeling BLUE:
EMS to the rescue
by Annie Davidson
When a Santa Clara student was seriously injured
during a dance class this year, her fellow students
were able to help her. These students were
certified Emergency Medical Technicians, whose services are now a part of a new
Emergency Medical Services program at Santa Clara. In its first year, EMS has eight certified
EMTs who rotate being on call each night to respond to medical emergencies on campus.
The idea for the program originated from two Santa Clara students - Matt Donnelly
and Sam Suleman - who were already certified EMTs and wanted a chance to get patient
care experience. After investigating the program established at Loyola Marrymount,
Donnelly and Suleman worked with the University to start the program. Six more certified
EMTs joined to form this group, which consists primarily of pre-medical students. The other
members of SCU EMS are seniors Jen Shoup and Matt Guidice, and juniors Joe Goethals,
Steve Grist, Shauna Roitenberg and Annie Davidson. Grist sees EMS as preparation for his
future, "I want to be an emergency room doctor, so this is a good beginning."
The student response to this program has been incredibly supportive. SCU senior
Denise Lambeth recalled when the EMTs answered the call in her dance class. "Everybody
was panicking and nobody knew what to do. The EMTs came in and took control of the
situation." Michelle Helms from Cowell Health Center, who advises the EMTs, agrees that
the program has been a positive experience. In commenting on the responses of students
during follow-up visits. Helms said, "All of the students have been very impressed with the
work the EMTs are doing. They love that their peers are the one who come out and help."
k
In
conjunction with SCU EMS,
the Santa Clara paramedics ar-
rive outside Campisi to assist
patients. When SCU EMS was not
equipped to handle a serious situa-





Students roam endlessly to by
PARTY HEARTY!
There is a new aspect of
The Santa Clara Experi-
ence" lurking around the
corner. Actually, not just around the corner but
more literally on just about every corner, every
Friday and Saturday night of the academic year:
the Roaming Party. As the lack of interesting
weekend options grows year by year, most SCU
students are forced out onto the street, walking
that same proverbial beat in search of a party and
that holiest of grails: the keg.
Like so many social ills of the day, this scourge
hits the most innocent of victims the hardest —
freshmen. "Rarely can I sit out on my front porch
without some freshman coming by and asking me
where the parties are," says senior Olivia Lamon of
Igloo. In packs the lost freshmen roam Market
Street and Washington Street, doubling back
down Lafayette to try to meet people and make
friends the old fashioned way: with a beer in their
hands and a loosened tongue between their lips.
A growing number of disgruntled underclassmen are throwing
parties in their dorm rooms, taking the problem into their own
hands and attempting to outsmart their watchful resident assistants.
Office of Housing & Residence Life Director Linda Franke confirms
that the number of reported alcohol violations has increased from
about 500 in 1 990, to 700-1 000 for the 1996-1997 academic year.
Many others, including those fearful of receiving housing sanc-
tions look towards the Greek community at Santa Clara as the new
party planners. According to Inter Greek Council President Jeff
Fioresi about 1 80 women and 1 30 men rushed this winter. "The
largest turnout present Greek leaders have ever seen," says
Jeanette Morehouse, president of Delta Zeta Sorority.
With increasing numbers of SCU students stumped as to where
the parties are, Santa Clara can expect to see the roaming party
phenomenon grow in coming years. Until there are more options
for Santa Clarans to let their hair down and belly up to the bar, we
can only wait and see if the traditional "Wake Up Swig!" coming
from upperclassmen on Market eventually becomes frustrated
freshmen chanting "Where's the Beer?!"
all night long...
s
CU parties get crowded quickly.
The best advice for would-be
party hounds: Come early and
don't wait around for the SCPD (Santa
Clara Police Department)! (Above)
Turning on his charm, junior Mike
Moliere offers the ladies a light.
At parties, friends saw one an-
other in a different light thanks to the
help of wine, women and song. (Above)
2a ._ -:
roaming parties
The halls are packed to the brim
at this party, where about 1 50
people showed up despite a bit
of rain. Parties were notorious for
drawing large crowds, mostly from
Swig, as well as a few unexpected
guests. (Left)
As shots and shooters grow inpopularity with the bar crowd,
the SCU party scene followed
suit. An alternative to cheap beer and
long keg lines, the presence of hard li-
quor increased at SCU parties. (Below)
I
The students attempt to carry on
a conversation during a Friday
night kegger. With the rooms
filled wall to wall, many late-night





from e-mail to the internet, by Jill Thomas
TECHNOLOGY
plays a big role in students' lives
"I can't sleep at night know-
ing I have unanswered
e-mail" said sophomore
Suzanne Barnecut. E-mail may not have been in-
somnia-inducing to most Santa Clara students, but
certainly technological advances, the birth of e-
mail and the Internet, have changed the way stu-
dents interact with friends, entertain themselves,
and complete assignments.
For many students e-mail gave way to faster
communication, and more of it. Junior Belinda
Magallanes said, "I have a friend in Italy. E-mailing
is cheaper than air mail. It's free and instanta-
neous." Many found that relationships grew stron-
ger because of e-mail. Senior Mike Andueza said,
"E-mail has kept me in contact with friends I don't
see much away from home." Professors and stu-
dents alike used email to communicate with people on campus as
well. Magallanes said, "If I don't have someone's phone number, all
I need is their first and last name. I use email to set up meetings and
study groups." Revealing the dark side of e-mail a disappointed
Barnecut said, "I no longer get handwritten letters to keep. After
I read e-mail, I delete it. I hate that."
The Internet has changed the life of students too. Andueza said,
"Internet access has made school work easier. I don't have to go to
the library anymore. I get almost all my research from the Internet.
And I use it for job searches." The Internet also opened a new social
arena: students surf the web, join chat rooms and newsgroups, and
play interactive games. Barnecut forgoes the games to search the
electronic white pages. She says with a smirk, "Really, I'm not a
stalker. I just use the Internet to locate my long-lost friends."
However varied the uses of the new technologies become, it is
certain that they will continue to impact students' lives in many
ways.
Sophomore Anthony Lee and a
friend converse over game strat
egies. SCU students often found
their computers a way to relax and so-
cialize. (Above)
An avid "Civilization" player con-centrates on his game.
Computer games became a
popular pastime in the residence halls,




stud ft nt life
social tecnndlogy
Many on-campus studentsbrought computer equip-
ment with them to use during
there stay in the residence halls. Most
personal computers gained access to
the Internet through an ethernet con-
nection, so students could surf the net
or check e-mail from the comfort of
their rooms. (Left)
This student combines the mys-
tery of the digital world with re-
searching an English paper.
SCU's advanced technology was often a
handy source for informa-
tion gathering. (Below)
These students collaborate on an
engineering project during lab.
Computer technology brought






Across the street from Bannan
Hall, a tractor is ready to be put
to work on the new communica-
tions building. Unfortunately, the noise
of construction on new buildings often
disrupted classes. (Below)
During one of the rare sunny
winter days, a couple of con-
struction workers converse on
the job. All the work happening at the
construction sites gave students some-
thing new and interesting to look at as
they walked from class to class. (Right)
A model of the yet-to-be-built PatMalley Fitness and RecreationCenter sits on display in Benson
Center. Several models and drawings of
proposed buildings were scattered
across campus in various locations for








Students were happy to see this
new addition to campus: a new
parking lot next to Casa Italiana.
The lot was built, along with the new
parking structure, to replace and
exapnd total parking on campus taken




Santa Clara's campus is
undergoing a facelift. At
least it's trying to. The
infamous weather phenomenon known as El
Nino has crept into our lives and brought a halt to
almost everything on campus.
Since El Nino decided to visit us during the
winter quarter, it caused leaks and floods in
several buildings on campus — including the
Multicultural Center, Toso Pavilion and several
residence halls. It also led to the cancellation of
baseball, rugby, golf and other athletic games
scheduled during the first months of 1998.
The parts of campus that have been most se-
verely affected are the ones that haven't been
built yet. The new Arts & Sciences building, the
Alumni Science renovation project and the 600
space parking structure were all delayed due to storms of El Nino.
The rainy weather threatened to indefinitely postpone the grand
openings of these additions to our campus for the 1998-99 school
year. Other building projects are on the way — including new
tennis courts, a fitness and recreation center and additional
residence halls. Ground-breaking for these projects is slated for
this coming summer.
Walking by the Campisi
parking lot, students and
visitors are reminded that
they will soon be walking by a new fit-
ness and recreation center. Signs like
this one were present on campus wher-
ever construction was impending. (Left)
student Jife^ ^ 2L5
scu construction
Senior Abby Staudt enjoys the af-
ternoon volunteering at Special
Olympics. This year, Special
Olympics, a Santa Clara Community
Action Program (SCCAP) event, spon-
sored exciting soccer and basketball
games. (Right)
Senior Patty Ball and junior Dave
Justl pick up trash on Market
Street Cleanup Day. Run by the
Civic Affairs committe in ASSCU,
cleanup day took place every other
week as a deal between the city and the
University: Santa Clara students keep
Market Street clean, and in return they









Senior Michael Contreras pre-
pares a Habitat for Humanity
house for shingles. Habitat for
Humanity, a communal group, built
houses for low-income families across
the nation. (Above)
One of the most widely
used buzz words of the 90s
is "community service."
People have been helping others since time began,
but it took our "kindler, gentler decade" to make
the term community service a household name.
The value placed upon conscioulsy making an
effort to help those in need has transcended our
homes and churches, now finding its way into our
education here at Santa Clara.
Note our mission statement's emphasis on
compassion and conscience, regarding it as highly
as the competence we expect to gain from a
college diploma. The Santa Clara Community Ac-
tion Program (SCCAP) is the main student-run
program for promoting compassion and compe-
tence at Santa Clara. It organizes a variety of
programs from Morning Ministry to Sharing Throught Eclectic
Performance (STEP), a new musical multicultural performance.
STEP was the creative vision of junior Lindy Crane, who felt
there was miscommunication and a lack of understanding between
different cultures. For Crane, the reason she volunteers is simple:
"There's nothing more fufilling than embracing people in need."
No matter if one gives of his or herself through SCAPP or other
routes there are, everyone who gives recieves something back in
return. Service is a funny thing, that is, it is often the server who ends
up being served. Whatever compells individuals towards commu-
nity service, there are more opportunities—and most probably-
more need now than ever before.
C ultural community serviceprojects also play an importantrole in SCCAP's developmen-
tal process. These individuals give a per-








Senior Chanpone Sin lapasi and sopho-
more Javier Benaviedez participate in
a Multicultural Center panel during
STEP. This year, the MCC found creative
ways to get involved in the Santa Clara com-
munity. (Right)
Senior Jerome Ragadio, junior Jen
Delapena, senior Jamie Taguines
and sophomore R.J. Payano smile af-
ter their STEP performance. STEP, a week
long program by MCC, celebrated SCU's
diversity. (Below)
Senior Kirsten Allegri sings with gusto on
stage at STEP. STEP, Sharing Through
Eclectic Performance, promoted cultural





For young adults in the nine-
ties the words march,
protest and demonstration
are most closely associated with our parents' gen-
eration of the sixties and seventies. The words
remind us of the Civil Rights Movement. Thanks to
the actions of our predecessors there are no
longer "minorities," now there is diversity. A shift
in terminology is only one of the many changes that
has occurred for people of color, but it accurately
exemplifies the drastic changes between two dif-
ferent generations' approaches to achieving social
equality.
Minorities in the sixties and seventies had noth-
ing to lose and everything to gain by speaking out
and protesting. Today, in contrast, minorities have
now...
Jr
unior Susan Lalangan and sophomore
Sarah Perine break the ice at MCC's fall
retreat. The MCC Programming Board
ined for a weekend getaway before plan-
ning a year of cultural activities. (Below)
eaped many benefits from Civil Rights, leading to
conomic prosperity. This advancement has cre-
ited a significant economic split and has led to a
ack of solidarity and unity, thus straining the
amily unit central to many minority cultures.
While minorities today might appear apathetic
o protest and action, this trend is most indicative
>f the greatest change between generations: mi-
lorities have begun to work with the system,
istead of against it, to achieve greater equality.
While the roar for equality of the sixties may
ave quieted down to a mere whisper, it does not
nean the same effort is not present. Quite
ossibly it could mean we have all come a long way
awards greater respect and understanding of
>ur individual differences, and that make us all
lore equal.
At the MCC boat dance, juniorVenezia Mojarro and her date rock
the boat as they dance. The dance
was a great oppotunity for MCC members
















ange Peels strike a
pose betwen songs.
The Orange Peels
were one of the






by Ryan Fox KSCU
In February, KSCU celebrated its
50th anniversary of broadcasting
from the Santa Clara University
campus. Current staff gathered with alumni spanning several
eras of radio to share tales of yesteryear and explain the present
role of a college radio station — to be a community voice and
provide exposure for under-represented artists.
In its history, the campus radio station has undergone many
changes: name, frequency, location and wattage, for example.
At various points, KSCU and its predecessors have been AM
stations, cable stations, and FM stations anywhere between 10
and 1,000 watts. Typically, the broadcast studios and facilities
have been located in the basement of various on-campus build-
ings. The station's slogan, "The Underground Sound," applied
to both the station's location and non-mainstream music pro-
gramming.
The music programming focused primarily around indepen-
dent music, or indie rock, released by smaller independent labels
not affiliated with media giants. During the week, KSCU played
primarily indie rock and punk, some ska and swing, jazz showc
around noon and a smattering of electronic-based music. Satur-
days featured mostly hip-hop and rap, while Sunday's shows
were an amalgamation of various genres: gospel, blues, jazz.
Christian rock, Latin rock, and a sports talk show.
In addition to broadcasting music and public service an-
nouncements, KSCU put on shows at Brass Rail, co-sponsored
events at local clubs, ran promotions such as the infamous van
chase and held biannual on-air fundraisers.
KSCU presently broadcasts from the basement of Swig Hall,
where almost 80 DJs (about half of which are SCU students)
volunteer their time on a weekly basis. A management staff of
16 organizes DJs into committees for music, promotions,
fundraising, development and production. The station currently
boasts 30 watts of power, which supposedly provides a 20-mile
listening radius from the Swig rooftop. In the works are plans for
RealAudio broadcasting, allowing anyone with an Internet con-
nection to tune into KSCU 24 hours a day, seven days a week,














more than just going to church
The Christian Life Commu- ^y
nity (CLC) of Santa Clara
University is a group of |--
diverse students united through their Catholic
faith. CLC groups exist nationwide, but at Santa
Clara the individual members are solely respon-
sible for the workings of the group. Every mem-
ber brings something unique to the CLC by prepar-
ing a different focus for each weekly meeting. Past
topics include a reflection on trust and God's
presence in our lives, and a talk about Irish culture
and its impact on religion and spirituality. Most
CLC meetings go beyond discussion and reflection
into fellowship or community service. By reciting
the rosary, practicing yoga or creating individual
artistic impressions of God, the CLC transcends
discussion and reflection and offers its members
fellowship and lasting friendships.
While the CLC may not be a household name
at Santa Clara, they deserve recognition because
the group embodies the Jesuit tradition of combin-
ing academic and religious education. The CLC succeeds in
integrating more typical college experiences like making friends and
sharing experiences with a sense of religious purpose and identity.
Increased integration of Christianity into everyday life is the
ultimate goal of the CLC, whose 10 members will all be graduating
this year. A new group of students will be carrying on the CLC in
1 998-1 999. Butfor Jeff Brasket, Michael Contreras, Jen Dyen, Erica
Gomes, Amy Harris, Amy Koenig, Amy Moura, Ryan Spencer, Matt
Walsh and Cristin Winn , the Christian Life Community of Santa
Clara has helped them strengthen their individual faith and become
living examples of the ideals the Santa Clara community stands for.
Seniors Michael Contreras, Ryan
Spencer and Jen Dyen precari-
ously perch on a Habitat rooftop.
Habitat for Humanity was just one of
the many service-oriented outings of
the Santa Clara Christian community.
(Right)
Cristin Orr
Amy Harris, Matt Walsh, CristinWinn, John LeVecke, Ryan
Spencer, Amy Moura, Jeff
irasket. Amy Koenig, Michael
Contrereas and Jen Dyen feel the love
after an inspiring meeting. Christian or-
ganizations on campus offered students






enior Amy Koenig tacks tar paper
to a roof for Habitat for Human-
ity. Habitat is sponsored by Cam-
pus Ministry throughout the year as an
alternative spring break trip. (Left)
Christian Life Community mem-
bers relax in Campus Minis-
try. New CLC groups will be
forming for the 1998-1999 academic
year. (Below)
s
eniors Jeff Brasket and Matt
Walsh enjoy the natural sur-
roundings of a Redwood tree.
Christian Life Community members en-
gaged in outdoor adventures to com-
mune with the great creation of nature.
(Left)









Devin Daniels excitedly scoots over
to fellow sophomore Jen Crandall
and says, "Hey, Jen wanna go
surfing?!" Relaxing by the Benson fountain wearing an army
green fishing hat in the midday sun, Crandall responds, "We
don't have anything else to do, why not?" She lets her eyes move
past Daniels to people-watch. They agree to meet in a few hours,
and Daniels runs off saying, "Later..."
* * *
At Santa Clara, when the sun shines and spring fever rises
from the hot cement, everyone savors it. According to Crandall,
"Winter quarter is tiring, gray and cold. But spring starts with a
bang, and everyone gets wasted for three months straight. No
one goes to class." Instead, Mission Garden becomes a beach full
of sunbathers and Frisbee-throwers.
Spring quarter has a relaxed, sun-indulging attitude physically
visible in the attire of students. Spanish professor Lucia Varona
recalls the first weeks of spring quarter, "Some students follow
the seasons by dates and not by temperature. Many students
came to class wearing shorts and no shoes even though it was still
between 40 and 50 degrees outside. When I asked a student
why he wasn't wearing shoes he answered, 'It's spring, you
know!' But his brain and toes didn't use the same code to
interpret the seasons, considering the purple color of his toes."
Santa Clara springs are also aphrodisiacs. An abundance of
new couples populate campus with smiles on their faces and the
warmth of another hand in their own. After all, the scent of
wisteria on the vine makes it hard to focus - at least on books.
Varona says, "Spring students surprise me with nervous laughs
and other tactics to get the attention of their classmates. This
year, someone openly expressed their interest in meeting a
particular person in the class."
Crandall, on the other hand, believes spring love is really
dependent upon the sun, not the season. This year, spring
quarter had a fair amount of rain, but Crandall remembers the
last unusually sunny weeks of Winter quarter, "Yeah, the sun
came out and it seems everyone got their piece of love."
Spring fever may have caused love and laziness, but it also
revived Santa Clara after the winter storms. Varona said,
"Spring is the best time to confirm that we have a soul to feel, to
think and to love.'
Freshman Jeremy Armstrong
throws a baseball to his friend
at the other end of the
Alameda Mall. The break from winter
rains brough sporting fanatics out to
the grassy fields in droves. (Right)
3L4 , , student life
spring fever
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These star-
crossed lov
e r s ' tem-
peratures rise in
Mission Gardens.
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M a I a i e r
tries to block his
opponent's jump
shot. As soon as








the day, two stu-
dents take an after-
noon nap. Many stu-
dents opted for
sleeping in the sun
as opposed to
drooling on their
















There is a humble little patch of land on
campus behind Casa Italiana called the
Owl's Clover Community Garden. Last
year, the construction of a new parking lot threatened the
garden's existence. But today the garden remains with its green
fertility thanks to the efforts of some dedicated students and
faculty members.
The garden is officially run by SCCAP, but anyone and
everyone is welcome to get their hands muddy, to cultivate
friendships, and enjoy the afternoon stillness. Senior Tammy
Tiong, SCCAP Garden coordinator says, "The Garden has been
a relaxing place for laughs, tears, stories, organic food, music,
and friends. A place where suns set, moons rise, and burrowing
owls call out loud to their mates. It is a place where time seems
to slow down, where noises are softened, and where a sort of
tranquility rests, distinct from the often rushed atmosphere of
Santa Clara life."
Many students escape to the comfort of the Garden because
as Tiong says, "There are no mistakes. If you accidentally pull up
a plant and leave the weed, it's okay because the earth heals
itself. There are no deadlines. It's a whole different world out
there."
But there's another side to the garden. It is there that
students learn about the earth. Sophomore Greg McPheeters
says, "It's important to understand how life works. Food is
fundamental, yet we take it for granted. In the garden we
cultivate our own, and really appreciate its sustenance." In
addition to being a peaceful haven, the garden provides food:
zucchini, cucumber, radish, beets, squash, tomatoes, and egg-
plant to Second Harvest Food Bank. The Garden is an important
part of Santa Clara's community. Tiong says, "The Garden
furnishes an outlet for creative volunteerism as well as increases
our sensitivity to how environmental change affects our daily
lives. We do not own the land, but we can work with it, dress it
up in flowers, plant its seeds, and watch it come alive.'
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moving out, paying rent,
MOVIN ON UPand
eating cup co noodles
Moving off-campus is a time- ^y
less rite of passage for many
students, especially sopho-
mores, as the move from the halls equates a
transition to the stately ranks of upperclassmen.
Early in the year, many students begin the hunt
for the "house" — tracking down a list of possible
houses to see and landlords to call.
But, unfortunately, the stakes of finding the
perfect place to live run high when having to deal
with issues that students are not aware of when
living in the comfort of a residence hall.
Landlords, electricity bills, and garbage days can
put an unexpected twist to the joys of living sans
cafeteria food and RAs. Sophomore Steve Franklin
said, "I'm going abroad for fall quarter, so I had to
find someone to sublease for me. There isn't much
to think about now, living on-campus. I know I'm
going to have to deal with a lot when I get back. It
will be time consuming because there will be a lot
more responsibilities, like finding food to eat other
than Cup O' Noodles."
For other students, taking the initiative to establish a relationship
with a new landlord can be challenging. Sophomore Mark Arthur
wishes he had more guidance in the process. Arthur said, "I'm
excited about the house. The only bad part is that we can never get
hold of our landlord. I've talked to her once when we turned in our
deposit. It would be nice to have more contact with her, and
reassurance that everything is on track."
For the juniors and seniors that have experience with landlord
worries and living frustrations, some wish they had more guidance
in the beginning when they faced questions regarding who to call to
fix a problem. Senior Matt Walsh said, "This year, our pilot light
went out, so we called in PG&E, and he showed us how to relight
it ourselves if we had to. We pretty much take care of ourselves.
Our landlord's more trouble to talk to than it's worth. As long as
the rent check is in the mail by the first of the month, all is fine."
Moving off-campus becomes a great learning experience for
students. An important lesson learned when living in house with a
handful of close friends is how to handle any situation that may arise.
Whether a kitchen faucet explodes, the police visit your last party,
the toilet leaks, or a basement floods, students will learn by
experience either who to call, who to avoid, and how to come up
with creative ways of cooking macaroni and cheese.
Amanda Santos
* *
Freshman Josh Banko crosses his
fingers and calls one of several
landlord phone numbers he's
collected. One of the most difficult as-
pects of house hunting was the initial
connection with the landlord. (Above)
SUMMER WORK
Sophomore Jeremy Banko desperately
searches the housing postings in the base-
ment of Benson. Few campus resources
directed students in the direction of off-campus




Sophomore Jeremy Banko begins
his hunt for off-campus housing
at the Kenna kiosk. By the end of
winter quarter, Santa Clara was smoth-
ered in "Subleasers Wanted" fliers, as
those students going away for the sum-
mer or abroad for fall quarter looked
for a way to keep rent costs down.
(Left)
Sophomore Ronni Long tries her
luck with the classified ads. Many
students were hesitant to consult
newspapers because housing openings
were far from campus. (Below)
HHB^
Sophomore Jeremy Banko knocks
on the door of the house he's
been scoping out all year. When
house hunting, some students skipped














Ast u d e n tprays be
fore Jesus
— perhaps for the
rain to end. Rumor
had it that the Jesu-
its made a deal with
God this year to ex-
tend winter quarter
three months for




dirty as they tackle one
another during a game
of mud football.
When the rain ceased,




The M C Cheadquart-
e r s dries
out after its frequent
flooding. The TSC top
ten list suggested











It is ironic that the two greatest
phenomena of 1998 happen to
relate to water-T/tan/'c, the
film and El Nino. Since every publication known in the Western
World has covered the sunken liner, this article deals with the
wrath of El Nino. What is notable about rain?
Nothing much, unless you've sat on a washed out highway,
waded through a flooded apartment or even watched helplessly
as your home crashes down a cliff that used to be your backyard.
Essentially, El Nino is interesting to everyone and anyone who
happens to live in California.
Let's review some of the stories of 1 998 regarding El Nino
and Santa Clara University. First, construction was delayed for
new buildings like the parking garage and the Ethics, Communi-
cation and Public Policy buildings. Second, the Multicultural
Center flooded, prompting its patrons to demand a new, more
visible and a generally higher and drier place to gather.
As El Nino swept through the Bay Area, students wondered
when it would end. By mid-February scientists reported that
they expected at least another two months of wet weather. In
March junior Kimi Nishikawa's first-floor apartment flooded
twice. Park Central Apartment landlords initially refused to
replace Nishikawa's water-damaged carpeting. "I never
thought El Nino would hit home—literally—like this!" jokes
Nishikawa.
El Nino did bring one positive thing to SCU—lots to talk
about. According to sophomore Nick Steiner, "People were
actually talking about rain and not sounding like old people. . .
No matter if you're 90 or 19, EL Nino made it ok to stand
around at parties and talk about the weather!"
On a brighter side, Lake Tahoe ski areas reported record
snowfall. For the vast number of SCU skiers this meant great
skiing just a few hours away. The ski season promised to be
extra-long according to weather forecasters. While Santa
Clarans grudgingly battled the damp and dreary days of El Nino,
the example of one student sums up SCU's if-you-can't-beat-
em-join-em sentiment: he scheduled all of his classes for Tues-
days and Thursdays to get 4-day weekends for spring skiing!
M other andu g h t e rneed the shelter of the
wisteria trellis to protect them-
selves from the rain. SCU's open
campus gave few shelter from rain-





An unidentified innertube teamsplashes towards the finish line.
Anchor Splash, which had nu-
merous activities scheduled throughout
the week, culminated with weekend
water activities at the Leavey pool.
(Right)
GREEK
shows the charities of Hfrats and sororities
PHILANT IHROPY
*
Generally, the university community and the cam-
pus' surrounding neighborhoods are not as sup-
portive of the Greek community as the Greeks
would like. The grapevine would have you believe that the university's fraternities and
sororities exist only for really good parties and for causing trouble. However, the students
know that such rumors are unfounded. In fact, Greeks make a large contribution each and
every year to the Jesuit ideals of community service and compassion for one's fellow man
by sponsoring such events as Anchor Splash, Star Search, volleyball tournaments and
countless other philanthropic events to serve several charities.
This year's Anchor Splash was one of the most highly anticipated philanthropic events
of the Greek Community. Sponsored by Delta Gamma, the largest of the three sororities
currently chartered by SCU, the event was sponsored to benefit charities for the blind. Held
during spring quarter, with activities planned throughout the week, Anchor Splash allowed
hundreds of students to have some fun in the sun while supporting a good cause.
The gentlemen of SAE demon
strate what it's like to be a frog
with a little song and dance.
Even with water simulated by paper, the
group was still able to convey their mes-




a cowboy hat and boots,
the men of Pike engage in a
western dance number for the
Anchor Splash talent show. (Left)
Complete with grease
smuges, senior Katie
Walsh gets into her role
as an auto mechanic. Part of the fun
of participating in the event was the
opportunity to portray somebody
else on stage. (Below)
-Ss=*
n the Leavey Activity Center
pool, the girls from Alpha Phi
gracefully perform their syn-
chronized swimming routine. They
may not be quite ready to compete
for Olympic gold, but they were able
to have fun and enjoy the rambunc-
tious time with friends while raising





With all of the things that
Santa Clara students are re-
quired to do in a relatively
short and quick ten weeks, it's almost a crime to
ask the questions: "So, read any good books
lately?" or "Gosh, have you seen 'Lost In Space'
yet?"
In many cases, inquiring about a student's re-
cent entertainment outings will likely result in an
evil scowl — maybe even a black eye. But in all
honesty, students do get chances to see the latest
flicks or make a run to Tower Records for their
favorite CDs every now and then.
"Students make time for entertainment," said
Keryun Su, who is in charge of speaker program-
ming for Activities Programming Board.
But the problem is that students have so limited
time and so many available options for entertain-
ment.
"It is a struggle for us to get people to our events because we
compete with so many different events both on and off campus,"
said Su.
Most students reserve the weekends for the entertainment
needs — flocking to the new AMC 20 complex by Great America for
movies, or taking a jaunt to Palo Alto or San Francisco to check out
the slew of dance clubs and other hot spots. During the week,
however, they take advantage of what APB has to offer — checking
out Chastity Bono's speech in April or taking a Wednesday study
break to see "As Good As It Gets."
This year, of course, could not have been complete without
seeing "Titanic" once — or a couple of times, for that matter. The
film, which grossed over $1 .5 billion in ticket sales around the world,
captured the hearts of young people with its tale of romance set
against the historical backdrop of the world's most famous maritime
disaster.
"I cried when I saw the movie," said freshman Kristie Ward of her
"Titanic" experience.
Whether it was checking out the latest film, taking a break from
studying to read "The Horse Whisperer" or John Grisham's latest
tale, or seeing the Dave Matthews Band at Shoreline Amphitheater;






Roommates argue over which CD
to put in their stereo next. Many
albums came out this year — in-
cluding Dave Matthews Band, Garbage
and Madonna — which students eagerly
added to their collections. (Above)
In
the quiet of her room, sopho-
more Kathleen Rendler enjoys
reading "Midnight In The Garden of
Good and Evil." Between studying and
socializing, many students found little




tudents flock to the brand new
AMC Mercado theaters in Santa
Clara. The theater complex gave
students discounts on movie tickets, al-
lowing them to save some cash for other
activities. (Left)
Sophomores Brianna Reynaud and
Kathleen Charles debate which
movie they should see for a study
break from finals. The decided on seeing
the new summer flick, "The Truman
Show, "with Jim Carrey. (Below)
Grooving to her new Dave
Matthes Band CD, sophomore
Marisa Silvas tries to crack up
her roommate. Throughout resident
halls and student homes, stereos could









Does your mom ever say, "Hone/,
what does it mean to be dissed?"
"Wow, she's out of it," you think.
But what happened when you arrived at Santa Clara and your
roommate started spewing his or her hometown slang at you?
For example, sophomore Susan Ewens from Wisconsin said,
"can you tell me where the bubbler and the time machine are?"
Ewens means that she wants to find the water fountain and the
ATM.
Colloquialisms, or slang words, from all regions in the coun-
try, intermingle at Santa Clara University to create a unique
language. Out-of-state Santa Clarans must adapt to the local
lingo in order to be understood and avoid ridicule. Sophomore
Traci Giordano from Kula, Hawaii stopped saying 'rubbish'
when she realized that locals called it "trash" or "garbage." She
says, "We have a lot of words that are different, like "rubbish,"
that we've adopted from immigrants that come to Hawaii." A
slang word like "choke" (in Hawaii) is the equivalent of "hella"
(by the way "hella" means "a lot" for those of you not familiar
with the term). The use of "hella" surprised out-of-state
students. Sophomore Nicholas Oswood from Great Falls,
Montana, says, "Every other word is hella. I even catch myself
saying it sometimes, but then I have to slap my wrist because it
sounds so silly to me."
Some students make new word choices just to be under-
stood. Everyone has an opinion on the "Pop vs. Soda" debate.
To non-Californians, "pop" is the preferred term, but here in
California, a carbonated beverage is referred to as a "soda."
Junior Alessandra Brophy of Phoenix, Arizona, doesn't prefer
either term; she calls her refreshment of choice, "Coke."
Brophy says, "that way everyone will know what I'm talking
about."
So, like, what's the point dude? In the midst of reading
scientific research jargon and writing grammatically correct
papers, we forget that our colloquialisms give us character and
attitude. Enjoy each others' words, relay them to the folks back
home, and hey - maybe you can influence the slang of your





byJoy Bulosan will vou be in
years
It seems the closer mankind gets to the
millennium, the more obsessed people be-
come with major disasters and the end of
the world. It's nice to know that through the pessimism concerning the future
some Santa Clara students are optimistic about the next ten to twenty years.
Sophomore Louella De Los Angeles isn't even considering the end of the
world. Her hopes focus more on her own personal ambitions to be the next
big name in the animation of Steven Spielberg's Dreamworks company.
While De Los Angeles will be working in Hollywood, freshman Kandice Kelly
will be across the Pacific living the American Dream in Hawaii. Like De Los
Angeles, Kelly has focused on planning her success more than pondering the
state of our world, "I'll be living in a big house with two kids, and a dog—oh,
and a husband . . . a wealthy husband!" Her big house might be one of many
because, according to Kelly, "we'll be living in an overpopulated world mostly
due to the fact that there will be cures for everything."
Another freshman, Janna Fong, is not as optimistic about the fate of the
world. She believes we will soon see "a major change—with all of these
disasters occurring, something is definitely going to happen. I don't think
things can continue the way they are. Who knows? Hopefully I'll somehow
be able to make a change in people's lives."
Fong is not the only one who wants to make a difference. "I would like to
be the guy known for saving millions of lives by inventing the cure for some
disease," says sophomore Aaron Cullen. Cullen doubts the world will change
that drastically, but he probably won't notice much, since he will be in the
laboratory concocting cures that will overpopulate Kelly's world!
The seniors have a bit more to say about the future, perhaps since it is upon
them. Brad Hamada sees "man and machine working together with more
efficiency and interaction than ever before. I see people using technology
more than creating it. Right now, everyone's making huge technological
advances, but I think we need to slow down and look at how to apply them
so we can better take advantage of it all."
Fellow senior Jerry Tarn combines Hamada's high hopes for technology
with others' plan to create a better world. "In the next twenty years I will
become the next Bill Gates. I plan to create a computer company that
provides some service to society. I believe that we are still in the primitive
stages of our economic and technological capabilities. In twenty years people
WILL have the money—if people can buy a Mercedes and a huge house now,
who knows what they'll be able to buy in the future!"
Few of us could have said it better. Optimism mixed with imagination has












where will we £>e.;.
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,1,111
Before it is too
late in the year,
this student gets a
jump on researching jobs
in Career Services. The
center dedicated itself to
helping students find em-
ployment after school and







their futures is the pitter-
patter of little feet that
may arrive in the not so
distant future. Some SCU
graduates did think about
little ones as — evident at
Kids On Campus, where
SCU employees and gradu-
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chance to come to
campus in summer
for most orienta-













b'y the time an individual enters college, he or she
has, at some juncture, been exposed to the "little
fish in a big pond" ideology. If not, those individuals are
made swiftly aware of it, as they are the new "little fish,"
forced to swim in the seemingly strange pond of univer-
sity life. Residence Hall rooms are not like home; the
campus presents itself as vast and perplexing; professors
appear intimidating and their requirements taxing;
students are foreigners that carry with them the culture
themselves in very
unique ways.











the bar was packed
full with juniors and
seniors.
of homes totally unlike any home that individual has ever
known — college is simultaneously daunting and inspiring.
For it is amongst these curious elements that a fresh-
man, the "little fish," establishes him or herself in that
mix, until eventually they become one of the many bright
and unique colors that streak the faces of this university.
RtrtJiL ej3UL-L dd1 t>e_ dWe, wrrlL il .... IcfKoVVowh io a -K.e.vT da^l , (JotA. wJrU beAttt il
OeRct vtftlL loo LiaL a 5piVil lo be. e^tA^e^eA uTrik. ULoiW old -RoftOeiHie.
-junior Jocelyn Sideco
personalitites
Reminiscing* Senior Ball Weekend in Monterey
• Memories • The beginning of a new journey • Growing
up • The Real World! • Uhh...do I really need to look
for a job? • Saying goodbye • Moving on • It's Spring
quarter, do I really have to go to class? • Wednesday
nights at The Hut • Caps and Gowns • "It seems
like it was yesterday that I was a freshman"
• 50 cent beers at Cluck U • Do we really have
to fill out a petition to graduate and to walk?
Senior Survey?* When does my lease expire?
• Drinking with Mom and Dad at Senior Parent
Weekend • Revising the resume ... again! • How
many announcements do I need to order?* Job
interviews • Senioritis • Sleeping for sixteen
hours • Not bringing a backpack to class spring
quarter* Checking out the graduation stage in
Mission Gardens* Making the Public Safety
Crime Report one more time • "D means I still
get my diploma!" • Moving the tassle from the
left to the right* Drinking with Pop at Dads
and Grads-Graduation morning*
The three newest members of the Saturday Night Live cast are on the prowl as the "Three Italian Guys." Seniors
Sarju Naran, Brian Wynne and Barney Mok entertained the crowd on Halloween as they offered their worst
















































































The Man from Snowy River
I avonte Song:
All about you - 2 Pac
One word: impressive.
Senior Alexa Baird is
impressing many
around campus, with
both her actions in and
out of the pool. As
captain and co-founder
of the Santa Clara
women's water polo
team, Alexa is leading the Santa Clara Athletic Department to new levels.
This began with Alexa's love for sports. She is up for almost any outdoor
activity—mountain biking, water skiing— but it is her iove for the water that
has brought Alexa to the Leavey Activities Center pool. Alexa having been
swimming since she was four years old. When she reached Santa Clara as a
freshman, she was disappointed that there were no water sports other than
men's water polo. In her sophomore year she went to the Athletic depart-
ment to discuss starting a women's water polo team. With determination,
and the help of Marc Hansen of the Santa Clara men's water polo team, the
women's water polo team was born as a club sport. Currently the team is
still a club sport, but with 1 8 returning players there is improvement and a
push to raise it to the NCAA. What it comes down to it, Alexa is doing





>enior Andrew Duncan enjoys being a kid again as he sleds in the plentiful snow of the Sierras. Spring Break in
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"Ding repair on the Rusty and the Yellow Mouster." Patching up shark bites in their surf boards, seniors Kyle
Daniels and Chris Feng spend the afternoon repairing their surfboards in preparation for a quick trip to the big
breakers of Santa Cruz.
..
Many Santa Clara students find the warmth and comfort of the Mission Cafe a better place to study than the
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"Okay, who took my electric socks, my feet are getting cold?", asks senior Ryan Armstrong as he rummages

















California by myth of
the sunshine. Uffelman
had visions of students
in California in class
writing their notes on
surfboards and of
classrooms next to the beach. He was somewhat shocked to find the
nearest beach to school was all the way over in Santa Cruz. However, Santa
Clara is still close enough to the beach that Uffelman has had the opportu-
nity to learn to surf. He does not consider himself a surfer, as he is still
beginning the learning process.
For Uffelman, the people at Santa Clara, not the sunshine, have made
his college years special. He enjoys being able to walk through campus and
recognize the faces he sees. Uffelman describes Santa Clara as, "a very
open campus," one where you can always find someone, and something to
do. During his freshman year, Uffelman joined the Sigma Pi fraternity as a
way to meet more people. Although he did not feel the need to join a
fraternity, Uffelman did find it helpful for meeting many friends. When
Uffelman graduates at the end of this year, it will be the people of Santa









Sara Casey Jason Caskey Jeff Cassidy Jessica Cassinelli Marfa Castaneda











































Is this a lap dance or just a little birthday fun? Senior Amanda Santos "entertained" senior Matt Walsh at hi
birthday party as she impersonated Mrs. Roper in a skit honoring Walsh's love for the long lost sit-com Three'
Company.
'>.^£WM^5§
t must be the beginning of this camping trip because these guys are still clean. Seniors Sash Williams, Ben
A/illett, Albert Roman, Chris Feng, Ryan Armstrong, Kyle Daniels, and junior Randy Jones stop for a picture
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Agatha Connolly Joseph Connors Michael Contreras Byron Conway Cynthia Cook
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As the Editor-in-Chief of
The Santa Clara, the
student newspaper,
Jessica fits the quintes-
sential description of a
communication major:
she is a journalist. The
trek to her current
position at The Santa
Clara began during the winter quarter of her freshman year. Jessica went
into TSC office with the hopes of writing on a weekly basis. She progressed
to be the News Editor during her sophomore and junior years. As a senior,
Jessica became the Editor-in-Chief.
Jessica enjoys writing and the power to create debate that is involved in
working at the newspaper. She has met different people and learned about
events and trends while covering stories for the paper. Jessica described her
work at TSC as "very rewarding".
Jessica is plotting a course for her future in journalism. Currently Jessica
has her sights on a position with a daily paper, but her long term goals
include writing for a weekly paper. Writing for a weekly paper would offer
more freedom to write what she wants. She is not considering graduate
school right away, although her interest in the First Amendment may draw
Jessica to law school after settling into the world of journalism.
One happy family stopping for the camera while they hike through Muir Woods. Seniors Greg O'Keefe,
Josephine Lee, Amanda Santos, Ragan Henninger, Christina Carinalli, and sophomore Eugene Francisco hang on
































































The perfect Martini ... shaken, stirred, or just plain crazy. Seniors Ragan Henninger and Josephine Lee joined
forces with Santa Clara graduate Julie Sciandri to enjoy a drink that would even meet the high standards ofJames
Bond.
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These seniors are monkeying around as they find their inner child playing around on this Jungle Gym. Senior
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Could this really be heaven? It just might be for senior Vince Novak who enjoys laying in the arms of seniors
Vanessa Santos, Trina Warren, Julissa Robles, Cristina Calderon, and Lindley Maestri on the beach in Monterey.











The Hunt for Red October
Favorite Song:
The Christmas Song
Matt Donnelly is well on
his way to becoming a
doctor. As a senior
biology major, Donnelly
has the classroom




make his efforts special. Donnelly, along with a few other Santa Clara
students, started an Emergency Medical Services (EMS) program on the
Santa Clara campus. He wanted to start the program to put his Emergency
Medical Technician (EMT) skills to use. Donnelly wanted to serve the Santa
Clara community that had offered him so much in his four years here.
Although it may seem that Donnelly is completely occupied by the EMS
program and applying to medical school, he does find time to be involved in
other activities. He is a member of Santa Clara's Music Ministry program as
well as the president of Beta Beta Beta, the biology honors society. As the
president of the honors society, Donnelly would like to organize a program
that would pair Junior and Senior biology majors with Freshman and
Sophomore biology majors to act as mentors. The program would allow
the more experienced students to offer tutoring to the younger underclass-































































Bud ... Wise ... Er ... These two hope to try out to be the newest additions to the Budwiser ad campaign. Seniors
Steve O'Brien and Chad Bourne enjoy a nice cold drink celebrating another senior event
MHHRMH
"One at a time kids. If you all go down the slide at once, you are going to get stuck." Seniors Chris Richardson,






































































1 Only Have Eyes For You
Nancy Andre is an
Resident Assistant (RA)
in Campsi Hall, but this
is not her first year as
an RA; she was the RA
for the third floor of
Dunne Hall her junior
year. Andre finds
pleasure in walking
through the halls and seeing the many different people with very diverse
personalities, which she describes as, "a potpourri of people." She loves the
variety of the activities that the residents are involved in. Andre's favorite
aspect of being an RA is, "all the life in the hall and trying to make it a home
for people." As an RA, Andre is also involved in programming and planning
events for the students living in the halls.
Andre is not only an RA; she is an artist as well. Andre paints in oils and
does life drawing, where she focuses mainly on drawing people. Her love
of art conjures up plans for a trip to Florence where she could see the
paintings that inspire her. Aside from art and being an RA, Andre
rollerblades and plays roller hockey in Kennedy Mall on Saturday mornings.










It only took seconds for the dance floor to become Dance Party U.S.A.Seniors Peter Schmitt, and Jen Pitts dance
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Monterey coufdn't provide a luau, so these two brought the luau to Monterey. Senior Johnathan Vandenberg





"Strike a pose ... Vogue!" Is this the studio for the photo shoot? Senior Kate Eberwein offers her own version






Dena Jones Miechia Jones Troy Jones Serena Jung Kevin Kelly








































As soon as the music started, everyone jumped out of their chairs to dance, dance, dance. Seniors Vince Novak,
Greg O'Keefe, and Vanessa Santos bump and grind at Senior Ball.
...












End Ol The Road
A computer guru. At
least by his own
account, Jason Sarich is
a computer guru. This
makes him a perfect fit
for the position of lead
Resident Computer
Consultant (RCC).
Sarich was one of the
first RCCs on the Santa Clara campus. The program started two years ago
with sixteen students who gathered their computer skills to help their fellow
students with their computer problems. The program has allowed Sarich to
do what he love best, which is to help people with their problems and to
work with computers. The experience has also offered him the opportunity
to learn about networking computers, which is what Sarich would like to
pursue once he graduates. He would like to utilize the connections that the
Career Services department has with the major computer corporations in
the Silicon Valley to find a job in computer networking and consulting.
Sarich would like to spend a few years in the field before returning to
school to get an M.B.A.
Other than computers, Sarich is also interested in video games. He has
played intramural football and is a member of Sigma Pi and the Slovenian
American Benevolent Society. If you have a computer problem, Sarich is


















































Jennifer Lauer Jason Law Anne Le Theresa Le Sara Leach
Psychology Biology History Philosophy Liberal Studies
Josephine Lee
Music
Only few people get to have a personal slave to fan you when you are hot. Senior Johnathan Vandenberg takes






These two take male bonding to a whole new level. Seniors Brent Cisneros and Marc Cooperson share a good










































Rodolfo Madrigal Andrew Magallanes Mike Maisen Matthew Maltese- Florence Mariano





















Erin Kimura is a writer;
creative writing is one
of her favorite hobbies.
Creative writing is what
brought Kimura to the
Santa Clara Review.
She began working with
the Review during the
end of her freshman
year, when she took the organization's practicum class. Kimura joined the
staff her junior year and is currently the Associate Editor of the Review.
Kimura says, "the position of Associate Editor fits me very well and it allows
me to do other activities." The other activity that Kimura is involved with is
the Multi-Cultural Center (MCC). She is the Program Coordinator for the
MCC where she plans Diversity Chats, which are programs that involve
students from the Center for Student Leadership (CSL). By participating in
the Review and the MCC, Kimura can combine her love for writing and
student affairs. Kimura would like to continue to work in student affairs,
running a program similar to the CSL here at Santa Clara. Kimura feels that






"Hey guys look at me, I'm wearing a plaid togal" Senior Jeff Giacomini goes for the Scottish-Roman look as he



























Kerry McLaughlin Matthew McNelis Erin Meagher Darlene Medina Jennifer Meffley































The king and queen of pool share their throne at Mondo Burrito. Seniors Maureen Birmingham and Ryan
Spencer proudly wear the crowns they received as the champions ofthe Blind Beauty Billiard Tournamentduring
a friend's birthday celebration.
.QL
seniors





Members of the senior class warm up for later evening activities with some pillow hugging and real hugging. The
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For Matt Giudice the
Santa Clara community
has been a major factor
in shaping his goals in




the faculty. In explaining
this connection, he finds the size of classes offer him, "the opportunity to
engage your fellow students and professors." It is this close association,
along with good grades, and a lot of hard work that have brought him to
the threshold of medical school. The Santa Clara community has also
formed, in Giudice, an interest in medicine as a career through the SCU
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) program.
By working as an Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) at Santa Clara
and in Stockton, Giudice, "fell in love with emergency medicine." The SCU
EMS program has allowed Giudice to gain experience in an academic
environment that offered the flexibility to continue with school full-time.
These experiences and the Santa Clara environment have placed Giudice on
the path to medical school and a promising career as a doctor. Giudice says
of his future, "I think the fruits of my labor will be pretty sweet."
13d
































































"Does your mother know your here?" Seniors Greg O'Keefe, Ragan Henninger, and Christina Carinalli take a




Is this a perfume ad?" Senior Josephine Lee and sophomore Eugene Francisco offer a look that Calvin Klein
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Jasmine rrietO Getting off the bus meant running to get a good cabin. Seniors Joe Connors, Mike Gibson, acd Christina Turner














been a large part of the
college experience for
Erica Gomes, who has
been involved with
SCCAP for four years.
The presence of SCCAP
was one of the factors that brought Gomes here as a freshman. She found
that SCCAP offered her what she wanted as an organization that not only
addressed the issues of society, but also took action to correct problems
that were detected. Gomes continued her career at SCCAP during her
sophomore year as the Project Coordinator for Teen Clubs. During her
junior year, Gomes studied abroad in Spain, returning to Santa Clara to
work with the SCCAP staff to coordinate the Hunger and Homelessness
Conference. Currently, Gomes is the Director of SCCAP.
Gomes is involved with other campus organizations. She was the co-
coordinator of Santa Clarans for Social Justice as a sophomore and is a
member this year. Gomes also works with Campus Ministry, organizing
retreats, and with the Christian Life Community. Most recently, she earned
the St. Clare Medal which is awarded to the female graduate who has most
constructively contributed to the University. Gomes has truly made her





























































Many organizations showed that Jesuit ideal of giving back to the community during the holidays. Senior Amy
Timpe gives a helping hand at the Retail Management Institute's Christmas season charity drive.
Taking a break from dancing to enjoy dessert, long-time friends stop for a picture. Seniors Bill Schultz, Maureen
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Music is life for Sam
Gupta. His interests are,
"subdivisions of music."
He is a music major




learning music. He says,
"it is pretty much all I enjoy doing." He "dabbles" in all types of music, such
as rock, funk and folk, but his main focus is in jazz. Gupta would like to
settle in San Francisco or Berkeley where he can, "get a base of students to
teach."
At Santa Clara, Gupta likes the small classes, as he finds, "it easier to
work in small groups." In choosing to attend Santa Clara, Gupta discovered
options to fall back on if he decided not to pursue music alone as a career.
Gupta also enjoys the small size of the music department and the jazz
department, which allow him to have more influence on the future of the
department. Gupta is also a founding member of the Santa Clara band,
Fission Train. Their first gig, at Brass Rail, turned into a huge dance party.
Gupta said of the concert, "I have never seen Brass Rail that packed with



































































Santa Clara's own group of mountaineers take to the slopes. Seniors Albert Roman, Chris Feng, Kyle Daniels
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smoking and drinking on-campus can only mean an early graduation. Seniors Sarabeth Casey, DougTsai, Michael







































Astrid Storas Corinne Strong Gregory Stroup Julieta Stubrin Anne Sudano




















Spending time at camp together brought smiles to many seniors. Vanessa Santos and Jessica Cassinelli enjoy their
weekend at Senior Retreat.












We Shall Be Free
Throughout her years






volunteer for an English
as a Second Language
(ESL) program and a homeless shelter through the Santa Clara Community
Action Program (SCCAP). Henninger continued her service to the Santa
Clara community and to the university during her junior and senior years.
During her junior year, Henninger served as Head Copy Editor on The
Redwood staff. As a member of the Core Curriculum Committee,
Henninger evaluated the university's core classes. Henninger was an at large
member of Associated Students (AS) during her junior year working with
the Civic Affairs Committee which fostered relations between the university
and the Santa Clara community. In her junior year, Henninger returned to
SCCAP to volunteer for at a latchkey program at a local elementary school.
Henninger's activities during her senior year include the ADAPT Committee
which promotes alcohol awareness on the Santa Clara campus. She began
he work with ADAPT during her junior year. Henninger is also the co-
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The best childhood games leave a timeless tradition. Reverting back to their childhood, some members of the




There's nothing like a good breakfast to energize you in the morning. These seniors prepare to spend another
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Can You Stand The Rain
Cheerleading is an
experience at Santa
Clara that Sarju Naran
will always remember.
He has only been a
member of the Santa
Clara Cheerleading
squad for one year, but
he has enjoyed every
minute of it. Naran joined the team "on a whim" when a friend of his was
going to "check it out." He had no previous experience with cheerleading,
but he saw it as an opportunity to get out in front of a crowd and to get the
"best seat in the house" at basketball games. Naran finds the teamwork
aspect of the cheerleading squad to be very special.
Cheerleading is not the only activity Naran participates in at Santa Clara.
He began as a floor representative during his freshman year. Naran
continued to involve himself with the residence halls during his sophomore
year as a member of the Executive Council for the Residence Hall Associa-
tion (RHA). During his junior year, Naran was a Resident Assistant (RA) on
the tenth floor of Swig Hall. He is currently a member of the Associated
Students Senate. Naran finds that the Senate allows him to represent a
larger group of students than he could as a member of the RHA. Being a
senator keeps Naran involved in the university's affairs and informed of the
events on the campus.
The best reason to move off of campus was living with your best friends. Senior Troy Jones and his housemates





































































Lady Luck made her presence known for many during Casino Night. Senior Laura Martinez adds another bet
to her hand of blackjack.
What do you mean the rent is due? • Upper division
classes* No more Residence Halls* Responsibility*
No more RAs • Cooking! • Mom, how do I boil water?
• Carpet in my room • No more shower shoes • No
more eating only when ARAMARK says you can •
Landlords • Uh ... that will be on Dining Plus • "Hey,
there's a sale on Top Ramen" • Barbeques with
beer* The Hut* $3 please* Graduation is in sight,
but I still have a year to waste • No more 8 a.m.
classes* "Should I eat Macaroni and Cheese or
p Ramen tonight?" • I didn't know alcohol was
so expensive Sn^at must be why they charge $3
to get into parties • Mom ... Dad, I need more
money for rent, and food ... please* (At midnight)
"Well, the 10 page paper is due tomorrow...! still
have plenty of time" • "See, I CAN cook better
than Market Square!" • What do you mean I have to
clean the bathroom on my own? • Living with your




























Saturday Night Fever tryouts ended yesterday, but I hear that they are looking for a new
Spice Girl. Junior Zachary Blakley gives his best impersonation of John Travolta at an off
campus party.














getting involved. If you
need someone for
either of these, Jocelyn
Sideco is the one you
are looking for. She is
the Director of Execu-
tive Affairs at ASSCU,
as well as the co-president of GASPED. Sideco has also found the time in
her busy schedule to work with two different organizations within the
Campus Ministry office. As a member of Music Ministry, Sideco plays the
congas at mass on Sundays. She is a member of Stewardship, which is the
four person committee that advises the Campus Ministry office on which of
the many causes they should support with the donations collected at mass.
Softball can also be added to this list of activities in Sideco's schedule, as she
the center fielder for Santa Clara's softball team.
For Sideco, it is not about being involved with as many activities as she can
to build her resume. It is about the Jesuit ideal of community service. This
ideal is what makes Sideco want to join the Jesuit Volunteer Corps (JVC)
after graduation.The JVC would allow Sideco to do what she loves best,
which is public service. Her future plans also include law school, which will
help her to attain her dream of becoming President of the United States. In
2024, Sideco will be running for President. Sideco summed it up by saying,
























































Is this another El Nino disaster or just an overly aggressive sprinkler? Junior Shaun Fought freezes


















































FACES IN THE CROWD
Music and radio are a




high school with the
campus radio station at
the boarding school he
attended. His career at
KSCU began during his sophomore year, when he joined the KSCU staff.
He is currently the General Manager of KSCU, which he describes as,
"really fun, hard work—but worth it." However, Greenawalt does not plan
to return to the position of General Manager. He is electing to take an
internship for one year, which will take too much time to allow him to
remain in the position of General Manager.
Greenawalt's life, however, does not revolve around KSCU. He is
involved in other activities. During his sophomore year, Greenawalt was a
Resident Assistant (RA) on Swig 7. Greenawalt was originally drawn to be
an RA because he had been an RA during his senior year of high school.
Greenawalt also plays the drums and snowboards. His interests also lie in
the area of aviation. Greenawalt has his private pilot's license which allows
him to fly small planes. He is trying all the activities he can get involved with,
























































Beer bottles and a deck of cards ... evidence of a drinking game. Juniors Erin King, Kelly Coates,
Anne Marquess, Sliawna Knessel, and Dawn Charron take a break from their festivities to smile
for the camera.
Studying for a new class here at Santa Clara, Yoga-Postermaking 101 offered through the Religious Studies and Art







The guy in the dunk tank shakes in his boots as Major League Baseball's next Cy Young award winner demonstrates his best





Comfort • Experience • "Look at the freshmen, they
can't even find Bannan!" • Shooting hoops in Leavey
• Do you want to go get some coffee? • Friends •
Why can't I be 21 already? • Mom, I still can't do
my own laundry* The food isn't getting any better
• Snooze button • They still haven't fixed that fire
alarm • If my roommate dies, do I get a 4.00? • Let's
have a party in my room! • Spring quarter in the
Mission Gardens »OA reunions* "Let's make an
|appearence at the basketball game" • Getting Fake
IDs • Is it too early to look for an apartment for
A
next year? • I can get up at 7:50 for my 8 a.m. class,
no problem • Rush Week • Umm ... if you're not busy,
I was ... umm ... just wondering ... umm ... if you
would like to go to ... uhh ... Frosh-Soph Ball with
me...? • Where should I study abroad next year? •
Do I really have to declare a major? • Why do
pledges have to wear ties? • No, were are just
friends. ..really! • So, do you know what's going
on tonight? • I guess I'll have a sandwich for dinner,
again • Maybe I can find whatever it is I lost at SearCh •
S O P H O M R E S
Is this a rugby match gone bad or is it just tryouts for the World Wrestling Federation's newest
branch, "Coed Mudwrestling?" Sophomore Carrie Polhemus and junior Brad Butcher avoid




































































"Santa Clara is the





He is a person who
truly loves where he is
and what he is doing.
Francisco's fondness for Santa Clara is apparent in his involvement with
campus organizations. He divides most of his free time between ASSCU,
SCAAP, Barkada, Music Ministry, and REPP. Francisco originally joined
these organizations to keep busy, but soon found his work in ASSCU to
offer him the best opportunity to be a representative voice of the student
body.
Francisco was drawn to Santa Clara by the warm atmosphere, and we
are not just talking about the weather. The friendly, family-like community
played a great role in Francisco's decision to come to Santa Clara. His sister
graduated from Santa Clara and remained in the Bay Area, allowing
Francisco to have a home away from home. Santa Clara offers Francisco
everything he wants in a university, a school small enough to know every-
one, but large enough to include a diverse student body. In the end,























































Although not proper form for snow angels, snow fun always brought smiles to everyone.
Sophomores Maureen Dillon and Carrie Anderson play in the piles and piles of snow that our


































































Gone With The Wind
Favorite Song :
Crash
As a sophomore, Kerri
Bolster has jumped out
to an early start getting
involved in campus
organizations and clubs.
She is the Public
Relations Chair for the
RHA Executive Council.
Bolster is also the co-
chair of REPP, a student reflection leader with the Ethics Center, and a desk
receptionist for McLaughlin Hall. Bolster is also making use of her minor in
dance, with performances in Choreographer's Gallery and Images.
It is from her involvement in RHA that one of Bolster's most memo-
rable Santa Clara moments arises. As a member of the RHA Executive
Council, Bolster completed RA training in the week's before the 1997-98
school year began. She enjoyed the training in general, but found one
particular evening to be the best. One night, instead of attending another
seminar, the trainees were divided into four groups and asked to put
together a dance in less than 30 minutes. When it was put together, the
trainees were told the party, called "Jungle Mix", was for them. Bolster and
the rest of the RA trainees danced all night. It is a night that Bolster will
always remember.
Is that needle pointfor a class assignment. Sophomore Laura Snyder is participating in one of most



























































"Faster than a speeding bullet! More powerful than a locomotive! Able to leap tall buildings in a
single bound! Look! Up in the sky! Its a bird! Its a plane! Its Superwoman!" Sophomore Andrea
Grover also lifts boulders in her free time.
Sophomores Claire Newton and Michelle Lavery have a little fun in the sun in the Happiest Place



































































A River Runs Through It
Favorite Song:
Anything
For Zach Koontz, his
activities at Santa Clara
have made his experi-
ence here a good one.
He scrimmages with the
women's basketball
team three times a
week and also plays
intramural basketball to
keep in shape. Koontz played golf in high school where his team placed
second in the state of Oregon during his senior year. He enjoys most
outdoor sports, such as skiing and fishing.
As for non-athletic interests, Koontz is the philanthropy chair of the
Theta Chi fraternity. As a member of the Bioethics Committee and with his
work in an Eastside Project medical clinic for the homeless, Koontz is paving
the way for a future career in medicine. He found the Eastside Project
especially useful when the doctor in charge of the clinic allowed him to
observe procedures to give him an insight to the field of medicine. His other
plans for the future include spending some time in Germany to make use of
his minor in German. Koontz's interest in visiting Europe emerged during
high school from a trip to Italy where he traveled with several classmates,














































Although loitering in halls can be a fire hazard, all the rules are thrown out on Halloween. Several
Dunne residents spend thier Halloween evening waiting around the elevator for trick or treaters
to arrive.
Although blackjack wouldn't be listed in the new course. Catalog, it found a way into California
Fresh. Sophomore Javier Benavidez enjoys an evening of fun as he runs a Black Jack table at
RHA's "Casino Night."
A whole new world • Is this History 1 1 ? • Lost • Where
is Kenna? • Homesick • I thought that Market Square
stayed open until 8:00* Confused* Mom's homecooking
• Parties • Late nights • Freedom • Independence • Wake
up Swig! • Umm ... could you tell me how to get to this
class? • Discovery • Midterms • Research Papers • New
Challenges • Finding the unknown • Roommates • A new
bed • Residence Halls • What do you mean you have to
pay to get into the party?* 8 a.m. classes »Taco Bell!
begining
How many nights can you eat pizza in a row? • Umm ...
Mom, can you tell me how to do my laundry? • My
roommate is a neat freak* "Cohabitation" • Parking?
•What do you mean I need shower shoes?* Quiet Hours?!
•$20 for a overcooked steak?* Where is Rugby House?
•You were in my OA group! • Don't you live on 4th floor?
• Life in the library • What's T-REG? • Quarter system! •
What could they do to me if I pick this rose? • Swig
elevators! • Do I really have to get up for 3 a.m. fire















































Any Audrey Hepburn Movie
Favorite Song:





school, she was very
involved in other school
activities. She partici-
pated is varsity soccer,
tennis and field hockey
in high school. Pestarino was also involved in American Field Service (AFS)
and was the editor of the yearbook during her senior year. She has made
use of the small size of Santa Clara to get involved in several activities since
joining the university community this fall as a freshman. Pestarino is the
captain of the novice crew team and is currently pledging Alpha Phi. To top
things off, Pestarino is the freshman class Vice President. She particularly
enjoys the opportunity to plan activities that the ASSCU position affords.
Pestarino's other interests include almost any outdoor activity. She likes
hiking, swimming, fishing, and mountain biking. Pestarino's interest in sports
is part of her career goal. As a business major, Pestarino hopes to combine
a degree in finance, an MBA, and her love for sports to get a job working
with a professional sports team. With the drive she has to get involved here

























































Anything can happen in Swig, even a midnight dance party. Freshmen Laura Norfray, Robin
Warren, Martine Johnson, Devine Fralc, and Stephanie Vial dance the night away in a tiny Swig
Colleen Conway
Stephen Copp
"I am Cornholio!" Freshman Robin Warren gives her best impression of Beavis and
Butthead, not an uncommon occurrence for MTV fans. Fellow freshman Martine Johnson






















































Having a little Halloween fun Swig style meant getting your hands dirty. Freshmen Laura Norfray
and Tracy Talbot work on a jack o' lantern in preparation for the Halloween Floor Decoration
Contest in Swig.
Playing hide and seek in the dorms meant being creative with hide-outs. Freshman Melissa Grant
































































his career in student
government started in
high school. With four
years of experience in
student government,
Anderson prepared to
be the Freshman class
president here at Santa
Clara. He chose to run because he was not satisfied with the school
administration. Anderson felt things could be done better and as class
president, he could attempt to make changes to correct problems that he
noticed. In high school, Anderson also had the opportunity to travel to
Washington D.C. to represent the state of Washington in a mock Senate.
He has since been invited back to Washington D.C. to give a speech at the
White House on being a young leader in America. This will not be the first
time Anderson has had the opportunity to visit the White House. During
the mock Senate, he had the privilege of meeting President and Mrs.
Clinton.
Student government is not the only activity that Anderson is involved in.
He is a novice coxswain for Varsity Crew as well as a avid long-distance
runner. Anderson finished the Seattle marathon in 3 hours, 30 minutes, and
38 seconds. The time was fast enough to qualify for the Boston marathon,








































Page has. Most of her
travels began when she
was involved in gymnas-
tics at age 1 3. Traveling
for gymnastics events
took Page to Hawaii,
Colorado, Nevada,
Wisconsin, Idaho,
Washington, and Oregon. Gymnastics continued for Page until a knee injury
forced her to find new activities. After the knee injury. Page turned to
dancing. During high school, dancing brought Page to Disneyland, Canada,
and Paris. Page also made a journey to Japan during the summer following
her junior year of high school. On this trip to Japan, Page attempted to
climb Mt. Fuji, however, she was turned back when the rest of her group
decided that the climb was too difficult.
Page hopes to continue her travels through the study abroad program
here at Santa Clara. Most likely, Page will go to Australia or England during
her junior year. She would like to study abroad in these two countries so
she can understand the people better and take part in more activities.






























































"Here, let me fix your tie for you." Freshman Alexa Scott helps senior Geoff Giacomini adjust










































































Clara for less than a
year, he is already
enjoying his experience.
He cited the students at
Santa Clara and all of
the people on campus
as the things he likes
">est about going here. Dolen says, "I have yet to meet someone I didn't get
ilong with." He also values life on the fourth floor of Swig, where there are
always people awake to talk to and visit. Dolen finds the whole experience
:o be "lots of fun."
As an business major, Dolen would like to focus on accounting while here
it Santa Clara. He plans to attend law school with the intent to follow a
:areer as a Chief Financial Officer. Dolen would like to include, "anything
with a Ferrari" in his future. This stems from a love of cars. For Dolen,
vorking on his car is one of his favorite hobbies. He finds pleasure in
working on his car and spending time fixing the engine up. Dolen summed it














































It must be Halloween because even this sight is too weird for a regular weekend night in Swig.
These residents stoop in front of the camera for a quick picture before they go out for a night
of wild Halloween festivities.
Some people just don't outgrow the afternoon naps that they took as kids. Freshman Heather Tebbutt takes a study break to make
up for lost time with her pillow.
H M
A little off campus fun for these Swig residents meant ice cream. Ben & Jerry's in San Jose was an ideal place to get away from the
monotony of life on-campus.












you Ain't Got To Lie To Kick It
For Dustin Warford, life
at Santa Clara is
basketball. Warford
began playing basketball





Warford was drawn to Santa Clara when he visited the campus for Mid-
night Madness during his junior year of high school. As he watched Steve
Nash grace the court, he remembered, "I wanted to play like Steve Nash."
Basketball continues to be the main focus of his life, as it is one of the things
that Warford likes best about attending Santa Clara. When asked what his
favorite part of basketball was, Warford frankly answered with, "winning."
His most memorable moment at Santa Clara is scoring his first points in a
basketball game this year.
Warford does have plans for his life outside basketball. He plans to join
the army and attend laws school after he graduates. By joining the army,
Warford will be able to pay for college and law school; he will be laying the
foundation for a career as a military lawyer. For now, Warford's plans are


















EL NINO CONTROSLS THE
WORLDS WEATHER
aktK.01 a look




It all began in October of
1 997. For the first time in almost
eight years, the American
people faced the possibility of
entering into another war. This
time it would be a second round
with the Middle Eastern nation of
Iraq, the US enemy of the Per-
sian Gulf War.
The conflict, however, was
not a direct disagreement be-
tween the two nations. In fact,
the conflict centered around
Iraq's refusal to follow certain
resolutions formed by the
United Nations in the wake of
the Persian Gulf War. Those
resolutions allowed UN Special
Commission (UNSCOM) teams
of weapons investigators access
to Iraq's military outposts and
weapons factories for inspec-
tion. In October, Iraq threat-
ened to not comply with the
UNSCOM teams unless eco-
nomic sanctions imposed on the
country were lifted, or unless
American members were no
longer a part of the investiga-
tions.
Immediately, tensions
flared in the international com-
munity. The United States an-
nounced that Iraq would face
"grave consequences" if its
members of UNSCOM teams
were excluded from the investi-
gations. Germany warned that
Iraq's actions could result in the
cancellation of UN resolutions
'ear- r.
news
that allow the country to seal its
oil products for food and medi-
cine for the country's popula-
tions. Other countries, like Brit-
ain and France, pleaded with
both sides to resolve the situa-
tion diplomatically, avoiding a
potentially global war.
Iraq continued to deny
UNSCOM teams, with and with-
out American investigators, ac-
cess to countless "presidential
palaces." These palaces were al-
legedly where Iraq was hiding its
biological weapons technology.
UN General Secretary Kofi
Annan visited with Iraqi officials
and with officials representing
several major countries around
the world to resolve the situa-
tion. Though Iraq was willing to
listen to the United Nations, and
was giving the impression it was
open to a diplomatic solution,
the country's government con-
tinued to deliver threats to the
United States and UNSCOM
inspection teams. In early No-
vember, Iraq threatened to
shoot down American U-2 spy
planes that flew in Iraqi airspace.
In response, Britain and the US
began to build up their military
forces in and around the Persian
Gulf. Gallup polls even indicated
that over 65% of Americans felt
that war with Iraq was necessary
and warranted.
Yet, war was averted as Iraq
began to comply with the UN in
late November without any real
modification of UN resolutions.
Bill SchtMP
The weather is usually
thought of to be something
people talk about when they
have nothing better to say to one
another. This year, however,
proved to be a much different
story as the powerful weather
phenomenon known as El Nino
took a hold of the world.
El Nino, though one of the
most damaging and deadly
weather phenomenon of the
past decade, is really nothing
more threatening than a large
area of warm water which cen-
ters around the equator in the
Pacific Ocean. But this pool of
water grew to be twice the size
of the United States and had a
temperature of about four to
eight degrees above the world's
average oceanic temperature,
leading to catastrophic results
across the globe.
In the United States, hor-
rendous tornadoes killed over
100 people in a week-long
period during May. Huge
mudslides caused by torrential
rains threatened roads and
homes in California, Colorado
and Alaska.
While El Nino has caused
mild, wet winters (lasting until
June in some parts of the United
States) for the Northern hemi-
sphere, it caused extremely hot,
severe summers for the south-
ern hemisphere. Australia dealt
with its worst drought in years,
and also saw its famous bush
lands engulfed in flames. The
water level of China's Yangtze
River became so low because of
drought that it was impassible by
cargo ships in 1 37 places. And in
Ecuador, damage to the fishing
industry caused an economic
slowdown that lasted nine
months.
While the El Nino was ex-
pected to quiet its storm once
spring began, the world was
stunned as the weather phe-
nomenon continued well into
June. In California, cloudy skies
in the month of June had many
graudating seniors wondering
whether or not commencement
would be dry. B,iischu^p
CLINTON DEALS WITH
ANOTHER SEX SCANDAL
When he first ran for presi-
dent in 1992, William Jefferson
Clinton dealt with accusations of
an extramarital affair with
Gennifer Flowers. The alleged
trist began in 1977 — when Flow-
ers was working as a Little Rock,
Arkansas radio reporter — and
lasted 1 2 years. The accusations
made by Flowers would not be
the first and only for Clinton.
With Paula Jones' 1994
sexual harrassment suit coming
closer to a possible trial date in
federal court, the door was
blown wide open into Clinton's
past. In January, Jones' suit
collided with Kenneth Starr's
Whitewater investigation — the
case that alleges criminal wrong-
doing of the President in a sup-
posed real estate scam. It was
then that Starr was allowed to
expand his inquiry to investigate
possibly perjury and obstruction
ofjustice on the part of the Presi-
dent in Jones' case.
Enter a slew of names into
the public eye — Kathleen
Willey, Linda Tripp and former
White House intern Monica
Lewinsky — who alleged that
Clinton had had sexual relations
with other women. At one
point, Kenneth Starr's
investigation of Clinton's involvement
with Lewinsky overshadowed
Jones' sexual harrassment case,
as well as the escalation of the
Iraq-UN conflict to the possibil-
ity of war between the US and
Iraq. Lewinsky soon became the
most popular intern in the
world, as well as the subject of
endless public scrutiny and the
butt of many jokes. Kenneth
Starr also began to take heat
from the American public for
conducting an absurd and
exhausting investigation that
wasted taxpayer money.
Eventually, the Lewinsky is-
sue died down, along with any
and the intense attention paid to
Starr's Whitewater
investigation and Jones' sexual
harrassment suit. On April 1, a
federal court judge dismissed
Jones' suit Distraught, Jones said





BRACES TO A GLOWING
COLLEGE FRESHMAN AS
SHE MADE HER WAY TO
Stanford for her undergraduate
education. The First Family
crossed the country this past
September to send their daugh-
ter off to school. While Chelsea
had her nose in a book on the
West Coast, her dad suffered
from empty nest symptom back
in DC and adopted a chocolate












scandal for Clinton, the Govern-
mental Affirs Committee heard
testimony from various govern-
ment officials and wealthy politi-
cal contributors on a wide vari-
ety of subjects. These included
the role of foreign donations in
US politics, campaign coffee par-
ties held inside the White House
by Clinton and Gore, and allega-
tions of Clinton accepting politi-
cal contributions from the Chi-
nese government in exchange
for missile and satellite
technology. Attorney General Janet
Reno found herself stuck be-
tween a rock and a hard place on
whether or not to appoint inde-
pendent counsel to investigate.
Many believe she chose not to in
order to avoid contradicting her
relationship with Clinton. How-
ever, many in Washington sus-












more ways than one.
This year, women increased
their presence in the sporting
world with the inaugural
season of the WNBA. With 10
teams divided in two confer-
ences, eastern and western,
women finally showed the world
that they meant serious busi-
ness. The women of the WNBA
drew crowds of thousands to
their games in such cities as Sac-
ramento, Phoenix, Houston and
Los Angeles. Devoted first to the
sport and not the money and
notoriety that professional ath-
letes gain, the women of the
WNBA provided excellent role
models for the up and coming
female athletes in the United
States. Who knows? Maybe
soon there will be women's
leagues in hockey, baseball, and
even football — marking their
spot in all sports.
• IF THERE WAS ONE
ROLLER COASTER TO BE ON
THIS YEAR, IT WAS THE
WORLD'S STOCK MARKETS.
From New York to Tokyo, Hong
Kong to London, the world finan-
cial market seemed to be making
its most volatile shifts this cen-
tury. In the United States, the
Dow Jones Industrial Average
soared to new heights — hitting
above 9,000 points — as a result
of one of the strongest econo-
mies since World War II and his-
torically low unemployment
rates. On the downside, financial
turmoil in Asian hotspots like Ja-
pan, China and Singapore blew
holes in markets across the
world, toppling British, French
and American markets hundreds
of points and cutting millions of
dollars from the bottom lines of
multi-national corporations.
Since the manned mission
to the moon in the late 1960s,
the United States space program
has always dreamed of seeing
firsthand the surface of another
planet from a new perspective —
that dream became a reality and
that planet was Mars.
On July 6, 1997, NASA's
Sojourner Rover, a fully
automated land-roving vehicle,
made its way onto Mars'
surface, achieving the dreams
of scientists around the world.
While a manned mission to
Mars, or any other planet for
that matter,
















cost planetary Discovery mis-
sions. The primary objective of
the mission was demonstrating
the feasibility of low-cost land-
ings on and exploration of the
Martian surface. This objective
was met by tests of communica-
tions between the rover and
lander, and the lander and Earth,
and tests of the imaging devices
and sensors.
The scientific objectives in-
cluded atmospheric entry sci-
ence, long-range and close-up
surface imaging to characterize
the Martian environment for fur-
ther exploration. The spacecraft
entered the Martian atmosphere
without going into orbit around
the planet and landed on Mars
with the aid of parachutes, rock-
ets and airbags, taking atmo-
spheric measurements on the
way down. Prior to landing.the
spacecraft was enclosed by three
triangular solar panels (petals),
which unfolded onto the ground
after touchdown.
The lander and rover oper-
ated until communication was
lost for unknown reasons on
September 27, 1 997 — ending an





Lilith Fair was a celebration
ofwomen in music as envisioned
by Sarah McLachlan. The first
tour took place in July and Au-
gust of 1997 throughout the
U.S. and Canada. In addition to
McLachlan, the tour featured a
broad spectrum of diverse art-
ists as Mary Chapin Carpenter,
148
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Sheryl Crow, Indigo Girls, and
Suzanne Vega. The festival's set-
up featured a second stage on
the lawn for both emerging art-
ists and unique performances by
established artists. This second
stage gave bands the chance to
play for far more people than
they would likely draw if touring
by themselves.
Hard work transformed
McLachlan's idea into one of the
most important musical events
of1997. Thoughout the course
of the tour Lilith Fair made a
donation in each city to a local
charity or women's group. In
addition to the donations di-
rectly from Lilith, their corpo-
rate partners made donations to
women's charities. Lilith Fair
1 997 raised over $700,000 do-
nated to various groups




stormed onto the scene this
year. With bestselling albums
across the nation, artists like
Paula Cole, Marcy Playground,
Natalie Imbruglia, and Match-
box 20 made their mark on the
music charts.
Cole, a Massachusetts native,
released her Warner Bros, de-
but album, "This Fire" which
peaked at number 1 1 on the
Billboard charts. Cole won a
Grammy for "This Fire" as Best
New Artist and spent the year
touring with Peter Gabriel,
Melissa Etheridge, and Sarah
McLachlan during the Lilith Fair.
Marcy Playground's single
"Sex and Candy"off of their self-
titled album, was a phenomenon
start for the band. They went on
tour with Toad the Wet
Sprocket while "Sex and
Candy" landed on radios across
America. Lead
vocalist and guitarist John
Wozniak grew up in Minneapo-
lis and went to the Marcy Open
School, an experimental school
that would provide the source of
his band's name.
Natalie Imbruglia, released
her debut album "Left of the
Middle" which sold over 1 mil-
lion copies just in the U.S. "Left
of the Middle" was the largest
debut for a new Alternative Pop-
Rock female artist in the USA,
selling more in its first week than
Alanis Morissette, Meredith
Brooks and Fiona Apple com-
bined. The album debuted on
the Billboard Top 200 Album
Chart at No. 10.
Matchbox 20's album
"Yourself of Someone Like
You" provided them with the
number one single, "Push", as
well as, "3 am" and "Girl Like
That." They was also chosen to
perform on an all-star tribute
album for Fleetwood Mac,
"Rumours Revisted."
movies
So, here's how it went
down. ..excuse the pun.
Twentieth Century Fox and
Paramount Pictures sit down
and argue a bit on who's going to
Debuting in movie theaters six months behind schedule, the 3
hour, 14 minute "Titanic" sailed into box office history.
pay how much for one of the
biggest motion pictures of all
time. They agree on a figure and
hammer out the distribution
rights and greenlight the project,
for which director James
Cameron has already been
working on in pre-production
for almost two years. And all is
supposed to be just peachy keen,
right?
Well, not exactly. Principal
photography, which began in
1 996 in Mexico and Canada, did
not actually go so smoothly —
construction on the 90% scale
model of the Titanic took longer
than expected and, of course,
cost a lot more. Hundreds of
extras complained about freez-
ing water during long hours of
exhaustive filming, and even the
cast present at the Canada set
suffered from a bout of sabotage
food poisoning.
If you were a studio execu-
tive, you'd have probably
thought your film was hexed.
Many in Hollywood believed that
as the summer movie season of
1997 approached. The film,
whose $200 million-plus pro-
duction budget was widely
known in the City of Angels, was
far behind schedule and not ex-
pected to make its original re-
lease date in July. To make mat-
ters worse, marketing and distri-
bution costs had soared, and stu-
dio finance teams were scratch-
ing their heads as to how the film
would manage to post a profit.
But on December 19th, all the
worrying and wondering ceased
as the phenomenon known as
"Titanic" graced the silver
screen.
Six months passed before the
film even fell out of the Top 10
grossing movies in North
America. After all the commo-













forever changed the way people
look at movies.
Moviegoers flocked to the-
aters more than they did to see
1977's "Star Wars" - with
some fans reportedly seeing it
more than 100 times. Diehard
fans took to emulating "Jack"
and "Rose" by hanging off ship
bows around the world — one
woman reportedly died while
imitating "Rose's" suicide scene
on a ferry crossing the English
Channel. And Leo-mania rav-
ished the country with little girls
swiping up copies of his older
movies, making "The Man In The
Iron Mask" a financial block-
buster," and netting him a re-
ported $21 million for his next
film role.
All in all, the movie's fictional
love story set against the back-
drop of the deadliest maritime
accident in the world's history
captured the hearts of millions
around the globe, and made the
folks at 20th Century and Para-
mount very happy and very rich.
Who knows if there will ever
be another "Titanic?" And now
that the fever about the film has
died down, who cares?
But no one will ever forget
where they were, who they
were with or how many times
they cried when they saw the
most-record-breaking film of all
time — the epic motion picture









record charts in 1 997? While the music industry
hit a slump, the film industry rocketed to record
profits. From icebergs and aliens to spicy girls and
puffy daddys - here are just a few of the favorites
you chose to top the charts in 1997!
TOP 10 FILMS OF 1997
#l "Titanic" $585.5 million
#2 "Men in Black" $250.1 million
#3 "The Lost World: Jurassic Park $229.1 million
#4 "Liar Liar" $181.4 million
#5 "Air Force One" $172.6 million
#6 "As Good As It Gets" $147.6 million
#7 "Good Will Hunting" $137.1 million
#8 "My Best Friend's Wedding" $126.8 million
#9 "Tomorrow Never Dies" $125.2 million
#10 "Face/Off $1 12.2 million
Fiona Apple, Bob Dylan, and Fleetwood Mac lit up the stage in
New York City's Radio City Music Hall at the 38th Annual
Grammy Awards. Divas Celine Dion and Aretha Franklin took
over for their flu-stricken friends Barbra Streisand and Luciano
Pavarotti. One of the evening's highlights was a bare-chested man
with "Soy Bomb" written on his stomach jumping onstage and
dancing around Bob Dylan.
Hollywood took center stage
as Billy Crystal hosted the 70th
Academy Awards ceremony.
"Oscar's Family Album," a
gathering of 70 Oscar-winning
actors, summed up the
emotion and excitement of the
evening. The big winner of the
night was "Titanic." Its 1
1
awards, including Best Picture,
caused James Cameron to
exclaim, "I'm the King of the
World!" when accepting his
Best Directing Oscar.
Jerry, Elaine, Kramer, and George became a piece of television history as the series
finale of Seinfeld aired Thursday, May 14th. Jerry Seinfeld gave notice in Decem-
ber that, despite high ratings, it was time to retire the show. After nine seasons, the
series that made catch-phrases like "Yadda Yadda Yadda" popular drew loyal fans
to attend Kramer look-alike contests and Elaine dance-a-thons across the country.
An estimated 79 million people were tuned in to the hour-long show, not a record,
but a huge number for "a show about Nothing."
TOP 10 ALBUMS OF 1997
#l "Spice"
#2 "Tragic Kingdom"
#3 "Falling Into You"
#4 "Space Jam"
#5 "Pieces of You"
#6 "Blue"
#7 "Bringing Down the Horse"
#8 "Life After Death"
#9 "Secrets"
#10 "No Way Out"
The Spice Girls Virgin
No Doubt /nterscope





The Notorious B.I.G. Bod Boy Arista
Tom Braxton Ansto
Puff Daddy Bad Boy/Arista
TOP 10 SONGS OF 1997
#l "Candle In The Wind 1 997" Elton John
#2 "You Were Meant For Me/Foolish Games" Jewel
#3 'Til Be Missing You" Puff Daddy
#4 "Un-Break My Heart" Toni Braxton
#5 "Can't Nobody Hold Me Down" Puff Daddy
#6 "I Believe I Can Fly" (From "Space Jam") R.Kelly
#7 "Don't Let Go (Love)" (From "Set It Off') En Vogue
#8 "Return of the Mack" Mark Morrison
#9 "How Do I Live" LeAnn Rimes
#10 "Wannabe" The Spice Girls
source: http://www.interlog.com/; Billboard, copyright BPI Communications, Inc. 1997
Goodbye KOME! On May 27, James L Hardy, General Manager of KOME 98.5,
was appointed General Manager of Live 105 in San Francisco. The CBS-owned
radio stations joined together as The New Live 1 05, with KOME going off the air
















of "I Know What You Did Last
Summer" and "Scream 2."
More horror films were also in
production with the develop-
ment of "I Still Know What
You Did Last Summer,"
"Scream 3," and "Killing Mrs.
Tingle."
The cover-up behind a season's worth of
"X-Files" will be exposed only at a
darkened theater near you. Fox Mulder
and Dana Scully take
the leap on to the silver screen with
revelations about the smoking man,
Mulder's sister, Scully's cancer and
possibly, the truth about cats and aliens.
yem msyv. T49
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IT SEEMS THAT FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE WORLDS HISTORY, THE
PAPARAZZI MAY BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DEATH OF A HUMAN BEING
- DIANA, PRINCESS OF WALES. ON AUGUST 31, 1997, DIANA AND HER
companion Dodi Al Fayed, along with a driver and a bodyguard, were speeding along
in a Mercedes S-Class sedan at over 1 20 mph to dodge the relentless photographers
who reportedly followed on motorcycles and in cars. Tragically, the car carrying Diana
lost control, hit a concrete pillar with brute force and vaulted across
three lanes of an empty tunnel into a wall. All were killed except
Diana's bodyguard. In the wake of her death, celebrities spoke out
in rage against the world's paparazzi who follow celebrities, often
endangering their lives, in order to get the perfect shot of them with
their newborn children, with a lover or just out and about. Many
paparazzi have sold their work for hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Pictures of Diana and Dodi before the crash were selling for a
reported $500,000 in Europe and the United States. After her
death, inquiries into the accident were begun by Parisian officials but
have yet to lead to any conclusive findings as to who was to blame that
fateful night as Diana and Dodi sped away from a romantic dinner
together at the Ritz-Carlton in Paris. Many theories have criss-
crossed the globe: The driver of the Mercedes, Henri Paul, was
drunk, and the accident was unfortunately just another sad example
of what drinking and driving leads to; Paul was drugged in a cast
conspiracy to kill the Princess, a theory loudly proclaimed by
Harrod's owner and Dodi's father, Mohammed Al Fayed; or, the
most likely scenario, that the paparazzi swerved in front of the car
causing the driver to lose control of his car and crash. If the
investigation reveals the photographers were at fault, they face
criminal prosecution.
MIR, THE RUSSIAN SPACE STATION, HAS HAD ITS SHARE
OF MISHAPS SINCE IT FIRST WENT INTO ORBIT OVER 12
YEARS AGO - FIRES, COMPUTER MALFUNCTIONS, AS
well as toxic leaks. This past year, those mishaps seemed to multiply
exponentially, endangering crews of astronauts from Russia and the
United States. In late June of 1 997, several months after a fire ripped
through the 43 foot by 1 3 foot space station, the worst of the worst
happened: a collision between the main station module and a cargo
ship. The ship, carrying waste from the space station, accidentally
veered off course and rammed the station, irreparibly damaging a
solar panel and puncturing the Spektr laboratory module. The
astronauts on board were left in silence and without power — worse,
the punctured module was leaking oxygen through tiny holes and
cracks. Immediately, the astronauts sealed off the module, enclosing
themselves in the living quarters, and requested evacuation of the
station. The Russian Space Agency declined those requests, despite
rules and regulations the required the astronauts to be released in
such an event. Luckily, the space station was managed to be repaired
and the astronauts were saved from danger and remained on board,
trading off places with astronauts at four-month intervals. During the
spring of 1998, former Mir astronauts and representatives of the
Russian and American space programs met in Moscow to discuss the
fate of the aging Mir, as well as launch delays in the construction of
the International Space Station currently being built by the U.S. and
Russia with the help of Japan and Europe. It was decided that Mir
would purposely be plunged into Earth's atmosphere in late 1 999,
where it would disintegrate upon reentry. By the time, the ISS will be




m o n t s e r r a t
Mother Theresa was among the
most well-known and highly re-
spected women in the latter half
of the twentieth century. In
1948, she founded a religious
order of Roman Catholic nuns in
Calcutta, India, called the Mis-
sionaries of Charity. Through
this order, she dedicated her life
to helping the poor, the sick and
the dying around the world.
Yassar Arafat Chariman of the
Palestine Liberation Organiza-
tion remained one of the key
leaders of the world trying to
maintain peace in the Middle
East.
Hillary Clinton, once known for
her very public and controversial
work on health care, returned to
the political arena to lead a fight
for programs on child care
across the country. After send-
ing her daughter off to college,
Clinton felt it was time to return
to assist her husband in establish-
ing policies that would benefit
the people of the United States.
Madeline Albright used her sta-
tus as the highest ranking
woman in the United States
Government to step on a few
toes this year, playing a remark-
able role in the Iraq-UN conflict
resolution and also assisting
world leaders in the fight for
peace in the volatile Middle East
In what may have been eery foreshadowing of things to
come, two action movies about volcanoes were released
during the summer of 1997 — "Dante's Peak" and
"Volcano" — both high-tech and high-cost extravaganzas
detailing what volcanic eruptions might do to the popu-
lations of the Pacific Northwest and Los Angeles, respec-
tively. The cliche of life imitating art has never been more
ironically true during the latter part of the summer as the
Soufriere Hills volcano on the Caribbean island of
Montserrat erupted, belching ash and plumes of smoke
more than 35,000 feet in the air. The major eruptions,
which began in June and lasted through September,
caused most of the small tropical island to be evacuated.
Over two-thirds of the land were deemed uninhabitable
and the only human beings allowed in the area were
geologists and other scientists studying the volcanic activ-
ity. More eruptions continued throughout October and
November, even into the Christmas season. Housing on
the island became fiercely scarce, causing most of the
residents to flee to other nearby islands or to Britain,
which governs the terrirtory as a protectorate island.
Abandoned homes and orphaned animals roamed the
ashen gray landscape for days, as the island turned into
ground zero, looking like something out of a nuclear
holocaust film or the surface of the moon. As scientists
continue to study the volcano's activity, few residents












































the tradition of late
night homework in
the halls of Swig.
dcademics at SCU are certainly on the move. Even before
students sat down in their first classes this year, change
was already in place. The core curriculum, the backbone
of Santa Clara education, was retooled this year to prepare
students for the coming millennium. Administration
decided it was time to adopt a different outlook on how
students are trained for life. It is crucial to the admin-
istration that the students who come through SCU are
educated as people as well as scholars and are prepared
to adequately contribute to the formidable "real world."
As the strategic plan states, the core curriculum of SCU
now reflects "a common body of educational experiences
that will provide students with the knowledge,
skills and sensitivities they need to become responsible,
wise and creative leaders in society." As educational
standards mature at SCU, it is up to the students to reach
for the sky and progress to a higher level of accom-
plishment. With newer, higher and more expectations, this
should not be a difficult task for the young adults of SCU.









he arts. They represent freedom of expression and
thought, while providing a glimpse into the intellec-
tual cultures of our world. Yet, for the past few years,
they have been the subject of much controversy in the United
States. The National Endowment for the Arts, a government
program for funding artists and projects, has come under fire
- particularly by Republicans - for funding inappropriate
works. That controversy, while far removed from the quiet serenity of Santa Clara University, still hits close to home for those students majoring in the
arts and the faculty that teach them by questioning the lifeblood of their academic experience.
The College of Arts and Sciences combines two areas of study that are at opposite ends of the spectrum - a profound academic pairing of unique
contrast. At SCU, the study of "the arts" is much broader in scope than the term leads one to believe. It encompasses humanities - such as philosophy,
literature, languages, and religious studies - as well as the fine and performing arts. The center of Santa Clara's Jesuit education, arts and humanities create
a learning community of inquiry and intellect.
"The study of the arts and humanities serves to expand the interest areas of Santa Clara students and broaden their horizons," said senior dance minor
Nicole Tung. "It brings a different dimension to our culture and opens the mind to things that are new to people."
With most Santa Clara students studying business and engineering, the goals of the College of Arts and Sciences serve to expand the minds of its




With the arts facing national criticism, SCU rallies
0enior Allan Adajar busily chips and carves away
at a wood piece in the art building for an upcom-
ing project. The Fine Arts Department offered a
variety of classes in sculpting, painting, and photography




ordon Young, faculty adviser to student-run
media organizations KSCU, The Santa Clara,
and The Redwood, spends time during journal-
ism practicum critiquing articles by Santa Clara's student
journalists. The practicum course is one of several which
Young teaches to give students practical experience in
mass media environments. (Left)
^"^ plethora of students from the Theater
TA H Department's performance of "My Fair Lady"
Ihafta showcase their singing and dancing talents on
the stage of Mayer Theater. This year, Santa Clara's
Theater and Dance Departments wowed the university
community with several amazing shows. (Below)
Helaxing in his office. Professor Giacomini
catches up on a little reading after class.
Giacomini taught United States history
courses for the History Department and also served as
the Assistant to the President of the university. Father
Paul Locatelli, S.J. (Above)
0tudents of Modern Dance I learn contemporary
styles and influences of world dancing cultures.
Modern was just one of three categories of
dance which students can emphasize in as a Theatre and
Dance major. (Left)
the premier undergraduate liberal arts colleges in the nation by providing
exceptional educational experiences, superior faculty and distinctive pro-
grams.
"I'm impressed with the resources we have available to us in the art
department," said Tung. "Obviously, the college has a smaller budget than
that of business or the sciences. Yet, they still manage to provide us with
a strong level of support in our learning."
Programs that Tung and other music and dance majors praise include
senior recitals, Choreographer's Gallery, and in-depth composer exami-
nations. Exceptional programs are also found in humanities where faculty
and administrators go beyond the call of duty to connect what students
learn in the classroom to the real world. For example, the Communication
Department offers a strong internship coordination program that net-
works its students with public relations agencies, newspapers, television
stations, and more.
With the central purpose of the arts and humanities facing staunch
criticism on a national level, the goals and intent of Santa Clara University's
College of Arts and Sciences stand firm among its students and support the
overall mission of Jesuit education. The college faces challenges every day
while striving to become a leading institution. A shortage of funds and
community support prevent the faculty from fulfilling its goals as quickly as
it would like, but situations look brighter every day. "It's exciting to see a
full house at performances, especially those who are not performing arts
majors," said Tung. "More students are taking the initiative to expand their
culture every day even when they are not required to."
These positive reinforcements are welcomed in the College of Arts
and Sciences and help move the school towards fulfilling its goals each year.
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0tudents listen attentively to their professor's
lecture during a religious studies class. With
an average class size of approximately 1
9
students for each lecture, TAs were seldom found in
front of a classroom as at larger universities. (Right)
_ n acting class practices scenes from a play at
W ^ tne new music and dance building. The facility,
which opened in December, allowed students
to have a better learning environment. (Right)
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different composers toe studu
Lnto perspecti-ve ioi_th the
uiOfld orcaLns of muSi_c, as o^ell
as the political ar*d relLqcOuS
environments of a particular
tLme period,
- Jbsie Lee, senior
1 5 u arts^Urnculum
9 m n art student receives some in-class help from
4t W her professor with her ceramics project. One
of the advantages of a Santa Clara University
education was the small class sizes which allowed
teachers and students to foster relationships. (Left)
teacher and his student engage in the common
event known as student-teacher conferences.
Student-teacher conferences were welcomed by




The curriculum of an arts and humanities major
may not seem too hard to some, but it is some
thing students in the College of Arts and Sciences
take seriously. Stereotypes that students working for
their Bachelors of Arts degree do not take complicated
classes - such as accounting, physics, or biology - thrive
among those unfamiliar with the curriculum.
Yet, the truth is that arts and humanities majors
receive one of the most well-rounded educations at Santa
Clara University through. A diversified curriculum urges
students to sample courses from almost every subject
area the university offers. An average BA student takes
the basic math, science, and english; as well as more than
their fair share of world culture, fine arts, philosophy,
religious studies, and ethnic studies.
Beyond the core curriculum, arts and humanities
majors find their higher-level classes overlapping with
other majors. Communication students make the passage
to political science several times. Communication of News
and Communication Law and Responsibility are just two
examples of courses that connect the study of journalism
and mass media with political issues and ethical debates.
Senior communication minor Ragan Henninger, who
has taken such classes, belives, "The curriculum is
extremely useful because you are allowed to touch on a
broad area of subjects. Our education is not too narrowly
limited to one focus and we are able to obtain a little bit
of knowledge from diverse areas of study."
Aside from "cross-cultural" learning, the curriculum
for arts and humanities students is rooted in the study of
history and theory. Many courses teach students about
complex theoretical assumptions, which they are chal-
lenged to apply to everyday life events. Even the historical
study of trends and changes in communication, language,
and artistic periods can bring a student's major to life.
"Theory gives us the basic component and back-
ground for our musical training. Historical puts different
composers we study into perspective with the world
origins of music, as well as the political and religious
environments of a particular time period," said senior
music major Josie Lee.
Depth and detail is what arts and humanities students
appreciate about their education. The chances they are
given to examine so many facets of life truly give them a
versatile learning experience.
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very so often, students in dance classes like
Choreographer's Gallery get a jab in the ribs by fellow
students who see the dances classes as relatively easy.
However, those enrolled in such classes were careful to point out
that the study of dance involves much more concentration, intelli-
gence and intellectual ability than one would think. (Above)
0ev Kadeem, whose name was listed on the famous
"Schindler's List," speaks to students in Market Square
about his experiences as a survivor of the Holocaust.
Kadeem's rousing speech focused on the lengthy forced separation
from his family and the emotions he felt while imprisoned in
concentration camps during World War II. (Right)
Progr
by Bill Schultz
t is obvious that as we proceed further along in our educational journey, the work we are
required to do gets a little harder. At Santa Clara University, that journey gets more than
just "a little harder." Yet, at the same time, SCU positively challenges us to do our best.
As we transition into upper-division courses, we find that Santa Clara offers a wealth ofprograms
and projects that provide us with interactive learning experiences to satisfy our learning palette.
Whether it be a senior thesis project of mass media, a philosophical debate, a painting or sculpture
or a theatrical performance, arts and humanities majors are encouraged to expand their critical thinking.
One of the best examples of such an experience is the Dance Department's "Choreographer's Gallery." This program, actually the culmination of
the upper-division choreography class, showcases the hidden talents that Santa Clara students harbor inside. It is the type of program that lets those talents
reveal themselves allowing us to learn more about what we study as well as more about ourselves.
"The course and the final performance is really a key stepping stone for the students because they have complete control and responsibility over their
performance from start to finish," said David Popoliski, instructor of the dance and choreography class. "It's an excellent way to stimulate their thoughts
and critical evaluation, while at the same time encourage a fresh way of moving."
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0ophomore Nicole Long and senior Sonya Duffin's theatre
recital "Shukria" is a showcase ofperformance, dance, song
and poetry. Both Long and Duffin spent endless hours
rehearsing for the show which was held at Fess Parker Studio. (Left)
Hrom selling flowers for half a crown to donning the beautiful
clothes of a socialite, junior Elizabeth Traub plays the title
role in "My Fair Lady" during fall quarter. Traub joined
senior Kevin Kelly, in the part of Professor Henry Higgins, and a
spectacular supporting cast in the musical extravaganza. (Below)
Popoliski points out that the Gallery is an essential element between the dance curriculum and
senior recitals as it prepares the dancers for longer performances of their own creation. In many
ways, the program is very much like a senior seminar class, capstone course, or senior project that
students in other majors participate in throughout the university. Yet, the one separating factor
is that it is not restricted to seniors or dance majors. Students of all backgrounds can participate.
The class structure requires students to choreograph a five-minute program under a
particular theme or "motivating idea," while not necessarily limiting them to one category of
dance. Popoliski points out that the theme also does not restrict students to a particular story line.
Instead, it serves to create "a mood or feeling" for the dance to focus the performance and to allow
the student to interpret the movements. Students choreograph the performances in their entirety
and receive feedback from classmates and faculty as the dance develops.
"Students are given the opportunity to fully immerse themselves in the creative development
process," said Popoliski. "While having that freedom, they are also guided by the constructive
critiques and feedback of students and faculty. So, the dance unfolds throughout the course from
a rough idea, to various pieces of a performance, to a full fledged choreographed dance."
Though it may sound easy, the class is actually one of the most challenging Santa Clara can
offer. Not only must the dancers create an individual performance, they must be able to interpret
and explain the significance and emotion of the choreography. Even more difficult, they must
maintain a creative focus under their theme, which can be daunting.
"It isn't easy to come up with a dance from scratch," says senior dance minor Nicole Tung.
"However, it gives us the chance to engage in an independent project that is unlike any other."
It is just this type of independent learning and critical evaluation that Santa Clara's academics
programs try to stimulate each day in all of us. Yet, it is these standards of education combined
with specialized programs like the Choreographer's Gallery that drive the academic experience
full speed ahead.
^^^ ith an eagle-like stroke, these members of the fall quarter's
L\'J Choreographer's Gallery practice on performing their
B»lfl dance. Though the class centered around developing an
independent dance program, students helped each other out by
practicing dances together and offering critique and criticism on their
dances. (Left)
0eniors Darin Moss and Vanessa Santos prepare large collec-
tion barrels for distribution to the university community in
support of the annual Hunger Drive. The eleven-day-long
food drive, whose mission is to raise awareness ofworld poverty and
hunger, involved a campus-wide effort to collect more than 10,000
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examines the relations of
society, business, and
countless other areas
such as the environment and the
arts. Most philosophy majors
choose to seek careers in law,
government, and social work;
however, it is not uncommon to
see a philosophy major become a
business exectuive.
Philosophy is commonly
categorized as another useless
major— rightupthere with history.
Majors cannot come up with a
concise, coherentthought; usually
have their heads in the clouds and
their radio dials tuned a little past
reality. They're the dreamers, and
rebellions against the status quo.
In defense of philosphy
majors, senior Bart Prins said,
"We come up with the most
coherent thought. That's why we
spend all our time studying logic.
"
Communication majors are primarily
thought of as the journalists of Santa Clara,
walking around with black hats with the
word "PRESS" on the side. However, not all
"Comm." majors are journalists. With em-
phases in the areas of print or broadcast
journalism and television production, there
is room to diversify for those who do not
have the news bug. Many desire to seek
careers in television and video production. In
fact, the major will soon expand its scope
emphases to include technology and public
relations. The major stereotypes for com-
munication majors are:
They're aggressive journalists, who have to take
several time-consuming news writing classes. They like
to interview their friends for class assignments. Most
people think they work for The Santa Clara. They like
to interview their friends for stories in The Santa
Clara. For television production, they are thought to
get lost in St. Joseph's Hall for weeks on end when an
assignment is due. Others think they procrastinate by
writing papers the night before they are due and are
subject to extremely easy take-home essay finals.
Communication majors frequently watch TV for
homework assignments.
"But we don't all write for The Santa Clara\ Not
all communication majors are journalists. We learn a
lot of practical skills that relate to marketing, public
relations, communication theory, and so on. The
major is more well-rounded and much more difficult
than people think," said senior communication major
Laura Martinez.
This group includes all those folks
interested in and majoring in the fine and
performing arts. In other words, those who
excel in art, music, theater and dance we'd
call fine arts majors. There are two main
emphases for art majors - studio practice
and art history - which may be of some
surprise. Theater majors study acting,
technical theater production and drama,
while dance majors concentrate on modern
dance and choreography rooted in jazz and
ballet. Music majors study the comprehension
and performance of music as well as music
appreciation. Though most fine arts majors
study subjects that one might think unpractical when
moving on to a career, many become teachers, musical
or theatrical instructors, and artistic theorists. Even a
few fine arts majors move on to become doctors,
engineers, and businessmen. The common stereotypes
that exist about fine arts majors:
They ' re extremely artistic (duh! tell us something
we don't know). They're more creatively inclined
than the rest of the Santa Clara University population
(gee, ya think?). They can draw really well (duh...).
People think that they have cake classes; one hour and
forty-five minutes in Ceramics, History of Rock Music,
or Basic Jazz Dance as opposed to Quantum Physics
(dancing is extremely hard work!) They always have
to be in the spotlight. Theater majors use their accents
during English class and subject class mates to
impromptu performances. Often people
underestimate their tremendous talent and intelligence.
"The study of the arts is as an important a
discipline as any other area of study," said senior art
minor Nancy Andre. "As people, we are shaped by
the arts, stories, and theater which has histories,
cultures, styles and methods that expand over
thousands of years. People are showing ignorance if
they think we just throw paint on canvas because the




In this category, many majors are in-
cluded; however, they are all related some-
what in that they study ancient civilizations,
languages, cultures, and peoples. Classics,
the study of ancient Greece and Rome, con-
centrate on examining mythology, classical
tragedy, ancient Greek and Roman lan-
guages and religions. History majors study
aspects of the human past and evaluate why
particular nations and societies have evolved
in particular ways. English majors study the
history, theory and aesthetics of literature
and art of writing. Modern language and
literature majors study the languages, cul-
tures, and literary works of the world — particularly
French, German, Italian, Japanese, and Spanish. The
courseload is designed to help students master both
the oral and written language and to allow them to
learn about the cultures of the people who speak those
languages. Common stereotypes of the humanities
majors are:
Most students majoring in these areas constantly
have their head in a book. These poor souls have to
read over 500 pages a night (and that's just one
chapter of one book!) They study dead languages.
Most are thought to be quiet people who wear glasses
and live in the library. Language majors have fre-
quently been mistaken for foreign exchange students,
even though they're really from Anytown, U.S.A.
On the other hand, professors have said that
humanities majors have some of the best analytical
skills of any student at Santa Clara. "Humanities ma-
jors, particularly English and language majors have a
love of words and writing," said senior English major
Erin Kimura. "Literature affects people in so many
different ways and humanities majors understand how
it affects people."
Senior English major Emily Swanson made it a
point to defend humanities majors by proclaiming,
"Those people who major in humanities really are not
nerds. They're pretty warm and fuzzy."
One would think that it is fairly simple to
describe the typical religious studies major —
they study religion, right? Wrong. There is a
little bit more to it.
Majors of this emphasis study biblical
traditions — both New and Old Testament,
theology, the study of Catholicism, the tradi-
tions of Jesuit liberal education, and world
religions (such as Judaism, Buddhism, Hindu-
ism, and Chinese Religions). Students of this
major must take courses in scripture and
tradition, theology, ethics, and spirituality, as
well as religion and society. Biblical language
studies — Koine Greek, Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic
— are also recommended curriculum in conjunction
with scripture and theology study.
Religious studies curriculum also includes exami-
nations of ethics, politics, and literature and their
interactions with religion. The most common stereo-
types of religious studies majors are:
They're religious (can you be a little more obvi-
ous?) These majors train to be nuns and priests.
Religious studies majors carry a bible with them at all
times of the day and night and preach to you. They
never leave Bannan Hall. Religious studies majors are
not open-minded to religious traditions that they do
not practice.
In fact, many religious studies minors are thought
of to be the drones of the Jesuits — training and
studying for a life of service to the society which runs
this university.
In all reality, this is completely unfounded and
untrue. The religious studies program here at Santa
Clara is probably the most welcoming and unpreju-
diced department in the entire school.
All religious beliefs and creeds are recognized and
encouraged. Most major religions are studied — from
Catholicism to Buddhism, Judaism to Muslim. The
department makes an effort to examine the religions
of the world, and compare and contrast them to the
religious beliefs that create the backbone of the
school's spiritual center.
The department goes even further to study the
mechanics of a religion — from the theology of mar-
riage to the rites of communion and confirmation of
the Catholic reiligion.
In defense of religious studies majors, they are
passionate people — never afraid to speak their mind
and stand behind their spiritual beliefs. Sophomore
Bobby Smith said, "It's a lot more difficult than people
normally think because it is hard to maintain your own
personal religious beliefs when someone is teaching
you other beliefs. It's hard to keep from speaking out
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n this day and age of ever-advancing technology
the scientific community plays a more important
role than ever before. The prinicples of science
are used at the turn of every corner. Science creates the
medicines that keep us healthy; the products we use in our
everyday lives such as soaps, toothpaste and hairspray; as
well as more frightening things like biological weapons and
toxic chemicals which threaten our safety. Science can be dangerous to humanity, but yet we need it to survive.
Perhaps this contradiction is what many students at Santa Clara University find intriguing about studying the sciences. Today, a large percentage of
students enroll in the College of Arts and Sciences to study subjects like mathematics, biology, physics, chemistry, and computer science. In the heart of
the Silicon Valley, SCU's academic science programs contribute a great deal of knowledge and research to the community.
But majoring in science is no simple task. The hallowed halls of Daly Science challenge students to engage in a rigorous educational experience— steeped
in science, yet rooted in a liberal arts tradition. And the social sciences of political science, sociology, psychology and anthropology require students to be
examiners - to ask why cultures lived in the ways that they did and how that influences life today. Through its rigorous teaching, the sciences also demand
long, hard hours of dedication and determination. But despite the demands, most students enjoy studying the sciences.
"What I love about being a science major is that I can receive a versatile education but not get overwhelmed by labs and lectures," said junior combined
sciences major Leanne Hopper. "I am given the opportunity to diversify and take classes that offer me something outside of my emphasis area."
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Perhaps sitting, next to you in Chew, in the Modern World
0ophomore computer science major Thomas
Goodwin works diligently on making some com-
putations for his homework. Many science stu-
dents spent hours in lab and lecture, and still had to deal
with lengthy lab reports and assignments that kept them
racing the clock on Sunday evenings. (Above)
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«rofessor McCormick explains a difficult concept
to his physics class. Physics, one of the most
feared subjects in high school and college, con-
tributed priniciples in almost every area science. (Left)
Hrofessor McCormack's psychology class was a
good example of typical social science lectures at
Santa Clara. Interaction between student and
professor was more important than a professor simply
talking to a group of sleeping students. (Below)
class sits the next great thinker of our time. ..maybe not.
0tudents listen intently to a science lecture at the
rear of Daly Science 206. During the longer
Tuesday-Thursday lecture periods, many stu-
dents found it hard to keep their eyes open and longed
to be in a more exciting lab session or free to roam the
campus in the open air. (Above)
Esing every square inch available on the chalk
board Professor Schecter conducts a lecture in
her Quantitative Analysis class. One of the
harder aspects of chemistry classes was learning the
symbols of chemical compounds and balancing equa-
tions, which was just the tip of the iceberg. (Right)
A diversified education for science majors is what is intended to be
achieved. Santa Clara's mission is not to create pure scientific scholars.
Rather, it strives to create scientific scholars who retain a vast working
knowledge of the environment and society that surrounds them, so that
through their work they can be men and women for others. But once
students pass their sophomore year, they are ready to focus on science and
begin to apply it to the world around them.
At Santa Clara, most students who choose to study the natural
sciences of chemistry and biology head for a career in medicine. More
specifically in the Silicon Valley, students work at genetic engineering and
biotechnological corporations where they study human genetics and learn
how to develop defenses against the threat of biological warfare.
Those who study computer science, mathematics and physics usually
go on to join computer firms as engineers. But not all hard science majors
choose a career rooted in their study. Some science majors decide to
become physical therapists, using their training to treat both the mind as
well as the body. The same is true for psychology majors who take their
knowledge of the human nervous system and use it to diagnose and treat
mental illness with therapy in conjunction with medical treatment.
Finally, there are social sciences which study the interworkings of
culture and society. Sociology, anthropology and political science invite
students to examine past human cultures and to question why things have
happened and how they will affect the future. The teachings in this field are
especially imporant to the ideals of the Jesuit system, as they ask students
to examine specific cultures and apply it to their own lives— allowing them
to live by the code of being men and women for others.
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^^H hile conducting their experiment,
l'» J these two mad scientists smile with
*** delight. Experimentation allowed
science scholars to test a hypothesis and
provide consistent data support and proof
for a scientific theory (Right)
0ophomore Matthew Grivich stares
intently at a computer awaiting the
results of his computations. Sci-
ence majors experienced excitement and
anticipation when reaching the end of a
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W^i I roup projects were a common
I . 9 place to find students eagerly antici-
patlng results. Though most classes
n the school of sciences focused on inde-
pendent study, a few here and there used
group experiments. (Above)
common picture in any classroom,
students tediously take notes while
listening to their psychology pro-
fessor. The SCU courseload forced many
students to perfect the art of note-taking
so they could still listen attentively. (Left)
0n organic chemist carefully mixes
two compounds during lab. Chem-
istry labs in Daly Science were out-
fitted with many protections against harm-
ful chemicals students handled. ( Far Left)
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by Mariana Baricevic
The curriculum of the school of sciences is looked at
by some as one of the tougher curriculums at Santa
Clara University. But it is not necessarily harder or
easier than any other area of study. While arts and humani-
ties are required to read and write extensive papers of
analysis, and while the business school emphasizes the
importance of real-life simulations in group projects, the
school of science concentrates on experimentation and
anlaysis.
The sciences extend into subjects like psychology, sociol-
ogy, anthropology, and political science - as well as areas like
chemistry, biology and physics. With these types of majors,
students deal with all different aspects of scientific life.
Instead of dealing with the technical aspect, these major's
deal with the "how's" and "why's" of the human being. They
look into the mind and explore the behavior of humans and
their reasoning. Freshman political science major Tara Cano
says, "The professors incorporate all aspects of society into
the class. Through our assignments, we learn more about
other cultures, not limiting us only to the United States."
A student majoring in biology or chemistry is exposed to
learning the technical aspect of science, such as the basis of
life forms and their chemcial structures. Students tend to be
in labs performing experiments. They are considered a very
"hands on" major. Science majors in this area may be the
next group of scientists to make an important discovery, like
the cure for cancer or AIDS.
With the advent of Santa Clara's core curriculum, science
majors are not separated from learning about other aspects
of life. They must also take courses in the arts and humani-
ties. Freshman biology major Anteres Anderson says, "The
Santa Clara University core lets me choose from many
different areas of study. I'm not limited to only biology, I take
classes in all areas of the school."
Throughout history, the greatest scholars and thinkers of
all time were not limited to what they could study. In fact,
they were encouraged to learn about as much as they
possibly could about anything and everything. Leonardo Da
Vinci was not only an astouding scientist, mathematician, and
physicisian, he was an artist as well.
The mission of education is to expose students, as well as
professors, to as many subjects as possible. It is this variation
which makes education well-rounded at Santa Clara Univer-
sity.




anta Clara does more than challenge students' ability to learn and retain information. It
challenges students to do something; to take what they learn and put it to good use for
the benefit of society — be it through a full-time job or community service — as well as
the environment.
Students at SCU have the option of minoring in Environmental Studies. The program, which
began five years ago, has grown to include 25 students — the largest number of students
involved in an independent minor.
As with all minors, environmental studies minor is open to anyone. But it was specifically designed to reach out to those students who are
extremely concerned about the environment and want to do something about it through their education. Minoring in environmental studies allows
students to participate first hand in the environmental upkeep of the campus.
In 1995, Father Al Fritsch, S.J. started the Environmental Resource Assessment (ERA). This is a program in which SCU students participate in and
do research to see how Santa Clara University is responding to environmental issues today.
Ten main areas constitute ERA's focus at SCU — waste management, energy alternatives and conservation, land use, water conservation, wildlife
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resources, food preparation and preservation, transportation and parking,
indoor environment, community relations and physical facilities. By studying and
researching these areas in the SCU campus, students and faculty become aware
of the environmental issues facing them, and, more importantly, how they can
solve the problems that threaten the university's environmental safety.
The environmental studies minor is not limited to learning only through the
classroom or books. Students are encouraged to go outside of the classroom for
their research. For example, in assessing waste management, students go to the
recycling plants and find out who is in charge of what at SCU.
For the wildlife resources area, students go out and count birds to assess the
presence of wildlife. There is a substantial number of animal life at SCU, and the
ERA tries to maintain a safe habitat for them to live in.
One of the major goals of the program is to implement an environmental
improvement plan and become a model for other universities across the country.
Santa Clara is becoming an example for other colleges in the country to follow
on the environmental front, one which is consistently ignored by colleges.
Some students on campus may say that they don't see any direct effects of the
ERA, but they are wrong. In fact, the next time you pass the Law School remem-
ber that the Native Plant Garden is being maintained by the ERA. The environ-
mental studies minor's are trying hard to make students environmentally




When one thinks of
an economics major,
they immediately think
of money. These are the
groups of people that
analyze everything that
countries do with their
money.
With courses like Ur-
ban Economics, Eco-
nomics of Poverty and
Human Resource Eco-
nomics, one sees the
strong impact of the economy,
with such a broad range that it
affects everyone in the world.
Their future is envisioned as a
neverending sea of briefcases and
business suits. Economics majors
are predicted to work on Wall
Street in the future. They will be
the stock analysts we hear from
on "CNN Financial News" - or
the next Alan Greenspan.
Majoring in economics is a use-
ful major for any type of business
a student is planning to go into.
Sophomore economics major
Patrick Huard says, "The eco-
nomics department prepares stu-
dents for the transition to a busi-
ness career, whether in econom-
ics or other specialized business
fields."
Math majors.. .If you are at the Macy's
Labor Day sale, these are the people you
want to have around. They are able to
calculate 30% of $75.95 in two-point-two
gigaseconds.
One would think that this group of ma-
jors knows the secrets of calculus and linear
algebra. They are also all assumed to be
tutors at The Learning Center, helping thier
fellow students with "difficult" things like
finite mathematics. Even though these nega-
tive stereotypes exist, everyone needs a
math major.
When people are having trouble with their math
classes, where do they go for help? You guessed it—
those math majors!
Some people may think that math majors are
traumatized by the insults and sterotypes constantly
thrown at them, but its just the opposite. Everyone
assumes that they have no life, yet they find fun in
different ways. They don't just limit themselves to
studying data structures and they have their share of
ideas about non-math majors. Senior math major,
Mike Contreras says, "We get teased a lot for major-
ing in math, but we have more fun teasing non-math
majors about their abilities."
However much we tease people for majoring in
math, we must consider what the world would be like
without these genuises. Without them, much of what
we take for granted today would not exist, because
math serves as the basis for almost everything.
Natural science majors include a group of
people who own their own set of goggles
and wear a pocket protector everywhere.
Not really, but that is one of the major
stereotypes that these students come face to
face with everyday. Natural science includes
the areas of Biology, Chemistry, Physics,
and the ultimate nerd-alert— Combined Sci-
ences.
These are the students that allegedly
spend every waking minute in Daly playing
with lab rats. Similar to the religious tradi-
tion of going to church on Sunday, science
majors can be found in the library doing lab reports on
that night.
A science major's commute ususally consists of
traveling to and from one ofthree places. These three
places are their rooms, Daly, and of course, the
library. Rarely do people in these majors venture
from this pattern after sophomore year.
These poor guys and gals have it worst when it
comes to their schedules. Almost every class has a lab
attached to it in some way, shape or form. What does
that mean? Well, two things really. First, it means they
have to spend twice the amount of time on T-Reg
getting their classes and coordinating their schedule.
Second, they spend hour after hour in class and lab.
Friends and roommates of a science major hardly
every see them.
However there's a lot more to science than that.
Biology major Anteres Anderson says, "I wish people
would stop thinking we are dorks who live in Daly.
The reason I decided to major in Biology was that I get
to learn about the world around me. It's a good major
to have for med school, and I wish people would
realize that there is more to majoring in science than
studying and completing experiments."
While some may make judgments about science
majors, it is interesting to see how much pride they
take in their area of study.
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The words used to describe this major
often cause confusion - can politics be scien-
tific? Well, yes, they can. But you just might
not know it from the sterotypes people have
about "poli-sci" majors.
Your typical political science major is
thought to be actively involved with debate
or running for a class office of some kind.
These are the people who are always run-
ning around getting unsuspecting students to
sign petitions all the time, or join the band-
wagon on some political movement.
Political science majors are expected to
be the next leaders of the world. After all, political
science is supposed to study the government...
These majors actually are exposed to all aspects of
politics. They learn about international politics as well
as domestic issues. Senior political science/philosophy
major Marc Hanson says, "A degree in the field of
political science allows for a broad study of cultural,
economic, and historical influences that shape intra-
and international relations."
Political science is the study of current events in
society. Sophomore Sarah Reagan says, "The varied
experiences of the professors really bring the informa-
tion to life. Unfortunately, all the current events you
learn about are no longer applicable when you gradu-
ate.
Many people think most political science majors
are planning to get involved in poltics after graduation.
But that is not necessarily true for everyone. Most
political science majors choose careers in business,
law, or the liberal arts. Just because they happen to
study politics does not necessarily mean that area of
study only prepares you run someone's campaign.
Marc Hanson sums up majoring in political science
by saying, "It is also a handy degree if you want to be
the supreme ruler of the universe. I think God ma-
jored in politics."
These three majors are listed under the
science category. But since they are not lab
sciences, many assume they actually have
nothing to do with science. However, don't
let the abscence of test tubes and Petri dishes
fool you.
Psychology is rooted in the study of how
the mind works. They learn about the brain
and study the behaviors of people.
It is thought that all psychology majors
own their own dream book which they use
to analyze everyone's lives, dreams and
hopes. Freshman psychology major Elsie
Rivas says, "Psychology is great because you learn
things about humans that you normally wouldn't hear
about. Psychology allows you to look deeper into the
human mind and find out about certain behaviors."
Anthropology and Sociology majors study the his-
tory and origins of society. Anthro. majors are as-
sumed to spend their summers in Egypt or Greece
uncovering long lost paintings and vases from ancient
times.
Many associate these anthropology and sociology
majors with the fictitious character Indiana Jones. But
while Indy runs around the world with his whip in
search of the Holy Grail or some other sort of adven-
ture, the students at Santa Clara are engaged in
discussion and analysis of culture.
However, with a major from this area one learns
about the history of how things came to be and more
importantly, why they came to be. Senior anthropol-
ogy major Erica Gomes says, "It's not the study of
dead people, it's the study of man at all times and
places. It's the study o cultures, places and traditions."
While they may not be lab sciences, these three
majors concern themselves with the technical aspect
of the human mind. They study behaviors, cultures,






Ithough the school of business is technically
separate from the school of Arts & Sciences, both
share the same goals and beliefs. The university
aims to not only educate students in their respective fields
of study, but rather to expose them to different areas of
knowledge. This goal is shown through the university's
core curriculm. Business students are not limited to ac-
counting and economics, they have the freedom to venture to art history and Shakespeare's comedies.
Students in the business school are offered a wide variety of majors from which to choose. A degree reading Bachelor of Science in Commerce will
be in one of the seven areas of business: accounting, decision and information sciences, economics, finance, marketing, agribusiness and organizational
analysis and management. Throughout these majors, students gain a vast understanding of the business world.
One of the many lessons students will learn about the business world is its effects on society. For example, accounting majors can learn about the federal
income tax system, why it's there and how it works by taking classes on income taxation and auditing. These are life lessons that every working American
experiences when April rolls around. Accounting majors learn how to make life easier for their fellow taxpayers, as many of them are easier to contact
than the people at H & R Block.
Another goal of the school of business is to expose students to diverse types of organizations throughout the world. Economics majors become heavily
involved in the study of global markets. They are offered courses like European and American economic history, as well as Latin American and African
hese students make their way to class early and
avoid the rush that crowds the infamously nar-
row Kenna stairwells. Most students can avoid a
stairmaster and get an equally good aerobic workout just





Qather than going to office hours, these students
get help with a homework assignment. Smaller
classes were given the chance for faculty and
students to know each other on a more personal basis.
(Left)
hese students listen intently as Professor
Delacroix reviews for the upcoming midterm.
Many of Kenna's classrooms provided both at-
mospheres of lecture hall as well as of seminar classes.
(Below)
takeovers, students learn how to play the game and win
economic development. By studying the effect of the economy on
different cultures in different countries, economics majors become more
aware to the diversity the economy faces in the world today.
The goal of the school of business parallels the ultimate goal of the
University: creating a well-rounded individual. By requiring students to
experience classes throughout the core curriculm, students become well-
versed in Keats as well as learning how to develop a marketing strategy.
Location, location, location. For business students, location is an area
for great advantage for them since Santa Clara it is located at the heart of
the Silicon Valley. Sophomore management major Ronni Long says, "Just
being where we are, in the Silicon Valley, there are a lot of great job
opportunites."
The Leavey School of Business is renowned for its curriculm and the
graduates it produces. Students here are given many opportunities that
students at other schools, such as San Jose State, may not be exposed to.
Sophomore accounting major Tyler Luiten says, "Santa Clara has a great
program and a lot of accounting firms come to Santa Clara first. I think the
business school provides a good background and it will have prepared me
for the real world."
Overall the students experience a wide range of academics and oppor-
tunities that prepare them for the specific path they choose to take in their
careers. The Leavey School of Business gives students the freedom to
express their individualities while gearing them towards a field of study that
will expose them to the issues we face in the world today. It is a greater
understandings of these current issues that will enable students to evolve
into well-learned individuals ready for the 21 st century.
H he side entrance of Kenna is a popular place tocongrate before and after class. Many students
enjoyed being under the shade of the overhead
trees and watched as the shuffle to class began. (Above)
H he rows of Kenna 216 are filled during thepresentation of a guest lecturer. From the begin-
ning of the quarter, many of the more popular








and Patrick Huard study for an
accounting quiz in the Dunne base-
ment. Residence hall lounges were a popu-
lar place for study groups to meet. (Right)
Earketing major Aimee Cabrera
works diligently in a classroom lab.
Many students enjoyed having class
in Kenna's classroom labs because of the









mu personal interests and hone
cal» entrepreneurial sk.i_lls
- ScoLL DunaaSt senior
' I orcqLnallu
wanted to be an
accountLna ma\or
but I floured
Out that I am
much more of a
people person and I wanted to
Interact u^Lth people on a daLlu
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hese students take time out to
catch up on their weekend.
Whether during class or after, stu-
dents found many means of catching up
with their friends under the Kenna trellis.
(Above)
Eoctor Lynn Pringle, Professor of
accounting, heads down the hall to
his office hours for the day. When
classes ended, Kenna halls filled to the brim
with students going to and from class. (Left)
hese girls enjoy the day outside of
Kenna before class. The tressle out-
side of Kenna was a favorite spot of
many students to lounge as well as study.
(Far Left)
by Mariana Baricevic
Santa Clara takes pride in the fact that the Leavey
School of Business is one of the most renowned
business schools in the region.
During their prescribed course of study, students take
required courses such as accounting and economics. But
they also have the freedom to take electives and core
requirements in many different areas of interest. These
electives and core requirements introduce students to other
departments in the university. As a result of classes such as
arts, communications, and history, students broaden not
only their knowledge of the business world, but also expose
themselves to a variety of areas.
Students prefer having the ability to take distinct classes
while not being limited to the business curriculum. It is from
this pool of classes that students can choose their majors,
minors and focus on their specific interests. Senior market-
ing major Scott Dumas says, "The curriculum in the business
school has allowed me the independence to pursue some of
my personal interests and hone my entreprenurial skills."
Given the opportunity to sample a variety of classes,
many students soon discover that their original major choice
is not right for them. Senior marketing/management major
Alexa Baird says, "I originally wanted to be an accounting
major but I figured out that i am much more of a people
person, and I wanted to interact with people on a daily
basis."
When looking at the flip side of the curriculum, there are
areas where students must have be ready to gain technical
experience, while not having to be a computer master, a
familiarity with basic computer programs is necessary. For
example, word-processing and spreadsheet programs, such
as Word and Excel, should be mastered during sophomore
year.
There is no excuse for not being informed about the
money matters as students are suggested to subscribe to the
Wall Street Journal. According to the 1 997-1 998 bulletin,
this requirement will gradually expand the student's knowl-
edge of the current business environment and will also help
improve communication skills.
The faculty wants to create individuals who will succeed
both as ethical and effective decision makers in today's
society. This goal is accomplished not only through classes,
but also by allowing students to experience different areas of
business present in today's society.
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business curriculum
ollege students across the country spend most of their time in a crowded classroom. Santa
Clara is no different. Many days are spent in small classrooms listening to long lectures.
Some students may look forward to spending their afternoons in a lecture, but many
prefer to break the monotony and get out of the classroom. Many want to forget about class and
spend their days at the beach surfing. Since El Nino prevents many beach outings, there is always
the option of relating your classes to the "real world."
If you ask students what kinds of programs and projects the business school sponsors, the answer you will almost always hear is Capstone -the
senior project. However, an answer that many people are not aware of is RMI, the Retail Management Institute.
RMI is a program that allows students to have close interaction with large retail industries while offering a minor in retail studies. Large companies
like Wal Mart and Macy's sponsor programs for RMI. Students are given the opportunity for internships in companies such as Home Depot or The
Gap. As interns, students work for these companies and in exchange are provided with working knowledge of the retail industry.
The program doesn't just throw students into a company and says, "have fun." Rather, the internship is focused on an academic aspect. They
business programs
0enior Quoc Do, reviews a project
with Professor Gail Kirby during
RMI. RMI classes were small and
allowed for greater levels of interaction
between students and professors. (Left)
H he front page of the Retail Manage-ment Institute website. Many uni-
versity programs have posted
websites stemming from the SCU
homepage. (Below)
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apply to the internships to what they learn of the industry in class.
The other aspect that makes RMI unique is that it is not just limited to business
majors. RMI allows all groups of majors to participate in it. Students involved in RMI
are required to complete an internship the summer of their junior year. In the winter
of their senior year, they are required to take part in a seminar class. The seminar class
consists of a guest speaker specializing in a growing retail businesses. Whether
through internships or seminars, RMI students receive academic credit in the form of
the retail studies minor.
RMI has a student board consisting of committees such as public relations,
fundraising, and newsletter publication. One of the main purposes of the hard work
of the committee members is to promote RMI's awareness around campus, especially
in preparation for events such as the yearly fundraising raffle .
Once a quarter, RMI sponsors Retail Week. During this week, speakers
from varied companies come in to discuss topics relating to the world of retail. These
speakers are usually RMI alumni who come back to share their experiences with the
students.
RMI sponsors a yearly round table event. Vicki Watson, public relations
chair, says, "The best thing about RMI is the round table discussions." During these
round table discussions, famous leaders of the retail industry are brought in and are
invited to be part of a round table discussion. Past speakers have been the president
of Victoria's Secret and the president of Levi Strauss.
RMI also presents great opportunities for job recruitment. At the job fair
last quarter, Watson was trying to get interested students to sign up. While she was
there, she said, "At least five companies had representatives come and ask for my
resume. If you are in RMI there are chances for big time recruiting."
0enior Alexa Baird and junior Diana
Lo chat with Professor Kirby at the
RMI dinner. This quarterly dinner
gave RMI students a great chance to inter-
act with their professors outside of the
classroom on a personal level. (Left)
0eniors Mary-Kevin Kilkenny,
Laurie Sullivan, and junior Megan
Cooperson discuss Gap, Wal-Mart,
Macy's and internship opportunites during




ngineering is considered to be the toughest school
at SCU. Aside from having grueling classes and
labs, there is not much room in an engineer's
schedule for elective classes.
The goal of Engineering is to educate students for tech-
nical jobs in the real world. Engineering students have the
great advantage of going to school in the Silicon Valley- the
most technologically-based area in the country. Every major company in the area is a powerhouse of computers and technological advances. Engineering
majors can expect to be fully prepared to take on a job anywhere they wish in companies such as Intel and Hewlett Packard. Because of the opportunities
available to them, engineers can learn the latest developments in technology and how to integrate them into their specialized areas of study.
Engineering majors are exposed to various facets of the industry through their classes. They are offered internships, and can also choose to participate
in a co-op report. A co-op report involves reporting on a specific design or research project. Upon completion of the project, the student meets with the
department co-op advisor and is given a grade on the content and quality of their presentation report. This is an excellent opportunity for engineers to
expand their practical knowledge of what they have learned in their classes.
By giving students the opportunity to be exposed to actual engineering projects, they become experts in their respective fields.
The school of engineering exposes all of its students to different aspects of SCU to combine and creates a well balanced individual with a head for
mechanics and electricity.
Wondering about those kids who take things apart? They
Hhis mechanical engineer works on a project dur-
ing a lab sequence. Hands-on learning allowed
students the chance to get their hands dirty and
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hese students are leaving their class and are
ready to enjoy the weekend. The engineering
complex, slightly secluded from heavy traffic,
was always a good place for people to study before class,
as well as chat and socialize. (Left)
aach of these students let their curiosities and
specialities shine through in their actions.
Whether as a teacher or a student, the mind of
an engineer was always ready to soak up knowledge and










nd up with $70,000-a-year Jobs playing with satellites
^^W orking intently on his homeworl assignment,
A I J this studentfinds himself stuck in the engineering
•-*— lab again. Many of engineers avoided the hustle
and bustle of the computer labs by escaping to their
private labs in the engineering complex. (Above)
u
hese students try and master the newest com-
puter program they learned in lab. For many
students, but most especially for engineers, a
computer eventually became a new best friend. (Left)
The engineering program combines academics with countless of hands-
on projects. Freshman mechanical engineering major Josh Banko says,
"Santa Clara is the only place I applied to study engineering because it had
the best program. Santa Clara's curriculum has a good mix of theory, as
well as hands-on application in their engineering program."
As a result of these hands-on projects, students get to see first-hand
exactly what happens to make a computer run, or a bridge hold the weight
of 1 cars.
Banko says, "In my mechanics class we get to see the whole process
from the intial design stage to the final production stage. I think that is very
valuable."
By not limiting students to textbook readings and examples, the
interactive learning process becomes much more stimulating and much
more educational.
Although engineers have less flexiblity in their schedules than other
students, they still get to take time out and enjoy the joys of their non-
technical friends and classmates. Electrical engineering major J.R.
Villacarlos says, "Engineering is really good in the sense that it lets me
experience all areas of a Santa Clara education. I'm not limited to just
engineering, I take classes in humanities and religion. This lets me learn
about other subjects, not just engineering."
Overall, engineering majors gain a deep understanding of their particu-
lar emphasis areas and how to apply it to our readily changing world.
Whether through mechanics or computers, SCU's engineers are trained






Students working together was an
important part of learning at SCU.
In engineering classes students
learned from one another as well as their
professors. (Right)
rying to get his project working,
this student spends his afternoon in
lab. Many engineers spent hours
conducting experiments became emotion-
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SCO students have an
advantage other schools don't
have. UJe have the Opportunity
to See enaLneerLna compares
up close."
- Eric Ccna9 freshroafs
1ZB_
engineerinjfcifrriculum
l^H ands-on projects are a mapr part
Iftl "I engineering curriculum Since
many principles of engineering
cannot be simply understood through the
words of a book, professors used real-life
applications to teach. (Above)
Home branches of the engineering
department required students to
do a lot of hands-on work. This
student is trying to finish his elecrical cir-
cuitry project before it's too late. (Left)
0nother typical scene, senior
Michael Haughey uses the com-
puter for help with his work. De-
spite the hours of lab and lecture, engi-
neers were asked to write lengthy analysis
papers as well on their projects. (Far Left)
by Mariana Baricevic
Thefour divisions of the school of engineering consist
ofxivil engineering, computer engineering, electri
cal engineering, and mechanical engineering. Al-
though all are generally categorized under engineering, each
one is different in its own way.
Just as majors in other schools are not limited to their
specific areas, neither is engineering. Due to the SCU Core,
engineering majors must sample courses in all areas of Santa
Clara. However, they are limited to the elective: they can
take. It is recommended that their electives have something
to do with engineering. By requiring them to take classes
that satisfy the Core requirment, the school of Engineering
is producing a well rounded individual.
Civil engineering is relative to real life. Civil engineers
design bridges, airports, manage hazardous waste, and deal
with the conservation of surface and ground waters. Since
their jobs involve improving the environment, they take
classes that concern themselves with design and the environ-
ment around us.
Computer engineering focuses on students who study
the areas of hardware, software, and the theory of compu-
tation. These students spend countless hours creating pro-
grams in obscure languages that only engineering majors
understand.
Electrical engineers design, construct and operate electri-
cal components and circuits. In English, that means they
study electricity and the way it travels. These students will
eventually design the electrical circuits that power every-
thing from TV's to CD players.
Mechanical engineering has two main areas of concentra-
tion. The first being design and analysis for effective use of
energy, while the second is design, analysis, and control of
mechanical systems. Exteme effort is made to expose me-
chanical engineering majors to not only understanding the
fundamentals of engineering, but also being competant in
analyzing engineering systems.
Through their demanding classes, engineering majors
are exposed to the future. Electrical engineering major J. R.
Villacarlos says, "Engineering is a fascinating field. Engineers
are responsible for the future of the world. Engineers are
lucky because they get to be involved in the technological
advancement of the world." The new century will be filled
with technological advances and these students will be
leading a new technological revolution.
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sby Mariana Baricevic
anta Clara University is teaching students to take what they learn in class and apply it to the
real world. A professor may assign a paper and require students to talk and interview an
outside source in an attempt to apply what they learn practically. The School of Engineering
has gone one step further by starting a mentoring program.
The School of Engineering joined with the Minority Engineering Program Industry Advisory
Board and began the Mentoring Underrepresented Students in Engineering (MUSE) Program.
MUSE couples minority students with mentors who work in the engineering field. The goal is to pair up students with someone they can connect with
in the real world. This i especially valuable for women and minorities, who tend to be underrepresented in the engineering field. Anne Wong, program
coordinator for MUSE says, "This is an excellent opportunity for all underrepresented students to gain valuable insight to the engineering field. This program
helps them to get a firsthand look at what goes on in the engineering industry."
The mentoring program had a total of 40 students matched with 40 mentors this year. MUSE is hoping to increase that number next year. The mentors
are volunteers from major engineering companies in the Silicon Valley. Some are alumni of SCU and others are people who want to share their knowledge
with those new to engineering.
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engineering programs
Taj Hayes is one of the volunteering mentors. Hayes, a graduate of Santa Clara,
now works at Andersen Consulting, one of the companies that sponsors events for
MUSE, He was interested in volunteering and even recruited some people to help out.
"When I was at SCU there was a program like this but it was very low key. I think if
there had been something like this when I was here, it would have motivated more
students," he said.
Mentors and the students must commit to meeting at least two hours per month
for one academic year. However, they often go beyond that time limit. For example,
Erik Marin was applying for an internship through Inroads, a program that gives
minorities a chance to apply for internships. Erik says, "Taj went through this when he
was at SCU. He helped me to write my resume and answered all the questions I had.
There are times when I feel like quitting, but Taj helps me through it. He tells me that
he felt the same way, but look at him. If he could get through it, then that motivates
me to want to do better."
The relationship between the mentor and the student is not that of a student-
teacher relationship, but more of a close friend. The two know that they can call each
other whenever they need to. Taj says, "It's all about interaction. You are establishing
a bond with a student who needs your help. You're their support. You're someone
they can ask questions without getting embarrassed, and you know that you're helping
them a lot."
MUSE is a great opportunity for students to not only gain first hand knowledge
of the engineering industry, but also it is a chance for them to find someone who
understands them. Their mentors are people students can go to with questions,
and always get a helpful response. The mentors are all volunteers, so they want to
be there and do the best they can for the students.
The stereotype that many civil engineers
face is that the main tool that every engineer-
ing major should have is not a calculator, but
Lego's. Lego's are widely considered as a
symbol of the building blocks of civil engi-
neering, which deals with the structure and
design of buildings, and bridges and water-
ways. Therefore a typical thought would be
that civil engineers are obsessed with Lego's
and are always trying to put something to-
gether.
Civil engineers are thought to spend a lot
of time trying to build things in practice for
their future careers in engineering design or
architectual firms.
Civil engineering deals with the design of structures.
They even have a course that is especially relevant to
SCU in the sense that it deals with earthquakes. In this
class, students learn about the effect that seismic activ-
ity has on a building. If you live in Swig and there's an
earthquake, then these are the people who ensure
your safety.
Civil engineering major Dominic Boitano says,
"There were many reasons I chose to study civil
engineering. My dad is a civil engineer, so I know what
to expect from watching him. Also, I like to fiddle with
things, and I like trying to fix things. Studying civil
engineering will get me a great job, and the pay won't
be too bad either."
Being in the Silicon Valley all engineers, not just civil
engineers, have great opportunites for internships and
after graduation, employment opportunities.
The stereotype of a computer engineer-
ing major is a guy who's bolted to his desk,
madly typing away at his computer.
Computer Engineers are typically thought
to spend countless hours in front of the
computer trying to make some new program
that will help the computer-illiterate popula-
tion get a clue about technological advance-
ments. In today's day and age, being able to
use a computer is a necessity. Technology is
advancing so rapidly that something new is
invented faster than you can blink.
Computer engineers are the people who
you can always count on for help. Whenever your
computer freezes or your hard drive is zapped by a
lighting bolt wiping everything away, a computer engi-
neering major is the person you call for help. In fact,
several computer engineers became RCCs when the
positions were developed. They supposedly live for
moments like that, where they can go and fix something
and make everyone worship them for their technologi-
cal knowledge.
However, what they are capable of doing is far
beyond that of simple computer maintenance. Most
spend their education learning computer code and the
intricacies of computer circuitry systems,
motherboards and CPUs. This knowledge leads many
of them to the major technology firms in the Silicon
Valley — Intel, Cadence, Silicon Graphics, IBM and HP,
to name a few. At these firms, computer engineering
majors sit on the precipice of technological advance-
ment. At these firms, they write code for software
programs, learn how to design and build microproces-
sors (known as "chips" to the layman) and also how to
develop fixes for "bugs" embedded in software pro-
grams. Unfortunately, the jobs are far more important
than they are given credit for.
For all we know, we have the next Bill Gates, Andy
Grove or Steve Jobs sitting next to us in class. You never





Picture a Friday night, there's a group of
three people sitting at a kitchen table with a
stereo, an alarm clock and a desk lamp.
These three devices are all taken apart. The
group of people is happily taking them apart
and then putting them back together to see
how they work. Who would spend their
evening engaging in such strange activity?
Electrical engineering majors.
This folks likes to examine the inner
workings of electrical systems, as well
as the occasioanl execution. They learn
about the design and operation of electrical
circuits and systems. Some people may think this to be
boring, but this group is fascinated by how machines
work through the complicated systems of electrical
circuitry. They get to learn things like how a light bulb
turns on so quickly and why.
Some electrical engineering majors say most people
take them for granted. They get mad when it takes
more than a couple of seconds for their computer to
turn on because they don't understand what exactly is
happeneing. Electrical engineering majors do. And
when something goes wrong with such a machine, they
figure out why this happens and they try to fix it.
The stereotypes of electrical engineering majors,
much like the stereotypes of other engineering majors,
is that these students do not like to socialize. They
spend hours upon hours at the engineering building
locked away working on their circuits.
Actually, those stereotypes are partly true. Electri-
cal engineering majors do spend hours in class and
lengthy labs trying to get their projects to work. But
they are far from social outcasts.
In fact, most are the light of the party. When they
are not in lab, electrical engineering majors are usually
impressing their friends with a strange knowledge of
electrical machines — lasers, robots, satellites and com-
puters to name a few.
To the non-engineering student, the term
"mechanical engineering" may influence
them to think of engineering having to do
with automotive repair. However, that is
totally wrong. Mechanical engineers are not
the future mechanics of America, but more
accurately they learn the hidden secrets be-
hind machinery. Similar to electrical engi-
neering, mechanical engineers do not just
learn mechanical structure, but instead they
learn how and why it works.
Mechanical engineers study the inner
workings of things. Mechanical engineering
allows students to learn all areas of design, develop-
ment and manufacturing of machine systems.
Junior mechanical engineering major Shawn
Fought says, "I do like to build things and take them
apart, but that is not the only reason I chose to major
in mechanical engineering. I also enjoy physics and
problem solving."
This group of majors is not confined to the walls of
the engineering building. They are encouraged to
experience Santa Clara just as much as any other
major. Fought says, "I love the fact that at Santa Clara
I am able to take classes in all subjects, not just
engineering."
Engineering is a subject that is moving ahead
quickly, and SCU students are taking advantage of it.
With internships and other engineering companies
around SCU, students have the chance to see engi-
neering companies up close. This is an opportunity
that not many majors have.
Mechanical engineering majors do not spend all
their free time on campus fiddling with objects, They
are creative people who take advantage of the oppor-
tunities presented to them here at SCU — putting their














ommunication students have always had
to endure snide remarks from fellow stu-
dents in other departments about how
easy they have it as a "comm. major." The com-
ments range from a fairly easy curriculum to few
tests and exams. Truth be known, communication
majors don't have it all that easy.
Currently, they do have few choices as to what
they can study. Communication students can only
choose between two emphases for their degree:
print or broadcast journalism and television pro-
duction. But the times are changing.
During winter quarter, ground was broken on
yet another building across from Bannan Hall that
will soon house the communication department.
The rust-colored frame of the building is a symbolic
for what else is in store: a new curriculum.
"We are planning on making some changes to
the areas of study that students can participate in,"
said Paul Soukup, S.J., an associate professor and former chair of the
department. "The final details are still being worked out but we are
seriously looking at expanding the scope of study in the very near future."
These changes, Soukup says, will be implemented by winter quarter of
the next academic year. But already experimentation has begun to see just
how the department should be expanded.
Senior Matt Stoner served as a guinea pig for one of the possible new
majors. Stoner, who will graduate with a communication degree with an
emphasis in technology, took three independent study courses that are
being tested as the backbone for the degree program: a technology and
culture course, a technology and ethics course, and a technology and
education course.
But these courses are not the only new additions in preparation for a
new curriculum. Dr. Chad Raphael's course on technology in the Silicon
Valley, and department chair Emile McAnany's recent class on interna-
tional tele-communication are the result of extensive discussion of how to
expand the department's knowledge to become a stronger, more well-
known program.
"The communication department has the possibility to become nation-
ally recognized in a very short period of time," said Stoner. "It's a well-
hidden secret just waiting to be found out. I feel well prepared for graduate
school."
With communication being one of the university's fastest-growing
majors, the expansion of the department — along with a new facility —
brings a wealth of possibilities to professors, students, and the school as a
whole. No longer will students have to hear comments of an easy major.
Instead, their area of study will finally be respected.
1 84 acaclpr
new communication
aeniors Katie Kornfield and Carla Rippstein work
on their upper-division producing project. For
senior television production majors, producing
was a second thesis project at the end of the year. (Left)
0ophomore Colin DeAndrade works at an editor
on a project for TV1 class. Projects like this
provided students with real-life application ex-
perience for careers in the broadcast media. (Below)
cting as anchorwomen, these TV1 students par-
ticipate in the rotation during a simulated news-
cast. Students in the class alternated jobs for
almost 1 5 newscasts. (Above)
0enior Bill Schultz checks out the homepage for
103.3 KSCU The Underground Sound. Schultz
and others in the Public Relations class were
required to develop a PR campaign for the station. (Left)
uniors Jay Peeples and Ryan Lowry take a break
for a chat while working in the control room.
During TV1 newscast simulations, the control
room became a busy and hectic place to work. (Far Left)
new communication















hroughout their years of college, many
students face academic worries that range
from declaring a major, to midterms, re-
view sessions, teacher office hours, and ultimately
graduation. As students look forward to the culmi-
nation of their four years of hard work and dedi-
cation, they anticipate the idea of what direction
their lives will take after leaving Santa Clara.
For many students, a direction that proves to
have universal appeal is that of graduate school.
The very idea of graduate school has the power
to evoke feelings of worry, excitement, and antici-
pation. The acronym titles of higher learning -
MBA, Ph.D., JD, MD - are a step towards a
student's future that can affect the pattern of their
lives.
Many factors influence a person's decision to
attend graduate school. These factors range from
quality of education, to location, to price.
Experience is a factor that motivates many students to wait on pursuing
graduate school until they first gain experience in the working world.
Junior Wendy Chou said, "I want to go to graduate school to keep myself
educated and to continue to advance. But I want to work first, and then
go back to school. That way I'll get the experience I need and then know
what classes I should focus on when I go back to work."
For sophomore Brandon Milligan, work experience is important
because he believes it will open new opportunities when his time ap-
proaches for graduate school. Milligan said, "I always knew I wanted to
someday get my MBA. I don't know where I would like to go to school.
I think it depends on whether or not an employer is willing to pay for me
to continue school."
Some students are very sure of their plans and know exactly the area
they would are interested in pursuing. These students would prefer to
stay in school and not wait to finishing their studies for fear of losing
motivation. Senior Steve O'Brien feels this way as he prepares for law
school. O'Brien said, "I never really thought of waiting to go to law school
right after graduating. I think I was persistent after hearing about many
people losing steam and not wanting to go back to school after working.
Being surrounded by people who are planning on getting their degrees
motivates me even more. It's like good peer pressure."
So, while many students are making tentative plans for graduate
school, others are already filling out applications. Regardless of where
students are in their decisions regarding graduate school, they all share in
the anticipation of one day looking forward to what their future has in
store for them when their time at Santa Clara comes to an end.














tudents at Santa Clara University are
serious about preparing themselves for
their futures. And one way students
prepare for post-graduation career trauma is by
getting internships. These internships allow stu-
dents the opportunity to experience entering the
work force early before they will do it for real.
An internship gives students a chance to put
their skills to good use and test their knowledge,
as well as gain insight into the field they are
considering working in. Students decide their
major, but then they have to decide how to use
what they learn.
"All of the internships that I've had were never
in my area of study," says communication major
Bill Schultz. "I never worked for a newspaper or
a TV station. I worked for computer companies
doing business-related jobs."
Not only do internships offer intellectual
stimulation, but they also offer tangible rewards
for students. Most internships, especially ones at technology companies
are paid or offer academic credit.
However, the money is not the main reason students get involved in
an internship. They get involved because it provides them the opportunity
to see what is involved in the job of their choice.
Internships not only allows students to learn what skills they will need
to do a job well, it also gives them an inside look into subjects like
corporate culture, office politics and building relationships with co-
workers. Political Science major, Tara Cano says, "When you go some-
where to visit for a day, you don't really get to see what things are like.
I think having an internship allows you to see what really goes on at
companies. For some people this may not be as exciting, but it is realistic
and lets me see what really goes on at the job."
One of the most profound benefits of internships, students say, is the
sheer number of things they learn from their jobs. They learn not only in
the terms of their job, but also in how to dress, act and interact. During
their internship students learn to communicate more effectively, to work
with a group of people, and how to deal with a multitude of projects under
pressure.
The challenging part for students is that they have to combine a job
with going to school full time. While most internships are thought of to
take place during the sur itner, quite a few programs take place while
school is in session. This ; : be difficult for students, but many say the
increased responsibility of havin a job while in school helps them to do
better in their studies. Plus, the ins t they gain from this experience is
valuable to their future line of work.
18 8 . ^jra^
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esides the Mission Gardens, Santa Clara
University is the home of many hidden
treasures. The authors present here on
campus are just one of those valuable treasures
that set this school apart from others in the area.
These authors have the tough job of not only
dealing with students on a daily basis, but also
writing and conducting research in their spare
time. Many of the authors are professors who have
written books as well as articles which appear in
scholarly journals.
Sophomore English major Shanda Close says, "I
think that having authors on campus is a great thing
for students as well as for the school. English
majors like myself get the opportunity to study
with published authors."
By having professors teach as well as write,
students are given the opportunity to interact with
someone who is well-respected and highly
knowledgable in their field of study. Freshman
Jamie Ceccato says, "Having authors on campus is great for English majors
because they get to see someone using what English majors are studying
and how they are succeeding with it in the real world. They have someone
on campus to show them that they can do what they love and succeed at
it."
The presence of a published author on campus brings Santa Clara into
the public eye. Some students feel that by having authors on campus,
Santa Clara becomes better known. The presence of a published author
allows students to feel as though there is a celebrity on campus.
More importantly, though, a published author brings more research
money to the hallowed halls of SCU. By hiring authors who conduct
research and publish the results of that research, Santa Clara University
and its faculty are able to get easier access to federal and state funds
available for scientific research as well as other areas of study.
Matt Kleinke says, "This kind of thing shows that Santa Clara is
becoming better known across the nation. If we have a celebrity on
campus, then people will see that someone famous is here and is teaching
students. You get taught by someone who knows first hand what it takes
to be an author in the real world."
Senior communication major Bill Schultz, whose father has published
several books and countless articles in science journals around the world
for the past 25 years says, "It's extremely important for a school to have
published authors on its faculty. It's not really just the notoriety that the
school gets that is the most important. It is the fact that the school is
recognized as a source of a wealth of knowledge, and that people will
















1 . As she moves in











drives a goal. Davis,
scored 21 goals and
had 1 9 assists in his
final season of high
school.
3. After a powerful
drive, junior Randy
Jones looks past the
hole and shoots for
a goal. Jones ended
this season with a
total number of 38
goals.
h indsight, as they say is always 20/20. That is, when we
view the past from our present state, it becomes perfectly
obvious what words or actions could have changed the
outcome of an unpleasant memeory. We may silently wish
that we had performed that action, or articulate brilliantly
those words which may have altered our fate, however, we
know that we cannot.
And sometimes it hurts.
Yet, despite our remorse, it is our past failures which lay
the groundwork for victories to come. Every injury and loss
makes us stronger and gives us the determination to win
Dast, present,




Pursley shoots for 2
points. Pursley
averaged 4 points
and 3.1 rebounds In
24 games this
season.
the next time. Every frustration and mental setback provides
us with the discipline and savvy to go back and do it right
the next time. And yes, even the anguish of defeat and the
burn of regret aid us. Because next time we will remember
what real pain is and it won't frighten us so much, for we've
seen the worst — things can only get better.
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|MaRod Itadon weaves his way through
traffic. Itadon was one of the leaders of this
year's team and was expected to lead the team
again next season. (Right)
Wl.' ^^ Andrew Syverstein winds up for a
^^devastating shot. Shots like these, known as






SANTA CLARA, CA - The Santa
Clara University Lacrosse team
repeated: They repeated a fast break
style of offense. They repeated a
punishing defense. They repeated an
appearance in the conference
playoffs. The only difference was the
appearance of first year coach Mario
Enea. The former California standout
took the reigns of the Broncos and
led them to another successful
season.
"Coach has done a great job for
hisfirstyear," said senior defenseman
Greg Alioto. "He took a good
program and made it better.
Hopefully, in the upcoming years, he
can make a better program into a
great program."
Alioto anchored the Bronco
defense alongside senior captain Paul
Mignone. "Defense is at the core of
our team," said freshman Dominic
Boitano. "Those guys did an awesome
job for us back there."
The style of offense that the
With a new coach, gritty veterans, and a
batch oj young talent, the Broncos reinjorced
their status as a league powerhouse.
Broncos run depends on the quick Andrew Syverstein who more often
pass from the defensive players. This
chain reaction starts with a fast break
to freshman midfielder Jaime
Petronovich and Junior Damien
Ewens. They give the ball to attackers
freshman Jeromy Bissell and junior
than not finish the play with amazing
agility.
"We are at a point where we can
only move up," said Petronovich.
"This year was great, but next year
will be better."
^ffl ^A Andrew Syverstein makes an acrobatic
^^shot against Sonoma State. Syverstein was
a big offensive weapon for the Broncos.
^E m team poses for a classy picture in front
^^^f the Mission. The team showed the same





^1 ; 4^ SCUTS second side team fights for
^^possession of the ball. The second side was
the future of the SCUTS squad. (Above)
\Wi!|k. Nick Palluchi prepares to feed the ball
^^from the scrum. Palluchi was expected to





^^^ University of Nevada. Line-outs were one
of the strongest weapons in the SCUTS arsenal.
(Left)
^JIM& Tyson Green fakes out his Wildcat
^^^opponent. Green brought speed,




SANTA CLARA, CA - The Santa
Clara University Touring Side
(SCUTS Rugby Club) continues to
grow in both size and popularity
each year. The team improved to a
league record of 5-2.
"If we continue to grow in
numbers each year, we are going to
hit that goal and jump up a division,"
said SCUTS President, and junior
wing Rob Gaukel. "Our biggest asset
s speed. Ifwe can just add some size,
we are going to be tough to beat."
Second year coach Chris Fisher
credits his players for the jump in
participation. "We don't have the
ability to recruit high school kids like
some other schools. We have to rely
on the current players to go out and
find players."
Some highlights of the year
included the opportunity to play the
eight time defending national
champion California, and decisive
victories over U.C. Santa Cruz and
rival San Jose State. "It's been a fun
year," said senior wing Troy Jones.
"There's no better feeling than right
after a hard played game."
The team will lose several key
players to graduation, but second
side players such as junior Dangkhoa
Ngyun look forward to the
opportunity of playing first side.
"Second side was a great warm up
year for me," said junior Prop Hook.
"Hopefully next year I can make the
same impact on the first side." The
team will return key players such as
Gaukel and junior Pat Sweeney.
This year, the SCUTS used their speed and
agility to topple oyer some tough teams





junior co-captains Bryan Dunne and Kevin
Balak led the team and helped them to
maintain "a constant state of preparation."
by Mark Faust
Sports Writer
SANTA CLARA, CA - As a member
of the National California Volleyball
League, the men's volleyball team
has a grueling schedule of anywhere
between 1 2 to 1 5 games per season.
-
L
Led by junior co-captains Bryan
Dunne and Kevin Balak, the team
faced not only the fatigue of a hectic
schedule but players dropping from
the team for various reasons.
"Everyone on the team had to be
prepared to play every game at
anytime," said Dunne. We had to
stay in a constant state of
preparation."
Preparation was just the beginning
for this team. Their tough schedule
included playing two of the top three
teams in the nation. "It was fun playing
against Berkeley and Sac. State," said
Dunne. "Although we dropped those
games, the experience to play against
several of the top teams in the nation
was definitely worth while."
Balak credits the future of the
team to coaches Austin Moore and
Shawn Dunlap. "We have excellent
coaching and a lot of young talent.
With that consideration, we are
confident in the future of the club."
One of the highlights for the team
this year was the invitation to play in
the prestigious Santa Barbara
Tournament. The tournament
contained some of the nation's top
teams. "I think it was good for the
younger: guys on the team to play in
this tournament," said Dunne. "They
got great playing experience. After
all they are the future of the team."
fJaii^ Kevin Merrill tells his opponents just exactly where to
j
with his powerful spike. Though it was a popular shot, the
spike was difficult to excute effectively. (Above)
iffikA players make a wall with their arms in an attempt to block
their opponent's set. For the entire game, the team was
forced to stay alert at all times. (Left)
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^jj|^kthe net, the ball is prepared for the spike.
^^The spike was the most anticipated shot by
opponents. (Left)
,
all of his concentration on the ball,
}phomore Ryan Luckin serves. Most players
believed a good serve set the tone of play for the
point. (Below)
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^^y^k bat senior Derek DeBendetti is ready to
^^blast one out of the park. His strength and
control on the field made him one of the team's
most valuable players. (Above
^^ock
Jim the plate, junior Ryan Hinn is off like a
rocket to first base. With an average of .438




^1 4^ Broncos anxiously watch the action on
^^^ the field. Although the Broncos struggled
at times, they stuck together and built a stron
foundation for next year (Left)
^1 i ^L wind up and the pitch have become
^^famous for junior Mike Crudale. This year,
he's enjoyed starting more games. (Below)
by Will Saso
Sports Writer
SANTA CLARA, CA - The Broncos
have won the West Coast Confer-
ence the last two years. Don't expect
them to stop with a three peat. After
reaching the West Regional of the
NCAA World Series last year, the
Broncos are looking for more
success. With the nation's 1 8th best
winning percentage over the last
three years, it is safe to say that this
program has many wins in its future.
This year's team had some holes to
fill after losing many key players to
graduation. One of the biggest was
the coaching change that took place
at the end of last year. Santa Clara
baseball icon John Oldham was
replaced with long time assistant Mike
Cummins.
However, Cummins said, "John
left the program in great shape. ..our
goal is to play for a national
championship." There were not too
many teams that have strong youth
coming up and also have a blend of
veteran stability in senior Bill Mott,
junior Kevin Okimoto and sopho- Crudale are solid returnees to be
more Todd Hughes, all of whom counted on. After them however,
performed the bulk of the run the team had only 61 innings of
production for the offense. pitching experience. The Bronco's
The other question associated have the great experience ofwinning
with the team was pitching. Junior and that was more important than
Vince Boyanich and senior Mike any number of innings.
As they showed through winning the Battle of
Florida, the Bucs have taken ojj thanks to




^1 Idjkbeating Portland, the Broncos show
^^^heir thanks to the fans. The big victory
over Portland was important as the Pilots
have always proven to be one of the better
teams in the WCC. (Left)
^JJlJJlJk scoring a huge goal against rival
^M^Portland, sophomore Kyle Smith
celebrates with the Bronco faithful. Crowd
support played an integral role in home field
advantage for the Broncos. (Below)
by Ryan Lowry
Asst. Sports Editor
SANTA CLARA, CA - Heading
into each year, the men's soccer
team holds high aspirations. With
one of the most successful programs
nationally in the last decade, this
season itself was no different than
any in the past. However, SCU faced
what may have been the toughest
first four games in the nation — playing
the #3, #24, #2 and #9 ranked
teams respectively. According to
Head Coach Mitch Murray, these
games set the tone for the season.
"We had a challenging schedule. I
Looking forward to a bright future, the
men's soccer program seeks to continue to
grow and mature in the coming years.
4fc ,.M ; 4, jjiK
realized we had a chance to get off to
a rough start but I felt it would help to
mature the 18 freshmen and
sophomores which we have on the
roster."
Senior goalkeeper Joe Cannon
spearheaded the effort as he garner-
ed All-American accolades and once
again played great defense between
the posts. Helping Cannon with the
veteran leadership were seniors
Derek Harris, Josh Temkin, Jeff
Prentice and Randy Allen. The
underclassmen also stepped up under
the tutelage of their seasoned
teammates and sought to carry the
torch into next season.
Some of the biggest wins came
late in the year when SCU battled for
the conference crown, as well as the
chance to make the NCAA
tournament. Santa Clara downed
conference rival USF 2-1 and three
days later beat Stanford 5-1
.
Santa Clara did make post-season
play only to lose to the eventual
national champion UCLA in the first
round. However, with so much youth
and a strong finish to the season,
Murray looks forward to 1 998.
21D.
men s soccer
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MEN'S Soccer (10-9-0)
After a 1 -4 start to the season, SCU
rebounded nicely to win nine of their last 1
3
regular season contests to qualify for post-
season play and wrap up a third consecutive












^IjyjIJIAfor control of the ball, enioi Derrick
^^^ Harris battles a Stanford defender.
Harris was one of Santa Clara's big guns as he
led the team in points for the season. (Above)
^Mllik, some fancy footwork, senior Der-
^^^rick Harris manuevers around to get a
good shot on goal. Harris proved with a 1997
All-West Conference first team selection that
as 1995's SCU Most Improved Player, he
definately has come a long way. (Left)
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men s soccer
1^ Bronco offense storms a University of
^^San Diego goaltender. The strong offense
combined with the force of Bronco defense was
just one reason why the team managed to once
again capture the WCC title. (Above)
\li\tim her swift speed, sophomore Whitney
^^Hollis outstreches her Minnesota counter-
part. Mollis made the jump from reserve to starter
with stunning results. (Right)
WOMEN'S Soccer (17-2-1)
After beating Clemson 3-0 in the
quarterfinal match, the Broncos
earned their fifth appearance in the
! semifinals of the
NCAA
Tournament, the third highest












SANTA CLARA, CA - This year, the
women's soccer team remained
neutral — this was both a good and
a bad thing. It was a good thing
because once again the team
finished third in the country
for the second consecutive year,
returning to the semifinals of
the NCAA Tournament. It was a bad
thing because they were once again
defeated by their nemesis, the
Tarheels of North Carolina. "We'll
get them one of these days," said
junior defender Piper Cook.
The team finished with an overall
record of 23-3, once again claiming
the West Coast Conference title.
Two of the three losses came
at the hands of the Tarheels, who
now hold the overall series record
at 1 1 -0-0 versus the Broncos. Already
though, the team is reflecting
on this year and looking to next
year.
"We worked more as a team
this year," said Junior Nicole
^"trac
>1'X Ashley Albrecht clears the zone with her
trademark sweeping kick. Albrecht was one
of the players who helped to anchor the Bronco
defense this season. (Left)
^time out of her busy schedule, sophomore
Kim Pickup signs autographs for a swarm
of young fans. This was just one way the Broncos
showed their gratitude to the community. (Below)
Leonard. "Hopefully we can carry
that into next year."
Thanks to the recruiting talent of
Coach Jerry Smith, the Broncos have
the number one recruiting class in
the nation. "I think we can take it all
next year," said Cook. "We're going
to bring the title home to Santa
Clara." The Broncos were paced this
year by All-American sophomore
Mandy Clemens. With next year's
class and a solid returning team, the
Broncos will look to make Cook's
prediction come true.
Coach Jerry Smith once again led the lady
Broncos to the NCAA final Four and third in






SANTA CLARA, CA- For the second
straight year, the SCU women's
soccer team went to the show — the
pinnacle of all college soccer, the
ultimate goal at the origin ofthe soccer
season — the NCAA Championships.
"It's always exciting when you get
to compete with the best players in
the nation," said junior defender Piper
Cook. "I get choked up just thinking
about it."
Cook was not the only member of
the team who had this feeling. "It's
nice to know that SCU is recognized
as one of the top soccer programs in
the nation," said junior defender Lisa
Nanez, an AII-WCC caliber player.
"Our attack was so balanced and our
defense was so strong, I don't think it
was a question of v
would get there. Rathe
of how far would we go.
214
..
Unfortunately, the team was not
able to progress past third in the
nation. This was nothing to be
ashamed of. However, the team once
again fell to their East Coast nemesis,
North Carolina. With the help of
returning defensive players such as
Nanez and Cook, and the strong
offense power of sophomore Mandy
Clemens, the Broncos are sure to be
back to the show next year. With the
top recruiting class in the nation, the
goal for next year is not only to
topple the Tarheels, but to be the
best in the nation. With a high speed
attack and a punishing defense, look
for another Bronco squad to be
among the very best in the NCAA.
^E§J^^ she breaks through a bunch of Brig-
^^^ham Young University defenders,
sophomore Kylie Bivens slides with the grace
of a champion. Brigham Young was just one





soccer team to the
NCAA champion-




they writ stop there. With next year's returning
letter mnners and a strong recruiting class, look
for the Broncos to once again go to the big shm
ncaa. women s soccer
Wy [f^ avoiding a Tarheel defender, fresh-
^^^^rnan Heather Aldama shows great
footwork keeping the ball under control.
Aldama will no doubt be one of many key
players which will play leading roles in the
future. (Left)
^Yilli^ the ball tightly in her hands, sopho
^^^^more Kim Pickup performs hei
tented flip throw-in. This was just one of the
many Bronco weapons which unnerved and
surprised their opponents. (Below)
^jji ^kto the start of the game, sophomore Todd
^^^^ Wuschnig joins the team for a huddle.
Head Coach Dick Davey always had his troops well
prepared for battle against any opponent. (Right)
^M ^k shielding a USF defender, sophomore
^^^ioint guard Brian Jones brings the ball up-
court. Jones managed much of the Santa Clara ball
handling duties this season. (Below)
by Ryan Lowry
Asst. Sports Editor
SANTA CLARA, CA - Once again
the Santa Clara men's basketball team
came into the season, according to
the "experts," just hoping to finish in
Coast Conference. But these Broncos
would not listen to them. Under the
direction of head coach Dick Davey,
SCU proved to be a team the rest of
the conference would have to go
through if they wanted a piece of the
the middle of the pack in the West championship.
Picked by the 'experts' to complete their
season in the middle oj the pack, the
Broncos once again proved them mong.
A balanced offense and a tough
defense was the key to this year's
season as the Broncos had four
different players with scoring
averages in the double digits. A
perimeter oriented team, SCU was
led by sophomore point guard Brian
Jones, and seniors Lloyd Pierce and
Craig Johnson. Sophomore Todd
Wuschnig and junior Alex Lopez
provided the beef up front while
strong contributions from junior
Nathan Fast, junior Jaimie Holmes,
sophomore Chris Gomes and
freshman Delano D'Oyen off the
bench proved to be the deciding
factor in many games.
SCU received early tests from
national powerhouses Kansas,
Stanford and Hawaii as they entered
WCC play in hopes of defending
their regular season crown for the
fourth straight year.
With no real superstar, everyone
contributed. Said senior Craig
Johnson, "Our team is a group of
players who have committed
themselves to a team journey."
men's basketball
MEN'S Basketball (16-8)
For the fourth time in the last six
seasons, the Broncos placed higher





SAN JOSE STATE 65-49
j
OREGON STATE 68-55















(. SAN DIEGO 67-76
SAINT MARY'S 95-96 (OT)
^efe
k Craig Johnson looks over the Portland
ciefense to find an opening for an easy basket.
As a senior, Johnson was one of this season's team
m leaders. (Above)
^ffl ^k Jamie Holmes goes over a USF defender
^^^^ in the West Coast Conference Tourna-
ment for the easy basket. Holmes provided some






The lady Broncos prove their superior
balance of offense and defense to be too
muchfor the rest of the competition in the WCC.
by Will Saso and work well for the final product.
Sports Writer For this year's Santa Clara
SANTACLARA.CA — A cake needs women's basketball team, everyone
all of the ingredients to work wanted to have their cake and eat it
together. A sports team functions too. This year's team was extremely
in much the same way: all of the balanced and versatile. "This is the
ingredients need to mix together most athletic team I have ever
coached," explains Head Coach
Karen Horstmeyer. With a good
recruiting class and the veterans
from last year, it looked to be a
successful season. The return of
senior point guard Lisa Sacco along
with senior Julie Brantley provided
leadership — not a quality this team
lacked.
Santa Clara attacked from all
angles with sophomore Christine
Rigby and junior Brooke Staebell on
the inside, sophomore Katie Pursely,
junior Jessica Banford and
sophomore Stephanie Rogers
outside. Off to a steaming hot start,
the Broncos hosted #10 Virginia in a
game that Santa Clara controlled for
much of the afternoon. However, in
the last few seconds the bounces
went to Virginia and SCU went home
with an unfortunate loss.
This test proved to the nation
that this small school
could hang with a national
powerhouse — save those who have
watched the recipe cook all season
long.
|, Clara fans and players storm the court
r the Broncos beat St. Mary's to clinch
Conference Tournament title.
This :nta Clara an automatic berth in
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! SAN DIEGO 75-49| SAINT MARYS ^EtcsH
Wl ^\ Jessica Banford and Katie Swank cheer
^^^wi their Bronco teammates in the closing
seconds of the West Coast Conference
championship game. Team unity was one of the
key elements to the Bronco success. (Left)
^thc
point guard Lisa Sacco keeps her eye on
ie prize as she defends a St. Mary's player
up the court. Sacco was one of the Broncos' many





Despite tough losses and close games
at the end of the season, the men's
water polo team rode thier stellar start
to an impressive winning record.
BiV with ball in hand, junior Randy Jones
^^eadies himself for a pass. Jones was the lead
scorer for the team this year. (Above)
Vl JJk successfully blocking a goal, junior
^P^Walter Pierce throws the ball down the
pool for the offense. Pierce again had a strong
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SANTA CLARA, CA - The men's
waterpolo team did a lot more this
year than cheer at women's soccer
games in their speedos. At the start
of the season, the team was looking
at a sparkling 8-2 record. At one
time, they were ranked as high as
16th in the nation. Although they
may not have received the
recognition they deserved from the
school at large, they definitely made
their mark. The team finished with
an overall record of 12-15, and
finished ranked 20th in the nation.
"We just keep getting better and
better," said junior Derek Lothringer.
"Each year we set our standards just
a little higher than last year's. Each
year, we reach our goals."
The team has now appeared in
post-season play for the fourth
consecutive year, making more and
more of an impression on national
pollsters each year. "It's nice to get
the recognition," said third year
coach Travis Wyckoff. "These kids
^jjyC^^lplinds freshman Brian Sprouse as he fights
^^for the ball. One of five freshmen, Sprouse
brought youth and vigor to the team. (Left)
^^ ^ freshman Mark Reilly passes the ball to
^^^teammate Sprouse. In his first year on the
team, Reilly played impressively - scoring six goals
throughout the season. (Below)
give up half their summers and a
whole quarter, they worked hard to
be a part of the national polls and I
congratulate the pollsters for
recognizing our hard work."
One of the high points of the
season was challenging Pepperdine,
the number one team in the country
at the time, to a tie in the fourth
period. The Broncos lost the game,
but proved they could compete with
the best in the nation. Junior Randy
Jones finished the season as the leader
in goals, receiving all-league honors.
A new crop of freshman, combined with
gritty veterans, brought this year's water-
polo team back to the post-season.
men's waterpolo
221
^Jljffi^a match, sophomore Rozalyn Pelayo en-
^^^joys a light moment. As the setter, Pelayo
is in charge of directing the team. (Above)
^lylyfjk Broncos go sky high for a block. Defense





















SANTA CLARA, CA - Head Coach
Annie Feller has a lot to look
forward to from her young wo-
men's volleyball team. They had
quite a successful year — finishing
4th in the WCC and compiling
an overall record of 19-9. This
year's record was the best since
1993, and marks the first time
in the modern era that a women's
volleyball team finished with single
digit losses.
The women's team is definitely
on the rise as they have improved in
wins consistently in the last three
years. Led by sophomore star Roz
Pelayo, this young team has a bright
future. Returning every player from
a team that earned 1 9 victories, they
are also led by the freshman sensation
Ynez Carrasco, who averaged four
kills a game. The stabilizer in the
middle is 6'1" junior Jaimiejochums,
who helps the Broncos out up front.
The Bronco's finished the year
strong winning four out of their
wmA Heidi Schmuck awaits the serve from the
Dons. Schmuck was a defensive specialist
for the Broncos. (Left)
^BJ^^Bronco women celebrate after notching
^^a point against USF. To be successful, each
game had to be taken point by point. (Below)
last five matches. "This was a to carry them on next year as they
great year for us," said Jochums. hope to reach the NCAA's again for
"With this young squad, we hope we the first time since 1993. This team
can take this team even further. Next has all the qualities to succeed and
year we're looking toward the whenever you have youth on your
NCAA's." side, excitement usually follows not
They will look for that momentum far behind.
The lady Broncos forced their way back into
the WCC championship picture this year as
they had one of their better season's in the 90's.
'women's volleyball
^Ini^k i in their turn to take the
^^icld against the Stanford Cardinals. Stanford
was one of several top teams that the Broncos
went up against (Left)
\\^l ^^X Maria Gonzales gets down and dirty for
^^^this ground ball. It was plays like this that






SANTA CLARA, CA - Forfirst-year
coaches Vicky Rios and Tonya
Hadley, the road has been much
easier than expected. The two took
over the Bronco squad halfway
through last year. This is their first
year at the helm, and things are fun.
"We're winning more," smiled
senior middle infielder and co-captain,
Maria Gonzales. Along with
Gonzales, the weight of the team
was pulled by senior co-captain Jaime
With graduation taking it's toll on the lady
Broncos, next years squad mil have to follow
with the intesity that carried this years team.
Wayland. At third base, Wayland is
the vacuum of the Bronco infield.
"This year we're more
structured," said Wayland.
"Mentally, we are at a much higher
level than we were with last year's
squad." The team represented the
level of intensity by finishing their
season with six straight wins, their
longest streak of the season.
Rios and Hadley are just as excited
for next year. Losing both Gonzales
and Wayland to graduation will be
difficult spots to fill, but this team is
extremely young. Returning players
include two juniors, eight
sophomores and five freshman. This
is a young team who is starting to
make their presence felt among the
cream of the WCC.
"With each game, the younger
players gain more experience and
the older ones mature even more,"
said Rios. "Ifwe can carry this level of
mentality and confidence into next
year, we are definitely going to turn





HUMBOLDT ST. 0-3 CENTENARY 7-1
WJ ! ,^^a Jocelyn Sideco sucks up a groundball.
^^^The defense was an essential element for
the lady Broncos' success. (Above)
Vj^llff^ the wind up and the pitch, freshman
^^Krista Barry delivers her trademark power.
Her consistency on the mound was crucial to




AiillA as much speed as he cm muster, senior
^^Ryan Pang races to the net to return his
opponent's short lob. Those players comfortable
playing from the line were surprised by low-lying,
slow-flying lobs. (Right)
#a quick break to swap positions,
doubles teammates Ryan Pang and
Jeremy Testwuide discuss their next strategies.
The team played both singles and doubles matches
throughout the year as part of competition. (Below)
jy Ryan Lowry
'^sst. Sports Editor
5ANTA CLARA, CA -This year, the
nen's tennis team came into the
1998 season looking to build off of
ast year's third place finish in the
/Vest Coast Conference. By taking
Dne look at the roster, it was a very
sossible achievement. With only one
senior graduating, the 1998 squad
ippeared to not only be building for
oday, but also for the future. Head
:oach Sean Burns had a team of
mainly juniors and sophomores which
bodes well for future seasons.
With a schedule that contained
perennial WCC powers Pepperdine
and San Diego as well as non-
conference foes Cal, UCSB, UC Irvine
as well as Fresno St., the Broncos
squad was tested throughout the
season. Juniors Lars Nelson and
Jeremy Testuide, sophomores
Marcell Hlousek and Scott Watters,
freshmen Matt Cox and senior
captain Ryan Pang led this team this
year. Said Nelson, "Our goal this year
was to go to the Big Dance." Of
This year's men's tennis team hoped to take
Bronco tennis to the next leyel oj competition-
shootingjor a berth in the NCAA tournament.
course Nelson is referring to the
NCAA tournament; a goal that
seemed elusive a couple of seasons
back is now a distinct possibility.
On the cusp of a national ranking,
Santa Clara is headed in the right
direction. The Broncos had the
chance to have one of their best
teams to date and with so much
youth this would not be just a one
year success story. It was instead a
sign of things to come down the
road. With so much youth, the best
as they say, was yet to come.
J& Bftkhis shot from afar freshman Joe Hefflinger completes
^^^ his follow through. On many occassions a misplaced
shot or poorly accepted referee call raised tense emotions.
(Above)
^W fi^a firm position on the court, freshman Joe Hefflinger returns his
^^opponent's shot. The fast-paced nature of the game left athletes




WJ !^ the faces of the team, determination is
^^obvious. Crew was a sport which challenged
each and every team member. (Right)
^U: ^k women rest as they watch the men
^^practice. Both teams practiced early in the








SANTA CLARA, CA - Rowing, the
epitome of teamwork, takes eight
individuals and molds them into one.
Unlike other sports, stars do not
exist on a rowing team. No one can
hit the game-winning homerun or
make the last winning shot into a goal
or basket. Instead, rowers train and
work as one because they can only
cross the finish line as fast as the
slowest rower — the can only cross
the finish line as one united front.
Every morning, the Santa Clara
Rowing Team meets at 5:30 a.m. at
Leavey to pile into cars and drive up
to Lexington Reservoir for practice.
After all the equipment is down and
stretching completed, the coxswain
yells "Hands On" and practice has
begun. With the command, rowers
cease talking and begin to focus on
the row.
Once on the water, all eight begin
rowing and they transform into one.
Everything else is forgotten and
following the rhythm of the person in
When crew season comes around, teamwork as
well as physical and mental dedication become
the norm jor each team member.
front becomes the only importance
— handle heights, catching, finishing
and body posture have got to be the
same to attain the maximum speed
possible.
Rower's dedication to work
beyond personal physical and mental
depths will lead to boat confidence at
the starting line, and strength to cross
the finish line in first place. As it has
in the past, the Santa Clara Rowing
Team's dedication and hard work
will lead to a successful season this
year — and will in the future.
^jsyW^ practice, tin. women's crew team musl
^^^LMfy their boat into the water. Lexington
Reservior provided beautiful scenery for the team
while they practiced. (Above)
^U ^kcrew team concentrates on the coxswain
^^^iuring a meet. The coxswain kept the team





JEFF KOPACHECK FIRST BEGAN PLAYING WATER POLO IN THE
seventh grade after watching his older brothers in the pool. Kopacheck
was immediately hooked and has excelled in the sport since.
Known as "Paco" to his teammates and friends, Kopacheck decided on
venturing to Santa Clara from his hometown of Portland for a couple of
reasons. "1 really liked the campus and location. 1 played with (sophomore)
Jeff Regan back in high school and my brother is here at grad school," said
Kopacheck. Before deciding on SCU, Kopacheck played for the Under 1
7
National Team and this year tried out for the Under 1 9 National Team and
once again was successful in making the squad. The experience that
Kopacheck will gain from playing on such a prestigious team will only help
to further his play down the road.
Often times, imen on the collegiate level don't really make that big
of an impact. Usua.,, ley find their place nicely on the bench and wait
patiently for their turn to play. But things were different for Kopacheck.
From game one, Kopacheck started for the #19 Broncos as the point on
offense and defended the two-meter man. Said Kopacheck, "It really took
me about half the season to get adjusted to the division 1 level of play. The
guys I was going up against were so much stronger and bigger than in high
school." Once Kopacheck did get his feet underneath him, he put up some
impressive numbers for a freshman. On the national scope, he was the
third leading scorer among all freshmen. Logic would say that with this
being his first season on the collegiate level, things will only get better from
here.
With a new coach for next year and a solid returning core, Kopacheck
is optimistic for the upcoming waterpolo season. "I really think that a top
1 national ranking is possible with the great group of guys that we have
coming back."








TAKE ONE LOOK AT KIM YOST, AND YOU
know she is a water polo player. She has the
"waterpolo hair." When you see polo players
roaming the school, you can always tell them by
their hair — shoulder length with a sun-bleached,
chlorinated bronzing effect to it. It's just typical of
the greuling hours spent in the Leavey pool during
practices, and the day-long tournaments the
women's waterpolo team plays during spring
quarter weekends.
This San Jose, California native is no exception.
Kim started swimming at Leland High School in
south San Jose. She eventually became one of the
most respected swimmers in the league. During
her sophomore year, she switched sports and
began playing waterpolo. By the time she
completed her senior year, she earned All-League
honors.
Her decision to attend SCU was a fairly easy one,
she says. "I have always had the support of my
parents in everything I do."
In fact, she credits her parents for playing an
inspirational role in her athletic development.
Often times, Kim was looked to as the go-to
player in the water. Whenever the team needed a
big play to secure a victory, she would be called
upon to step it up and make it happen. And she did
just that — a nerve-racking, but very rewarding
experience for her.
It is this athletic ability that will help the team in
the future. Kim is looking forward to that future
with much anticipation and excitement. Since the
team has been upgraded to a varsity sport as of next
season, she will be called upon for the next three
years to provide athletic talent and leadership to




FROM MINNESOTA TO SANTA CLARA, CHRIS KNAPP HAS CONTINUED TO PLAY ON ICE.
A NATIVE OF ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA. SOPHOMORE CHRIS KNAPP
grew up playing the sport on ice that everybody loves — hockey. As
opposed to California, where most children grow up playing baseball or
soccer, hockey is more of a passion in the North. "A lot of kids grow up
playing hockey in Minnesota," said Knapp. Not sure whether or not he
wanted to continue his hockey career in college, he decided to come to the
sun when it came college time. Said Knapp, "I chose SCU because it has a
good reputation and is small."
While hock ayed a big part in his childhood, Knapp figured that
once he went av chool especially in California, that his hockey days
would be behind h
, when he arrived at SCU he didn't even realize
that there was a ho^ ere. With such a young hockey program,
the team at Santa Clara has only existed for the past three years, a player
with the experience like Knapp's was a welcome addition. He was inserted
as the center on the first line and immediately found success.
This year, Knapp led the Broncos in scoring, with eight goals and five
assists in 1 3 games. With the help of Knapp on the first line, SCU was able
to make some positive strides this year as was evidenced by the win over
perennial league power UC Davis.
"Chris is a great puck handler," said head coach Mike Breslin. "He has
great speed on the ice."
Knapp has enjoyed his experience so far. Said Knapp, "Playing with a
great group of guys and beating UC Davis, the defending champs this year
have been the highlights so far."
7 3?
sophomore profile
SUSAN EWENS IS NO STRANGER
to hard hitting. "I grew up going to
Packers games," said the
sophomore. It is that midwest
Wisconsin spirit that brought Ewens
(pronounced Evans) to the rugby
field. In its inaugural season, the
women's rugby team boasted an
impressive 6-3 record.
Ewens, the starting wing, also
served the team as president. This
included collecting dues, coordinating
games and practices, and keeping
the lines ofcommunication open with
the coaches. Often times, this was
not an easy job. "The girls had so
much fun out there, sometimes we
forgot that we were actually a club
team."
Susan, however, had no fear
about trying out for a violent sport
such as Rugby. With a cousin on the
SCU Lacrosse team, Susan has always
been an active fan of Bronco athletics.
However, she now had the
opportunity to be an active
participant.
"I have always loved sports," said
Ewens. "Rugby just seemed like the
natural thing. We had 50-plus girls
come out for the team this year.
Women's rugby is popular and it is
here to stay at SCU. It is a great
chance to stay in shape. Plus it is just
a fun game in general. I don't see any
gender conflicts either. We run and
hit just as hard as the guys. We don't
take any shortcuts."
Women like Susan are helping
pave the way for more female
involvement in club sports at SCU —




JUNIOR LISA NANEZ HAS BEEN
playing soccer for most of her life.
This Bay Area native started soccer
at the age of six and rose to the crust
of America's elite female soccer
players. Lisa achieved All-Conference
and state honors at Los Gatos High
School before coming to SCU in the
fall of '95. As a freshman, Nanez
was named SCU Freshman of the
Year and has earned AII-WCC
honors in her sophomore and junior
years. While Nanez may not put up
the statistics that one looks for in the
media brochures, it is her role as a
leader on the field that makes her
such a valuable member of the
Bronco squad.
It is Nanez's job to anchor the
midfield. Her speed and versatility
allow her to be on the attack as well
as defend. This past year, Lisa was
named one of the captains of the
team. This not only reflects the
confidence that her coaches have in
her, but the confidence of her fellow
teammates. "That really meant a lot
to me. When I take the field, I am
setting an example for the younger
players on the team."
Lisa, however, does not let her
success go to her head. It is her
modesty that makes her just one of
the girls on the team.
The only thing Lisa has on her
mind for her senior year is the
national championship. "I'm just
pro 3 of the position that SCU is in,"
she "We have achieved so much
in the : hree years. I am honored
to have d with and against some
of the be. ers in the nation."
^^*
,,yi^




WHEN AARON MOLINARI CAME TO SANTA CLARA
three years ago, he wanted to continue his athletic career.
A three-sport star at Saint Ignatius Prep in San Francisco, he
played soccer, football and volleyball, gaining All-League
honers in the latter two. Molinari wanted to try and achieve
the same athletic success at the collegiate level here at Santa
Clara.
With football being his first love, Molinari chose the next
closest thing at SCU — rugby. Having no prior experience,
Molinari was thrown into the fire his freshman year. "We
didn't have a coach my freshman year. Older guys from the
year before coached us. I basically had no idea what was
going on."
A starter from day one, Molinari eventually figured out
the game. As a prop, one of the toughest positions on the
field, Molinari is constantly in the middle of the action.
,
5*1 1
" and 21 5 lbs, Molinari isconsidered undersized for
the position. He has battled head to head against
opponents up to 265 lbs. Says teammate, junior Pat
Sweeney on Molinari's toughness, "I saw him throw up
on the field and keep going."
Molinari's toughness has paid off as he made the South
Bay All-Star team this year — an honor he considers
enormous. In addition, Molinari earned the respect of his
teammates by being honored as the team captain for next
year, a responsibility that he welcomes.
"The best part of rugby is on the field you're enemies
with the other team, but after the game you kick back
with them and your teammates," says Molinari. "I've met
a lot of great guys."
AARON MOLINARI EXHIBITS HIS TOUGHNESS ON THE FIELD.
junior profiles
LISA SACCO IS NOTA STRANGER
to being part of a team. As the oldest
offive girls, she has always needed to
be a source of leadership.
Furthermore, people have always
looked to her to set an example for
others.
The same holds true for her on
the basketball court. Hailing from
Kirkland, Wash., Sacco recreated
one ofher fondest memories at SCU.
"When I was a sophomore, we
played the University ofWashington.
I grew up right by there and they
didn't recruit me. They were ranked
1 0th in the nation at the time and we
upset them. That was the greatest
feeling."
The memories don't stop there.
Aside from earning All-League
honors for two years in high school,
she was named to the All-State team
and was State Player of the Year.
The accolades continued into her
college career. For her junior and
senior years, she was named to the
WCC All-League team, and this past
year she received the highest honor
the league offers — WCC Player of
the Year.
As for the future of SCU, Lisa is
quick to make predictions. "We are
a scrappy team, and that goes far.
Everyone is focused. Our freshmen
are just as much leaders as our
seniors. They wili win more titles."
23j5 . r . spor
senior profiles
SENIOR
CRAIG JOHNSON HAS MADETHEMOSTOUTOFHISSANTA CLARA
University experience. After graduating from Notre Dame Sherman Oaks
High School in Northridge, CA, Johnson was looked at by only a couple
schools. To increase his chances of playing NCAA basketball, he decided
to attend West Valley Junior College where he had a brother and knew the
coach.
West Valley is the place where head coach Dick Davey first spotted
Johnson. Johnson had other options in the West Coast Conference,
among them St. Mary's and University of San Diego, but he selected SCU.
Said Johnson, "I signed early before the season. It is a good school and I
couldn't pass up the opportunity."
Johnson redshirted his first year when he realized that his playing time
would be limited.
Last year, he was one of the first men off the bench and then progressed
this year into a starting role in the Bronco's three guard offense. Teaming
with fellow senior backcourt partner, Lloyd Pierce, Johnson was able to
provide a leadership role for the team. Johnson took advantage of the
opportunity averaging 1 2 points for the Broncos this year while leading the
WCC in steals. Said teammate, junior Todd Wushnig, "Craig brings
intensity and leadership to the team. He leads by example giving 100%."
While his SCU career has wound down, Johnson has relished every
moment of it. Said Johnson, "My teammates and coaching staff have been
great and our schedule has allowed me to travel and play top teams around
the country."
EARNING THE OPPORTUNITY, CRAIG JOHNSON MADE THE MOST OF HIS SENIOR YEAR.
sports . ^ 23^7
senior profiles I
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^1 4^ lady Broncos gather just before taking
^^the field. Team unity was a strength which
team members cited as a key to their success.
4&^Wj^^ the ball rolls i almly along the grass, Santa
^^Clara and Saint Mary's players clamber to
scoop it up. Confrontations such as these led to
many injuries this year for the team. (Below)
by Ryan Lowry
Asst. Sports Editor
SANTA CLARA, CA - The Santa
Clara University women's lacrosse
team had a 1998 season that might
be looked upon in the future as the
stepping stone to continued success.
As a member of the Women's
Western Lacrosse Association, the
Broncos played teams all throughout
the western region.
Finishing at 6-4 overall, the Lady
Broncos have shown marked
improvement over the previous
The Santa Clara women's lacrosse team has
shown marked improvement throughout the
1998 season making the future oh so bright
season. While wins are great, some
of the powerful losses this year to
perennial powers Stanford, Cal and
Laxon — an alumni team that has
played together for 12 years —
showed just how far the Broncos
have come in the span of one year.
Led by the play of senior center
and co-captain Dana Mello and juniors
Jill Mason and Kina Mahi, both
captains along with Mello, as well as
junior goalie Veronica Villalobos, the
Broncos continued their ascent
throughout the year. With Mello
being the sole senior member, the
core of this team will remain intact
for next year, though the rest of her
teammates will miss her.
Of Mello, Mason said that she is
"a great leader, very positive and an
animal on the field."
She added with an attitude that
signalled a bright future ahead for
the team, "We can only get better.
Our skills have improved so much
this year. It will be awesome to see
what we do next year."




The ladies of lacrosse proved
to be a strong force to







^^ '^\ Dana Mello awaits the pass. Mello, asthe
^^nly senior, was looked at to provide veteran
leadership. (Above)
^jylllSL her back again towards the camera,
^^^ Mello concentrates on getting possession
of the ball. The team was known for fighting hard




The men's golf team captured its first
WCC Championship since 1970,
moving the program in the right direction.
by Ryan Lowry
Asst. Sports Editor
SANTA CLARA, CA - Sports goes
in cycles, and this year it was time for
the Santa Clara men's golf team to
shine. Led by three All Conference
players — seniors Brett Jerhoff and
Stephen Lee, along with freshman
Ryan Sloan — the Broncos were able
to win their first conference
championship since 1 970, a feat that
shows just how far the men's golf
team has come in the 28 years.
In the four years that Lee has
spent with the team, he has seen
marked improvement each year.
"There has been such an
improvement," said Lee. "Going
from last place freshman year to first
place this year has been great."
According to Lee, with the additions
of scholarship money available to the
team, the talent level has gradually
increased over the past four years.
Throughout the season, the Broncos
played consistently. Team-oriented
golf was exemplified by the two shot
average that separated the top five
golfers on the team.
When the WCC Championships
came around at the end of March,
the Broncos were ready. SCU
finished up with a seven stroke lead
over University of San Diego. Said
Lee, "Winning the WCC was
definitely the highlight of the season.
Beating last year's national champion
Pepperdine in the conference
championships was special." With
no automatic berth given to the WCC
champion, the Broncos were left out
of the NCAA Tournament.
But with the WCC crown under
their belt, the Broncos can look
forward to continued success. Said
Lee, "With the WCC crown, this will
give the team greater national
exposure for next year."
^Lmen's golf team poses for a shot at the
w^ 1 998 Conference Championships. For the







\WJ.^^ Brett Jerhoff warms up before the
^^^Conference Championship. During warm
up, it was essential for the golfers to maintain a
calm and relaxed demeanor to get their shots just
right. (Left)
yHL \ «& beautiful scenery of Hawaii provides the
^^backdrop for senior Stephen Lee's tee shot.
The Mauna Kea Invitational was the lasttournament
of the season. (Below)
Golf Results
4mitJiii\ Brayden Yoder slowly overtakes an
opponent at the WCC Championships.
Yoder, a rising star for the team, finished with a
time just over 30 minutes. (Right)
Aiilli^ amazing speed and agility, freshman
^^^ Christine Silva wizzes past a group of
runners during the Mills Invitational. Silva finished



















SANTA CLARA, CA- The American
distance runner Steve Prefontaine
Dnce said, "To give anything less than
/our best is to sacrifice the Gift." This
season the men's and women's cross
:ountry teams dedicated themselves
to never sacrificing that Gift.
On the men's side, the Bronco's
:op team performance came at the
Crystal Springs Invitational. Mark
Anderson, Marc Nakamoto, Charlie
irenneman, Mike Ellison, and Steve
O'Brien all completed the grueling
8K course under thirty minutes as
they raced to a first place finish in the
Bronco's home invitational. In spite
of injuries and ailments, the Broncos
pulled together the following week
for the West Coast Conference Meet.
Impressive performances by Brayden
Yoder, Tyler Luiten, and Cary Parker
enabled the Broncos to finish in the
top half of the WCC for the 1 8th
time in the last twenty-one seasons.
Young and promising, the
women's team established their place
Whether performing on the field or in the
classroom, the members ofthe men's andwomen's
teams strove for excellence one step at a time.
in Santa Clara's cross-country history
by defeating St. Mary's at the Stanford
Invitational. The female Broncos were
just as impressive at the WCC meet
where they provided the best SCU
league finish in six years. The Bronco's
success stemmed from the efforts of
All WCC Honorable mention
recipient Ellie Guy and her teammates
Jen Koegen, Rosario Lopez, Christine
Silva, and Simone Eppich.
Both teams hope to build on the
success of this season by exhibiting
the same determination next year.
^WqK Charlie Brenneman and junior Marc Nakamoto trudge up
^^^ a steep grade at the WCCs. Team support was evident in
their 4th place victory.
^R ^k a cool September morning, freshman Ellie Guy begins her
^^race at a calm, serene pace. Guy's performance this season







^jMjjik Shannon Von Leher looks to pass the
^^^ ball across the pool. Her star-stellar play
opened up many serious opportunities for the
Broncos. (Above)
TtijMl Katie Deakers defends her territory.






team rallies in between periods. Next
year, the team will play its first season ever
as a varsity squad. (Left)
Meghan Rommey fires a shot on goal.
The Broncos had great success at the
side of the pool. (Right)
by Kevin Gemmell
Sports Editor
SANTA CLARA, CA - This season,
the women's waterpolo team finally
got the respect they felt they
deserved from the university. Next
year, the team will compete as a
varsity sport, rather than as a club
sport. Senior Alexa Baird was one of
the key members in assuring that the
team would gain varsity status,
despite the fact that she would
graduate and be gone. It was her
work that kicked the door wide open
for the younger players.
"The whole thing is very exciting,"
said freshman Kim Yost. "We are
getting more respect from the school,
and we will be competing at a higher
level."
Moving to a higher level of play is
not the only renovation the team will
undergo in the next year. They will
also get a new coach. Steve Hanson
(SCU '96), a former SCU waterpolo
standout, will be taking the helm.
"We have a great coach next year,"
said Yost. "We are definately going
to be one of the most competitive pool.
teams in the league." With more and more players
This year's team packed the pool coming into SCU with high school
with talent. Aside from the fiercely experience, the team is sure to
competitive play of Baird, juniorSarah flourish in the upcoming years. As a
Ginn and Yost were called upon to varsity sport, the team is definitely
be the leaders both in and out of the sure they will achieve that goal.
Snubbed in the past by the university's athletic
community, the women's waterpolo teamfinally








Santa Clara, CA— With the chance to
compete in sports ranging from flag
football to volleyball, intramurals
allowed players to participate in
atheletics, while avoiding the grueling
nature of inter-collegiate competition.
"Participating in Intramurals was one
of the best things I have done at Santa
Clara," said freshman Drew Quinlan.
"It has given me the opportunity to
continue carrying on the sports I
played in high school, and meet a
For those who did not haw the time or talentjor
full time sports programs, there were always
options open to allow them to play.
bunch ofgreat people in the process."
Intramurals is not justfor freshman
though. Senior Ricardo Martinez, a
four year intramural veteran, finds
time to play intrmural soccer. "It gives
both upper and underclassman a
chance to come together and play on
both the same and separate teams. It
has definately been one of my most
enjoyable activities at SCU."
Often times, fraternities, soroities,
and groups of students from residence
halls will form teams that stay together
for several years.
"A lot of the guys who I played
with this year are the same as when I
was a freshman," said Martinez.
Not only does this promote team
unity, it also creates friendly rivalries
amongst the teams.
"I have friends on other teams
that I know I will be playing against for
the next three years at school," said
Quinlan. "They look forward to the
competition and so do I."
For Santa Clara intramurals, the
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We support Santa Clara University
ARGOSystems
A subsidiary of The Boeing Company
fc
ngratulations to the Class 1998
appi.e£he
Employment Services
Immediate Openings for Qualified
Temporary and Full Time Employees
Executive Secretary * Word Processing * Accounting
:eptionist * Data Entry * Clerical * Customer Service
Refer a friend and earn a $25 bonus!
one (650) 574-82 1 1 Fax (650) 349-2406
1515 South El Camino Real




CENTER TEST PREP GJMAlT
456 California Ave. • Palo Alto, CA
415-321-3696









Join our Fast, Fun and Friendly Team!




Target District Office 210
300 Tanforan Mall
San Bruno, CA 94066
(650)615-0789




Target District Office 212
560 Contra Costa Blvd.
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
(510)356-2346
Target is an Equal Opportunity Employer











Corporation, is a Fortune
500 world leader in the
computer and
communications market.
NEC produces more than
15,000 different products
in more than 140 countries
through a network of 198
consolidated subsidiaries
and employs about 1 50,000
people worldwide (of which
more than 7,000 people are
in the U.S.) Due to our
expansion in our various

















We offer our employees competitive salaries,
outstanding benefit programs, educational
reimbursement and an excellent opportunity for
personal development.
Please send your resume to:
NEC Systems Laboratory, Inc.
1 1 Rio Robles Drive






That's what you get when you work at MANPOWER Staffing Services.
You work only when you want. And you have the
opportunity to work in many different types of companies.
Plus, you'll receive benefits that you won't get from most
staffing services, such as: great pay, life/health insurance
and paid vacations/holidays. It all adds up to a job
you want. At MANPOWER. Empowering the work force.
OMANPOWER
STAFFING SERVICES
1 9 Branches to Serve You
Visit our web site at: www.manpowersj.com























San Jose's original comprehensive
family planning clinic for 25 years
Counseling • Birth Control • Gynecology
Medical abortions (the pill) up to 7 weeks
Surgical Abortion services up to 20 weeks (awake or asleep)
Pregnancy Test no appointment necessary
Saturday & evening appointments available
To schedule an appointment for an abortion or to speak to
a pregnancy counselor, call (408) 287-4335
696 East Santa Clara Street















Monday- Friday 9:30a.m. -5:00 p.m.
Monday- Friday 9:00 a.m. - 5:15 p.m.
"Proud To Have Been Of Service"
Sedgwick Noble Lowndes
4998 <?W ^taduaiw!
1 60 Spear Street















CIVIL ENGINEERING LAND PLANNING LAND SURVEYING
1998 ^mAzatilma \pl<m.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE:































Santa Clara, CA 95050
408/727-0822
95E.MainSt.
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
408/779-7368
1122 River St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
408/425-0111









55 E. Hamilton Ave. Campbell, CA 95008
408/374-2236 Fax 408/374- 1 297
Litton
Solid State
3251 Olcott St., Santa Clara, CA 95054-3095 / Phone (408) 988-1845
3¥^W^toudUSPufifroU
3on4VicUtilcUi<m<y ley the/ ^ladtuUefr!
MTion
IHOM65
IC E N T R A L
404 Saratoga Avenue, Suite 1 OO
Santa Clara, CA 95050
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Congratulations Grads
Come to Frontier Fordfor special
college graduate rebate.
*241.1800*








3200 The Alameda • Santa Clara, CA 95050
Ray Lychak, Owner
kW SCHOLASTICADVERTISING, inc.
Advertising Specialists and Consultants
providing professional sales
and service support for
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in CEDAR LAWN MEMORIAL PARK
Warm Springs Blvd., at Scott Creek Road
408/263-2868 510/656-5565
mm—
West Valley Charter Lines, Inc.
Cong/tatuCaUotts
&






May all your partnerships
be successful ones.
Silicon Valley Bank
Beyond Banking—Partners for Innovation
3003 Tasman Santa Clara, CA 95054
408/654-7400 • http://www.sivb.com
Offices in: Santa Clara, Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Irvine, San Diego,
Beverly Hills, and St. Helena, CA; Boulder, CO; Wetlesley, MA;
Rockville, MD, Beaverton, OR; Austin, TX; and Bellevue, WA.
Member: FDIC. Federal Reserve System © 1997 Silicon Valley Bank 15254
The Bay Area's Best!
'
—
Lucas Dealership Group Inc.
Stevens Creek BMW
5757 Stevens Creek Blvd., Santa Clara
Phone: (408) 249-9070
Saturn of Stevens Creek
4555 Stevens Creek Blvd., Santa Clara
Phone: (408)249-1700
St. Claire Cadillac / Oldsmobile
4345 Stevens Creek Blvd., Santa Clara
Phone: (408)244-1000
Saturn of Sunnyvale
1088 W. El Camino Real, Sunnyvale
Phone: (408) 755-1700
Stevens Creek Honda
4590 Stevens Creek Blvd., Santa Clara
Phone: (408) 247-2550
Saturn of Burlingame
198 California Drive, Burlingame
Phone: (415)542-1700
Autobahn Motors (Mercedes-Benz)
700 Island Parkway, Belmont
Phone: (415) 637-2535
Saturn of San Francisco
711 Serramonte Blvd., Colma/Daly City
Phone: (415) 985-5000
Golden Gate Cadillac / Acura
707 Serramonte Blvd., Colma/Daly City
Phone: (415) 985-1000
Hayward Honda






























2700 Mission College Boulevard • Santa Clara, California 95052-8181
(408) 988-1500 • Fax: (408) 727-4353





• Full Kitchens • Complimentary Breakfast
• VCR • Jacuzzi Baths
• 27" TV's • King Beds
2505 The Alameda • Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408)244-1040 • Fax (408) 244-1045
7^ Granada InnSilicon Valley
WE EXTEND THE FOLLOWING
AMENITIES TO ALL OUR GUESTS:
• Fully equipped kitchenette with microwave and
coffee maker
• Remote-controlled TV with HBO, ESPN, CNN
• VCR with free video library
• 24-hour fax and copy service
• Newspaper delivered to room every morning
• Full breakfast every morning
• Dinner served Monday through Thursday
• Self-serve launderette
• Coffee and tea in lobby, 24 hours a day
• Shuttle service to and from San Jose Airport and
local attractions and businesses.






CONGRATULATIONS, CLASS OF '98!
El Camino @ Lawrence, El Camino @ Scott,
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Roderick Biswell, MD Conor C. O'Malley, MD
Douglas R. Fredrick, MD John H. Sullivan, MD












Pro Audio •Drums Violins
Repairs 'Rentals 'Woodwinds
Vintage 'Recording 'Percussion
Books/Videos 'Keyboards 'School Rentals
WE PAY CASH FOR USED GEAR!
1A(\R\ UKA QH/H 3427 El Camino Real, Santa Clara\H\JOf UWSJUII Hours: 10-9 Mon-Fri And 10-6 Sat
^ Blown glass
1R Ceramic cake tops







2891 S. Bascom Avenue
T/t£ Wedding VJorf^s Campbell • 408/377-68O8
JOEY FRANCO'S
SUPERMARKETS INC.
1 &oHyKtfufatto*t4, to> tie fazduate&l
2277 Alum Rock Avenue
San Jose, California 951 16
(408) 258-4977
Few (408) 258-1 761
S1&*CELLULAR
Star Cellular of Santa Clara
3390 N. DeLaCruz Blvd.









Vickers concrete sawing, inc.





























San Jose, CA 95126
800-454-JANCO FAX 408-271 -381
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SANTA CLARA, CA 95054






We are all very proud of you. Excellent job!
With all our love,
Dad, Mom, and Karen
dominie
Nick- romero
CONGRATULATIONS ON A JOB WELL DONE!
Your Entourage
0\ lisa|^B segale IDear Lisa,
' Keep smiling! Have fun as
you put your mark on the
world!








To an elegant lady who we are extremely
proud of and love so much. You have





':-Jto^VBk^B. "Shorty" AKA "Papa Smurf"
wK'~2£ k * CONGRATULATIONS on
you graduation! We are very
L^m^ \


















nail/ remembered a yearbook!" -1
sll me, were you really hurt in soc
"You're not so bad." -Jennie
"Thanks for your room." -Jodi
Really, Jimmy,
n't have made us prouder parent;
We love you.








You are a talented young lady with a mind of
your own. We are very proud of you. Keep
fighting for what you believe in.
Here's to a happy and fulfilling future!
Congratulations!
Love, Dad, Mom, Gina and Nonie
SUZY
ramirez
Congratulations Suzy! We are so
proud of you. Can't believe four
years have gone by already. Hope
they have been filled with memories
and experiences you will cherish
throughout your life. Always re-
member your family is here for you







I've watched you grow from a child to a man, a
responsible adult, with the admiration and





Continue to strive to be the best you can be. As
you go through life, reflect on what you have
—
seen and experienced and try to balance your
intensity and your natural ability to enjoy life
and have fun! 1 pray for you - long healthy life,
love, and the means to enjoy it.
Love, Mom





Within each new accomplishment are seeds
of greater things with the promise of
fulfillment-we are so proud of you!





Congratulations, Brian - a
n wonderful person. You lightj^H
up our lives with joy, pride
and inspiration!
Love, Mom, Dad, Karen,
* Maria, and Michael
keith
marshall
Life shall be the measure
Your knowledge is the treasure
hese years you have endured
a mpioyer is now to be lured
Goc k and congratulations
on your SCU Graduations




We are all so proud of you Best Wishes and
God's Blessings for a wonderful future —
All Our Love,




Congratulations to Olivia and all the girls at 860
Market Street. You've had great times together
giving Valentines, Christmas and Luau parties.
You've even survived the robber! Best wishes as
you go out into the world to make new friends
and new memories.
With love,






This family photo was taken in 1983 at Aunt Naomi's
wedding; you just finished first grade that year. Now,
after sixteen years of hard work-you did it!! We are so
proud of you!
Love,













You make us proud, son,
This four-year goal is done,
There's more to come,





May the road & sun rise
to meet and warm you.
May the wind & rain fall
softly to nourish you.
Love Mom & Dad
brian
ghidinelli








We're all so proud of you.
We love you.
Mom, Dad & Graham
advenkemeni , 2 6_1
senior ads
Yahoo! Yahoo!
Tom's sister Ali is graduating. Ali you're the
best girl!!! Mom and Papa love you sooo
much and are sooo very proud of you. For
parents this is the best ever.




Tony- We are so proud of you.
With much love,
Tom & Betty Carrigg
JP"^Bl|fc. indsa
dark
On December 6, 1976, a beautiful
blond haired and blue eyed baby girl
was born. From that moment on, it
was clear that she was a special child.
Eager, attentive and curious about
everything. Those early traits
propelled her to great success in
everything t she pursued. Her college career has continued to be
another list complishments. We are very proud of you and all
that you The next years promise to be as exciting,





















God bless you always.
You make us proud and happy.
Love Always,







Your day has come!
atulations from all the create
Pilgrims' Pause.
Love,






CONGRATULATIONS TO AUGUSTUS RUBEN TILOS
s
m £.








k - «£*,, * • j
Greetings from: Mom and Dad: Ben and Flory Tilos
Brothers and Sister: Ben Jr., Benny III and Mari Tilos
Sister-in-Law: Tina Groll-Tilos
Nieces and Nephew: Brenda, Tanarah and Bryan Tilos
35th Wedding Anniversary Photo, 1996
Our dearest Doug,
Congratulations! We are so happy for you. We








We are proud of you.
Love,





Vero - Sigue hasta








Te queremos mucho - tu papa, mama y
hermano.




It seems like just yesterday that we helped you move
into the dorms, and now you're getting ready to move
into the world. We always knew you would succeed,
but remember your goals and keep accomplishing each




Even when you were very young you had
spirit, drive and determination. I've always
admired your willingness to be an
independent thinker and brave enough to
take a stand. With the growing years you
are also becoming compassionate and wise.
You are an incredible young lady and I'm so
very proud of you. You're an "all star" in
life. NEVER stop believing in yourself or
accepting anything but your best!






Dearest Maria, Words alone cannot say how proud
we are of you and all of your achievements. Since
you have been away you have made your own
decisions and created a path and destiny all your
own. It's time for you to leave the nest, fly baby fly,
may God bless you always.
Love,




We appreciate your diligence, hard work and are
proud of your achievements.
Looking forward to sharing each stage of life together.
Loving best wishes from your family.




We are so proud of M ^^ i^rm






The rest of your life can
be up to you — believe







Congratulations on another winning effort.
We are so very proud of you.
Much love,




















e finishing the first
ILJI
part of your dream. Keep
reaching for the stars!
We are proud of you.
Wy
(
**» r, . >T^ Love,





. . . Prepare for Lift-Off!
bvron
conway
From the home of The Pack, to S.C.U., to?
Where will Whiskey go next . . .
Stay tuned for the next exciting episode.
Congratulations and love,
Mom, Dad & Colleen
ei een
briggs
How proud we are of you and how blessed
are those who will benefit from your talents,
your warmth, laughter, and caring!
We love you!














We love you. Hang loose! Don't worry ... be happy. A toast to you!
Flowers for you! Cheers to you! May your life be full and rich with all that
you dream.
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Deborah, Natilie, & Grandpapa









We are so proud












Congratulations!! We're so proud of you. Now go
take on the world and be aware of all it has to offer
you. We've watched you achieve every goal you set
for yourself, now life is the other great educational







for a job well done!





Do you like this design?
The Redwood is always looking for good designers to be a part of the staff.
If you are interested in working on the yearbook, come and see us! Paid staff






Get practical experience and have some fun!
The Redwood




Moira McLaughlin — admired and
respected by her colleagues and
peers, as well as her students — was a
strong and intelligent woman
whose compassion and person- k
ality touched many individuals i
throughout her life.
This year, she lost her battle
with cancer. But she will never
be far from our thoughts and
she will certainly never leave our
hearts. Moira's dedication went
beyond her teaching communi-
cation classes or conducting re-
search. She was a mentor to
countless students, and a de-
voted friend.
She will be deeply missed, but








Amanda Santos Managing Editor
Anthony Salabor Marketing Director
Luda Valadao Business Manager
Leslie Beattie Head Copy Editor
Sara Kuntz Head Design Editor
Yoon Chung Head Photo Editor
Cristln Orr Student Life Editor
Jill Thomas Assistant Student Life Editor
Erin Adrian Student Life Designer
Matt Slater Personalities Editor
Erin King Personalities Designer
Marianna Baricevic Academics Editor
Kim Stetson Academics Designer
Kevin Gemmell Sports Editor
Ryan Lowry Assistant Sports Editor




















ABRAHAM, LYNDSAY E 1 30
ABREU, GREGORY MICHAEL
ABTS, AMY GIFFORD 58
ACKMAN, JENNIFER DAWN 108
ADAIR. JULIE ANNE
ADAJAR, ALLAN ADAM 154
ADAME, KELLI M
ADAMS, LISA ELLEN 59
ADAMS, SCOTT WILLIAM 59, 89
ADLER, ANNELIESE
ADOLPHSON, ANNA K 1 30



















ALAMILLA, KELLY M 117
ALBERTINI, DOMENIC L
ALBRECHT, ASHLEY LYNN 213
ALBRIGHT, SCOTT A 130
ALCANTARA. RITA S 1 30
ALDAMA. HEATHER M 21 5








ALIOTO, GREGORY JOHN 59
ALIOTO, MATTHEW COSIMO 59
ALIOTO, NUNZIO S 130
ALKHATIB, AYSAR HASAN
ALLEGRI, KIRSTEN DELUMPA 28
ALLEN, CARLINW
ALLEN, DANA LEROY 59
ALLEN, ELIZABETH CATHERINE













ALVAREZ. YVONNE NAVA 1 30
ALVES, CHAD M
ALVISTUR, ANNEMARIE
ALWYN, OLIVIER SERGE 117
ALWYN, STEPHANE KEN 59
AMARAL. MELISSA M




ANAYA. GUADALUPE MARIA 59
ANAYA, JOSE LUIS
ANAYA, JUAN PABLO
ANAYA, TIMOTHY ROBERT 59
ANCHA, ANDREA JEAN
ANDERSEN, ERIN NOEL
ANDERSON. ANTERES D 1 30
ANDERSON, AUDREEL 117
ANDERSON, CARMEN R 1 1, 1 30
ANDERSON, CARRIE R 120
ANDERSON, CHRISTOPHER M
ANDERSON, JOSEPH L 117
ANDERSON, LAURA JEANNE
ANDERSON. MARK LAWRENCE


































ARDELEAN, ADELA D 1 30










ARMSTEAD, STEVEN G 60
ARMSTRONG, HILARY G 1 1
7
ARMSTRONG, JEREMY R 34
ARMSTRONG, RYAN THOMAS
60, 64, 67
ARNOLD, LOURDES M 60
ARORA, SHILPA117
ARREDONDO, DORA HIDANIA
ARREOLA. GEORGINA A 1 30
ARROYO, ADRIAN E
ARTHUR, MARK 52










ASSARSSON, ANN L 1 30
AU YEUNG, CHUN YIU ADRIAN

















AZEVEDO, NANCY M 130
BABOWAL, MICHE'AL CHRIS-
TINE 108





BAILEY, KERI L 60
BAIN, DWANA SIMONE
BAIRD, ALEXA LOUISE
NEWMAN 60, 172, 175
BAKER, CHRISTOPHER PAUL 60
BAKER, NATHANIEL DAVID







BALL, PATRICIA ELANA 61
BALLATORE, ERIC S
BALTAZAR, DEREK




BANFORD, JESSICA ANNE 219
BANKO, JEREMY JAMES 38. 39,
117











BARLAG, KATHLEEN M 1 30




BARNETT, CASE C 1 30
BARNETT, SARA ANN 61
BARNIDGE, GEORGE E 130
BARR, SARAH J 1 30





BARRANGO, CINDY A 130
BARRANGO, SARAH VICTORIA
61















BARTON. WILLIAM H 130
BASSO. DAVID VINCENT 61
BATEMAN. ALICE RITA
BATEMAN. MATTHEW L 1 1
7





BAUERLE. SARAH C 131
BAUTISTA, CHERYL D






BEATTIE, LESLIE DORE 61
BEAUREGARD, CHARLES R




BECKER, ROBERT ANTHONY 61
BECKMAN, ALEXIS A
BECKNER, KATHLEEN GAIL 61










BELL. RIDLEY JOVAN 117
BELTRAN, CHRISTINE J 131
BELTRAN, MABELLE M 131











BENIOFF. CHRISTOPHER E 1 31
BENNETT. ERWIN 61








BERGIN, RYAN DANIEL 62
BERGMAN, HOLLY MARIE








BERRY, MEGAN K 131
BERSELLI, ANDREA B
BERTELSEN, DEREK MORGAN
BERTO. JENNIE A 117
BERTONE, MARC A
BERTSCH, RYAN MATTHEW 62
BERUBE, MATTHEW
















BIGGI. ALAN STEVEN 117
BIGNAMI. ALANEM 131
BIJLANI. RICKEY INDRU 62
BIRD, CAROLEE ANN
BIRNER, YVETTE ELAIN 108
BISBEE, MARK E
BISCEGLIA. ALYSON B






BIVENS, KYLIE E 214
BLACK. MICHAEL J 131
BLACKBURN. LAVONDA K 62
BLAHA JR, JEROME ARTHUR 62
BLAHA. JENNIFER MELANIE 62













BLOK, KATHERINE C 131
BLUM, BRIDGET SHAWN
BLYTHER, CINDY L 131
BOBADILLA, CARLOS
ALEJANDRO
BOCCI, CHELSA MARIE 118
BODMER, DAVID LEE
BOE, BRENTS 131
BOEPPLE, MORGAN D 131
BOHRER, KARLA A




BOLGER, JEFFREY ALAN 1 1
8
BOLSTER, KERRI L 118, 121
BONAVIA, KAREN ELIZABETH
62
BOND, STEVE J 131
BONG, TIFFANY
BONNING, ROBERT NICHOLAS
BONSER, KELLY NOEL 62
2JZi* ciex
BORDEN. LEICEY-TIARA K 108
BORISLY, RESLYT
BORKENHAGEN. MICHAEL A
BOROTA. MARISA M 131
BORREGOJR, JAMES A








BOURNE, CHAD BRANDON 63,
74




BOWLES, MATTHEW CASEY 1 1
8
BOWMAN, TIMOTHY W
BOYANICH, VINCENT A 108
BOYD, MOLLY ANNE 63












BRAINARD, DAVID A 131
























BRICE, KEYONNA N 63
BRICHLER, BENJAMIN A
BRIDGE, MATTHEW D 131
BRIGGS, EILEEN MARIE 63
BRIGGS, JEFFREYS
BRILLANT. DAVID JOSEPH 63
BRILLANT. ERIC G
BRINKER. AARON LYNN 63, 240
BRINKMAN, JULIE CHRISTINE




BROKAW, CAMERON T 1 31















BROWN, KEVIN LAWRENCE 63
























BUDINGER, KAREN A 64
BUELL, RYAN K 131
BUENDIA, JOANNA DEL
ROSARIO 64
BUESCHEN, ALICIA K 131
BUGARIN, ELGIN P








BULOSAN, JOY AGUINALDO 64
BUNJEJOHN P131














BUSSI, PAUL E 118
BUTA, RADU I
BUTCHER, BRADLEY JAMES 1 1
7
BUTLER, SCOTT PATRICK 108
BUTTORFF, CHRISTINE A 1 32
BUTZMAN, KAIA B 132
BUYANOVA, YANA
BYNUM, BRETT F
BYRNE, JOSEPH BERNARD 64
CABAEL, REGINALD O 132
CABALLERO, KAROL LAURIE
CABANO, ANDREA M 132
CABEBE, PETER ALEXIS D
CABOT, TYLER A
CABRALES, JOSE A 118
CABRERA JR. ANTONIO





CAIN. MICHAEL ROBERT BRIAN
108
CAINE, COLLEEN ROSE
CAIRELLA, ANDREA H 132
CALABRESE, NICHOLAS M 1 18
CALCAGNO, KRISTIN LOUISE















































CAPUTO. DEANNA DACE 1 3
CARBULLIDO, BRANDON P 132
CARDENAS, HERNAN 132
CARDOZA, JAMES V




CARINO. GEORGE L 118
CARLETON. JOHN JAMES 108
CARLIN, PAUL JAMES











CARROLL. ALISA GENEVIEVE 65
CARROLL, SHANNON B 1 1
8
CARTER, CHRISTOPHER N 1 32
CARTER, EDWARD M 132
CARTER, NATE W
CARTLIDGE, JOSEPH T
CARUSO, BETH A 108
CARUSO, TALIA MARIE 108
CARVAJAL, PAULA F 132
CARVAJAL. ROSALIA
CARVALHO. KIMBERLY L












CASEY, SARA ELIZABETH 65, 99
CASEY, THOMAS P
CASKEY, JASON M 65
CASSERLY, AMANDA TASCHLER
118
CASSIDY, JEFFREY JAMES 65
CASSIN, CATHERINE ELIZABETH
CASSINELLI, DARCI M 118








CASTILLO. CHRISTINE LYNNE 65
CASTILLO, ELIZABETH
CASTILLO, KELLIE A
CASTLE III, FRANCIS J
CASTRO-LEON. RENE ROMAN
CASTRO, CLEMENTINE BEATRIZ


















CETANI, MARIA THERESA 65











CHAN, LAI HAN 66
CHAN, LICHI A 66
CHAN, WEICHING D
CHANDLER, RITA 132
CHANEY, MARY DELOISE 66
CHANG, ALBERT WEI-LUN
CHANG, DEBBIE 66









CHANNING. EMILIE P 1 32
CHAO. PHAN VI
CHARLES. KATHLEEN A 45, 1 1
8
CHARRON, DAWN RENEE 108
CHAU. KELLY D
CHAU. NGUYEN














CHENG. CARL CHI ANN
CHENG. DAVID B
CHENG. KAREN PEILING 66
CHENG. PAMELA P
CHESHIER. ABBYM


















CHIZMAR. LISAY CHRISTINE 66
CHO, YOUNGS
CHOE. JOHN HYOKMAN 66












CHRISTIE, MICHAEL D 118
CHU. DIANA M
CHUA. RICHARD N
CHUN. MICHAEL DAVID 66





CHURCH, JESSE ALAN 109
CIFUENTES, CARLOS G
CILKER, KARYN J 132
CINA. ERIC A 180
CIRIGLIANO. ELLEN MARIE
CISNEROS, ANN B
CISNEROS, BRENT RICARDO 83






CLARK, LINDSAY MARIE 67
CLARK, MARYFRANCES J 1 32
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A Santa Clara University education is a gift whose worth cannot be measured.
For not only is the Santa Clara Core Curriculum a challenging and often taxing
academic discipline, but it is representative of a fully integrated education. SCU
students are given the unique ability to move beyond the print in their textbooks
and explore the issues discussed inside the classroom — outside.
"Santa Clara gives students a lot of opportunities to experience learning in so
many different ways," comments senior theatre/English double major Ailene
Pohle.
The opportunities that are available to students at Santa Clara set it apart from
other institutions. Says senior theater major Peter Schmitt, "Santa Clara is one
of the greatest educational experiences of my life, being that it is so small and still
provides such diverse opportunities. There is a strong sense of community."
The Santa Clara community gives students a home, no doubt, but it also gives
them a spring board. Job faires, Donohoe Alumni House, and departmental
internships are just a few of the resources extended to students that enable them
to employ the university in the capacity of preparing students for their futures.
by Leslie Beattie and Bill Schultz
moving forward
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2. Eagerly awaiting graduation day, seniors Greg
O'Keefe, Vanessa Santos, Darin Moss and Rodney
Carvahalo plan a trip to Europe. Post-graduation
plans ranged from trips to jobs.
3. A group of sophomores enjoy a game of touch
football. When the sun finally came out late in spring
quarter, students flocked to the outdoors to combat
the hours spent inside the classroom.
movingJorwanW
STUDENTS LIVE WHILE A CAMPUS GROWS
1. Dunne residents parouse their new acquisi-
tions after a recent shopping trip to Valley Fair
Mall. One of the most exciting things for students
at Santa Clara was to enjoy life for all it was
worth.
2. The Leavey pool glistens as Anchor Splash
teams swim up and down its lanes. The sun-fi lied
final weeks of spring quarter brought droves of
people to the philanthropic event sponsored by
Delta Gamma.
3.Takingabreakfromagreulingbitof study, this
junior racks 'em up! Having a full-sized pool
table in his own off-campus house allowed him
to avoid the crowded Benson Center basement to
enjoy the game.
&#$ *; H> *U
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moving forward
1Additionally, the network facilities, impending construction and beautiful Santa
Clara landscapes — which are always being improved upon — give students a
competitive and comfortable environment in which to utilize the resources
available to them. But while state-of-the-art technology and facilities, as well as
pretty landscapes, make SCU a competitive school, students recognize the greater
value the university provides.
'I'm not worried with the aesthetic changes to the university," says senior
finance major Nick Romero, "but more their continual commitment to students
and providing us with an environment both in and out ofthe classroom, where we
can grow." Yf
Indeed, the students grow. Seniors look back with fondness — and chagrin —
at themselves as freshmen; freshmen wonder what their futures will bring.
Regardless of what the future holds, however, students will always cherish the
skills, memories and perspective that Santa Clara University has given them, and
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